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- 2 A b s t r act
The mnrble lekythoi were products exclusively of Attica

nnd

AthenLn territories and lr.,sted from about the third qua.rter of the
5th cGntury to the last quarter of the 4th, as some

e~igrnphica.l

and

arohaeological data and the stylistical comparison with decrees point
out.
Although successors of the white ground lekythoi, the marble
le~:rythoi

hove no symbolic character but !:'.re primarily beo.rers of

the figure composition, referring to certain person(s) as the grave
sto1a.e do.
Their functions were double, either decoro.tive when used in
pairs

fl~nking

other grave monuments, or organic when used singly

instea.d of a. stele.

This

potenti~lity

wa.s an a.dvantage over the

stelae o.nd ennbled the lekythoi to commemora.te o.s joined monuments
more tho.n one deo.d person of n fa.mi ly r.nd to be more independent of
the -time c.nd the occ[',sions of the doaths.

They undergo.) certo.in

evolution in sha.pe, relief and decoration and finish up as purely
tlecora i iva elements i>"1 thout any figure representations.
The study of the leltythoi ... nd the grave reliefs with epigrams
iu reference to the problem of the identifica.tion of the dea.d on
the grave monuments, prove tha.t the usual criteria based on the
rendering and the expression of the figures are not applica.ble
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generc.lly

~),nd

ospocin.lly to tho minor roliefs.

The men.ns

houever llhich the Athenia.ns might hn.ve used to mnke their
dead 5t.:ld clen.rly out to the
~,nd

p~.l.sser-by

must have been simple

common :?or 0.11 grnve monuments, independently of their

tJr-~is'jic[>l

their

~mes

vfl.luEi.

This might have been the inscription of

a.bsent over living depicted figures.

The presence of many inscriptions on the sume grave
relief, -the indicntion of some epigrams nnd some lekythoi
ereoted for mn.ny dead people prove thnt nny grave relief with
the usual figure compositions might simila.rly commemorate

many dead persons.
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PART ONE
Evolution of the Marble Lekythoi
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I. Introduetion
The word 'lekythos' refers primnrily to the small black-and
red-figure clay vases which, as the various ancient writers mention
and as numerous representations on vases prove, were mainly used
to contain ointments and oil for the toilet, especinlly of the
women

(1)

Becnuse of this particular use the lekythoi played also

a special role in the burial rites.
Gradually in the fifth century there emerges another kind
of lekythos, the 'white-ground

le~hos',

which from the second

quarter of the century was made especinlly for dedication at the
tomb(2).

From these funerary lekythoi originated the marble ones,

which, being made in a similar shape, were also named after them,
by the modern scholars.
No mention of the marble

le~hoi

with this or any other

~~

name may be found in nncient sources. .It is not known whether
their function was originally similar to that of the white ones
and to what extent they had the same function as their white
predecessors.

Archaeological evidence is also scarce.

The

cemetery of the Kerameikos in Athens is the only place where
marble lekythoi were reestablished in their originnl place, thus
serving as the only basis of comparison or proof for any indirect
evidence produced by the several scattered finds.

- 11 . Origin and function of the marble lekythoi

I

1

------------------------------------------

I

1&

White lekythoi
The white lekythoi were put into the graves after having

served in the burial processes - at home or in the cemetery.
However, white lekythoi were used after the burial, being brought,
full of ointment, occasionally or at regular intervals by the
relatives of the deceased.

They were put singly or in pairs on

the steps or on the cubic base of the grave

or on both sides of

the stelae for a longer time(3) to perfume or decorate the stele.
These lekythoi should initially have heen of the same
small size a8 those put inside the graves •. It seems

lo~ical,

however, to suppose that they would have been the first to be
constructed in larger sizes, as their decorative element became
of greater importance, and that this would have possibly happened
earli&r than the time at which the first large preserved whiteground lekythoi were put inside the graves.
The larger the white lekythoi were, the smaller their
inner oil-container became.

Furthermore, there is a group of

lekythoi which were made without any container at all(4).

Thus

it is clear that the production of larger vases was unrelated
to any demand for the construction of larger containers, but
was related to their use as a monumental decorntive-symbolic
vase.

As Buschor wrote, the lekythoi became 'Salbgerat und

- 12 . h P'1DaX , (5) •
zugle1c

The more the decorative character of the white lekythoi
predominated, the greater waS the need of a monumental and permanent vase for the lekythoi used upon the graves

The use of

clay material which would last only for a limited time could not
provide these features.

A change in the material used was needed

and the opportunity was given in the time of Pericles, when the
last phase of the use of the classic grave stelae began.
cl~y

The

vases were replaced by marble ones.
When exactly this change took place and whether initially

it occurred only occasionally or was widespread is not well known.
The only sure fact is that in the early years of the last quarter
of the 5th century we find the first approximately dated marble
examples with a composition in relief lpl.I, 2 pl. II. However marble
lekythoi may already have existed in the third quarter of the 5th
centu~

with only

~~inted

figure composition, as the early examples

PI, P3 LXXXV and P4 LXXXVI indicate.
the 5th

centu~

During the last decade of

their production seems to have increased and at

the beginning of the 4th

centu~

the marble lekythoi hnd fully

replaced the clay ones, which had disappeared completely

(6)

• Just

before their disappearance the white lekythoi made their last
'effort' (around the turn of the century) to compete with the
marble ones.

A group of huge white lekythoi reflects that
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iendency(7).

It is clear that their functions were no lonper

organic but that the lekythoi were simply

bearers of the rich

composition which resembled that of the following marble ones.
Of course there is no evidence that they were the earliest clay
lekythoi to be executed in such 1nrge sizes and it cannot be
suggested that other large lekythoi, none of which have survived,
had not been constructed earlier.
The emergence of the white lekythoi coincides with the
period when in Attica the erection of the grave stelae was apparently forbidden(8).

Dohrn, believing that the grave stelae

reappeared not earlier than around 410, had suggested that the

,
white lekythoi might have been used as a substitute for the
forbidden stelae(9).

Although his suggestion is compatible with

the spatial distribution of the white lekythoi (mostly in Attica,
where the luxury decree was enforced) (10) , it is incompatible
with the complete lack of large white 1ekythoi which you1d have
been suitable for such an erection in this time before the
reemergence of the grave stelae, that is roughly in the 30s(11).
It is of course obvious that any lnrge white lekythoi standing
on the grnve would have been vanished already in the ancient
times.
Such an erection of a single lekythos as a grave monument is also not confirmed by similar representations on the
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paintings of the white lekythoi.

There is in fact only one such

depiction on the lekythos in Cornell University

(12)

, which, in ad-

dition to being a unique example, is strongly suspected of being
a forger,y(13).

On the other hand certain number of later grave

stelae with only decoration a small relief 1ekythos, mostly in
the shape of the painted ones, is an indication that such lekythoi
mi~.ht

have replaced when needed a grave stele

(14)

•

But even if a single clay lekythos was not used instead
of a stele, the combination of such lekythoi with other vases could
have served as a substitute for the stele.

It is very probable

also that one or two lekythoi were erected together with a loutrophoros, at least in those eases where loutrophoroi were needed.
Recently a white ground loutrophoros has also been found and it
can be suggested that they, too, stood on the graves and not only
inside them(15).

Such a combination seems to be indicated by the

large number of later stelae, on the relief of which groups of
le~hoi

and loutrophoroi are shown, and which probably have been

composed imitating similar previous clay and not contemporar,y
marble prototypes

(16)

. On the other hand, however, it is peculiar

that such groups of loutrophoroi and lekythoi have not been
preserved on drawings on white lekythoi in contrast to the numerous
groups consisting of stele and lekythoi.

- 15 I

Ib

. Trans!.. tiOD

; nto' mflrhl e

- . Place

of erection.

----------------------.-.-...... -----------------------

It is not certain whether or to what extent the marble
lek,ythoi took over the functions of the white ones.

Of course it

is obvious that they generally replaced those white lekythoi which
stood in the open air, upon the graves.

There is only one preserved

marble lekythos, said to have been found inside a grave in Aigina,
the lekythos in Athens NM 3585, P4 pl.

~(17).

If the marble lekythoi had taken over the primary functions
of their clay predecessors (of containing oil) they would have been
hollow a.nd small.

From all the marble lekythoi preserved, there

is only one in Athens NM
with such

0.

which can have been connected

I044~Pl,

use, because it is not o.bsolutely solid but

in the upper part of its mouth.

a hole

This lekythos is rather smo.ll

(0,83 m.) and, a.s is mentioned Inter
shape Oond a painted decorOotion.

h0.8

on, it has a quite exceptional

All these fentures point t,o the

conclusion that the lekythos is probably the very eo.rliest one
preserved, belonging to the third quarter of the 5th century, nnd
perhaps representing a series of similar lOst early vases.
howevGr, also possible that it WOos

0.

It is,

Inter, exceptiono.l exo.mple.

It is uncerta.in, too, where this lekythos was originally

ereeted.

Considering its size, the possibility co.nnot be excluded tho.t it
wo.s set on the steps of a gro.ve close to the stele, in a place
similar to that used for the white ones.

Simila.rly erected are

the two marble lekythoi on the high base of a late 4th

- 16 century stele in the family grave-plot of the Mcssenians in
.
(18)
Kerame1kos
•

In fact, on the front corners of the base there

are the remnants of the feet of two marblo vasos, fastened with
lead, which most probably belongod to two lokythoi(19).
example might have boen also the stele in Athens NM

Similar

36l2~20)

Small lekythoi have been preserved occasionally also in later
times - like the lekythos in the Kerameikos Plt pl. LXXXV still
in the 5th century, lekythoi 345, pl. LXX, 365 pl. LVII and 407
pl. LXXI from the 4th century, the unpubliahe4

0 ••

in the Nntio-

D&l Museua, 424, .tc.- and at least one, the Kerameikos lokythos,
had quito certainly originally been erectod together with a
counterpart, since the foot of tho other lekythos was also found.
However,

alrea~

after the 20s, huge lokythoi were made that

could hardly have Served a similar purpose.

Two lekythoi, tho

one with tho rider, 2 pl. II, and that of Myrrhine 1, pl. I, both
dated in the decado 420-410, were very high (preserved 1,58 m. over
the base and 1,36 m. respectively).

The lekythos 2 pl. II stands

on its original round basco
An idea of how these lekythoi were erected within the grave
plot and what their function was is shown

by

a similar example

preserved in the Kerameikos, the late huge lekythos of Aristomnche,
230 pl. LXV (preserved 1,38 m. over the base). The lekythos, reestablished in its original place, stAnds on n round bnseto the
left front of the fnmily grnve-plot nnd served as a grn.ve monument
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instead of a stele
pl.I

~nd

have

ve~

cidence

(21)

•

The placing nnd function of the lekythoi I

2 pl. II might hnve been similar, as all these three lekythoi
lnrge dimensions.

th~t

the preserved

Furthermore, it is perhaps not a coinb~ses

of the two lekythoi were both round.

Another lekythos 8, pl. II of about 410, with a relief comp·oJition and the inscription on the shoulder HOROS MNEMATOS, hnd
dimensions almost as large as the previous three (1,10 m. without)
restoration).

The shoulder inscription, however, (which seems to

have been contemporary with the original erection of the vase)
indicates strongly that the lekythos was set at the end of the grnveplot, serving as a finial of the

gr~ve

yard.

A similar inscription OROI MNEMEION is on the lekythos 243
pl. XXVI but it derives from a later second use of the

vns~.

Another lekythos in the Kernmeikos, the lekythos 166 pl. LVI,
which is reestablished in its original plnce in the grnve plot of
the family from Heraklein, is the only properly attested example
of such n use as a finial. The lekythos and its lost counterpart
stood on n rectangular base on the two front corners of the high
.
(22)
facade wnll of the frum1ly grnve-plot
•
The custom of putting the marble lekythoi on the two corners
of the grave-plot might hnve been common during the whole period
of the production of the marble lekythoi.- Although no other
lekythoi

c~.

be

erected with certninty in such & plQce,

- 18 several have been preserved in pairs,

indicatin~

a possible similar

func·tion (see Appendix I). However some of them mdy ')imply flanked
a grave nlliskos as e.g. the lekythoi-pnir 218, 219, pI XXXVII nnd
the pediment of the naiskos stele (C.1473), nnd possibly the lekytho3
and not the counter" part was

270 pl. LXXVI of which only the

stel£~

found(23), and the pair 26, A3

.
(24)
ann the stele for Kaillmedon
.

'"'

There is an exceptional case in the survival of four lekythoi
of the same persons (Menyllos and Astyphilos Alaeeus) 271-4 pl. LXXVI,
(see Appendix II

), a fact which indicates their erection on all

four corners of the family grave_plot(25).
known with four lekythoi plnced in this

No other example is yet

~my.

The lekythoi indeed, with their round form, were ideal for such
corner positions.

They combined the decorative character with the

possibility of commemorating the dend.
~Thether

such lekythoi derived from

11

similar previous use of

their white ground predecessors is not known. An exactly similar use
of the latter would have been difficult owing to the frngile material
of the clay lekythoi; it seems, however, very probable that white
lekythoi were occasionally put on the surrounding wall of the

Plot(26~

The marble lekythoi were thus used in at least three different
wnys: as symbolic supplementary decorative objects to the stelae,
as finials of the whole grave-plot and as

gr~ve

monuments (27) • The

exact chronological succession, if there was any at nIl, of those
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different kinds of uses cannot be determined.

Since the commonest

usa of the white lekythoi Was their placing on the grave steps, it
seems logical to suggest that the use of their very first marble
imitations was similar.

The lekythos PI, with itsr.tber small size and

other peculiar features, seems to support that suggestion.

But, as

already mentioned, similar small lekythoi continue to appear later
as well; thus very probably this early use continued later also.
If we take for granted that the large sizes are indicative of
lekythoi erected as grave monuments, then this kind of use had
appeared already in the last quarter of the 5th century with the
two representative examples 2 pI II and I pl. I. On the other hand,
it is

"nJy

c"e'("tCl.m

that such an example existed in the last third
the

of the 4th century sinceLAristornache lekythos,
' h e d'1n 1't s or1g1na
. . I paceI
rees t a bl lS

l'S

~~O

pl. LXV-

dated after 338(28).

Similarly, the lekythoi erected as fjnials appeared not later
than the last decade of the 5th century nnd continued till the
last qunrter of the 4th century, and their use at that time
fourished apparently in the form of lekythoi which

had only a

floral decoration painted or in relief e.g. lekythos P28,29 ,
pI XCI, P43 pl. XC.
Apart from these potential uses, there could, however, have
been additional ones, as, for example, the use of a lekythos as
the finial of a single stele though

ther~

is no evidence at all

for it, or the placing of a lekythos on a trapeza.

On several
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grave stelae of the later 4th century there are preserved the remnants
of the feet of marble vases (Conze nra. 1435, 1436, 1483), but they
could equally possibly belong to loutrophoroi.

Indication of such

usc is given only by tho stele C. 1659/CCCLIII which, instead of an
:nthQnion, bears the relief of a lekythos decorated with ta.enia.e.
The shape of the sculptured lekythos resembles a clay one.

This

combination suggests, however, that marble lekythoi could equally
well have been placed on the top of stelae, in spite of the la.ck
of any surviving example. A grave lekythos supported by two
' Sh'
' (29) •
hern Id 1C
p 1nxes was preserved '1n ."
~re tr1Q

served

I1S

It might have

finial of a stele similar to the one of the grave

'
.
. Kernme1'k os (30) ••
monument 0 f D1onys10s
1n

Few indications are availnble for the possible erection of
m(1,rble lekythoi on trapezae.

Again the remnnnts of the foot of a

marblG vase on each of the three trapezae in the Messenian grave,
(31)
plot in the Kernme1kos
are the only possible examples we have,

and belong to the late 4th century.

The trnpezae are the monuments

of a father rund his two sons, thus two at least of the vases might
have been loutrophoroi.
deduc~d

No other use of marble lekythoi can be

from the evidence we have got up to now.

It is very difficult to determine whnt was the function of the
lekythoi discovered as isolated objects.

As already mentioned, the

size of the lekythos could have been n relative criterion, yet not
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absolute in the cases in which the dimensions do not rench the
extremes.

The use of round or square bases might also be a criterion,

since round bases seem rather inappropriate for erection on a corner, as
. .

.

flnlals) square ones however could be used 1n any place

(32)

•

The reliefs, also, which could be expected to give some
indication are of no considerable help.

Carefully executed com-

positions in high relief, as, for example, the lekythos of Aristonike
in New York, 6, pl. LV, the lekythos of Pantaleon in Athens NM 426,
pl. LV, the lekythos of Aristomache in the Kerameikos, 230, pl.LXV,
etc., give of course the impression that they were special grave
monuments and not merely supplementary finials, specially because
their quality was an exception in that late time in which usually
the reliefiwere massproduced.

However, such lekythoi are few and,

as we shull mention also later on, the use of sketchy or high reliefs
was generally rather a matter of period ann fnshion than of function.
Similarly, the way the reliefs are composed does not help
townrds determining the function of the lekythos. Compare, for
example, the relief of the Aristomache lekythos, 230, pl. LXV - used
as n grave monument - and either of the pair, 218, 219, pl. XXXVII,
which should have served as complementary objects to the stele, or
the reliefs of the small lekythos, 345, pl. LXX set almost certainly
on the

b~se

of a grave monument and the lekythos, 166 pl. LVI, used

as the finin1 of the grave-plot of the fnmi1y from Herakleia in the
Kerameikos.

In both these groups the respective reliefs are similo.r.

- 22 The characteristic differences between the Aristomache lekythos 230,
pl. LXV, and the pair, 218-219 pl. XXXVII, are the depiction of the
relief of the former under a naiskos and the emphatic inscription
of the name of the woman on the round base.
ch~rncteristics

But neither of these

can be considered a reliable indication of the general

use of similar lekythoi as grave monuments.

There are other lekythoi

as well with their relief in a naiskos (see here 11 2fi,) but the
smaller size of some of them, as e.g. the lekythos, 176, pl. lXVIIl
is not indicative for a necessary function as a grave monument.
An ingenious suggestion, helpful for the identification of
the lekythoi erected in pnirs, was made by Richter(33), who
proposed that those lekythoi in which the relief diverges slightly
from the

centr~l

a way, for

axis of the vase might have been erected in such

ex~mple,

that of Knllisthenes in New York, 105 pl. III.

Unfortunntely this feature cnnnot be observed constantly in all
lekythoi preserved in pairs, like the lekythoi 163-164 pl. LVII
329-330, pl. LIII, etc., as well as the only one reestablished in
its

origi~l

place, 166, pl., LVI, whereas on others, e.g. 218-219,

pl. XXXVII, this is observed only in the one lekythos of the pair
and to a very insignificant degree.
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~R~~!~~_~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~_~!_~~=_~~~~~=_~=~r~~~~·

I lc '

th the white lekythoi and the stelae.
-_Com',)arisons
-------------------------------_._-------------~Ti

..

The question is whether the marble lekythoi, whatever their
function vas, had kept any of the symbolism of the white ones,
and if

::;0 -~o

lThat extent and for how lone.

Nothing in the appearance or the use of the marble lekythoi
iUQicates a strong symbolic character.

Between them and the white

lokythoi there is a great difference in the subjects represented,
1·rhich sugGes-!is "" basic divergence in the conception of the function
of tile

V~_:JO.

The white lekythoi were made quite impersonally to serve

in the buric..l rites of any deceased person.

That was reflected in

their painting, which depicted, not the deceased himself but almost
alw~ys

scenes concerning the dead in general, the burial or the under-

lTorld. IJo-::'hing

l-raS

linked ui th the personal life of the particular

deceased person. Except on very rare
det:\d

i1C~rc

aDr~ys
1

•

sP~£1ng

.

occas~ons

(~4)

,no names of the

inscribed on the clay vases nnd the deceased appear almost

young, often holding attributes.
hands

(35)

.

The figures ere not represented

The only concern of the relatives of the deceased

woos 1)crh.::,-ps to buy lekythoi with representations which could be
consi&ered appropriate to the sex and life of the departed.
im~erson~_l

marble

This

chnr").cter of the vOose fitted its symbolic function.

lel~thoi,on

The

the other hand,cxcept perhaps for the very early

ones (concerning which there is no evidence as to the type of their

- 24 represent~tions

or of the presence or absence of in· criptions), almost

always refer to a particular death usunlly by naming the dead
person(s) and their composition often to the life of n

p~rticul~r

person(s).In fnct many of the lekythoi after 420 - when we have the
first approximntely dated examples-and roughly before 350 - when
mass production of the lekythoi seems to have increased tremendously.

might have been executed according to a spec1al order
1el~thos

(36) •

•

T

he

had in that respect the same function as the stele, that

is to preserve the memory of the deceased young or old by depicting
him, alone or

,.d, th

his relatives, as he had been in his life.

Only

very few early lekythoi represented subjects imitating closely those
of the white ground ones and these are the 1ekythos from Aiginn P4,
pl. LXXXVI the 1ekythos P16 pl. LXXXVII (both in the 5th century)
and the one in Peiraeus, 111, in the first quarter of the 4th.
Ho,,"rever in conho..d

to the stelae, the 1ekythoi, specially of

the early years, keep a certAin freedom in respect to the subjects
and the expression of the depicted figures. (see further on 1I

2c

)'

Consequently the marble lekythoi could not retain the
strong symbolic character of the white ones.

Even if their

original functions - those of the earliest lekythoi of the third
quarter of the 5th century - had been supposedvly

simil~r,

very

soon - one would think already after 420 when the first preserved
huge lekythoi were constructed - most of that character would have
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been sup}}ressed

What emerged were features taken over from tho

grave stelae, added to the decorative elements inherited from the
l.'rhi te ground lekythoi.
But since the lekythoi had lost their special symbolic
character, what was the reason for their flourishing side by side
with the stelae? They do not seem to have nny other specific
properties for indicating a special category of dead, unlike the
loutrophoroi, which are supposed to denote only theuunarried. If
they had had any special meaning, they would almost surely have
survived occasionally on the later grave monuments, the cippi,
.

exactly as the loutrophor01 had

(37)

.

But the lekythoi disappeared

together with the stelae because they did not in fact differ
basically from them.
However, compared with the stelae, they had some other
functional advantages besides their more marked decorative character.
When used as additions to the main grave monument within the plot
or on its

corners, they could most probably have been erected

unrelated to a particular grave and at different times after the
occurrence of death; and they could have commemorated mnny dead
persons, nlready depicted on other monuments in the same or in a
different place.
With those particular qualities

th~

lekythoi were most np-

propriate to accompany a special kind of stele.
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the palmette stele, on which the names of more than one dead

person'~

of a family were commemorated, either written all together on the
occasion of the last death or at different times, when each death
occured.

(See here part two 11 )
2

These stelae, as well as the

lekythoi, could have been erected any time after the death of the
commemorated persons, as a kind of family record, and they found
a supplement in the lekythoi which depicted the persons mentioned

on them.
Only one example reestablished in its original place in the
Kerameikos, supports with certainty the above suggestion. It consists
of the palmette stele of Agathon and Sosikr;'\es, standing in the
middle of the front wnll of the grEl.veyard of the Herak1eiot family,
and the remaining one of the two lekythoi-fininls on the left corner
with the figures of these two dead

(22 )

•

There are however two morc

groups of similar stelae and lekythoi a) the stele(38) and one
lekythos of Mikon and Ada from Sigeion, ental. 332 pl. XLVI nnd b)
the stele of Apolexis Erchieu.s (39) nnd the lekythos of EtJ.::l.ion nnd
Apo1cxis Erchieis, 198 pI LXIX, with only the one person mentioned
on both monuments.
However, a large number of surviving lekythoi bearing two
older male figures, as e.g. the four lekythoi of Menyllos and Astyphilos
nI4

plo L;\xvI,

!l. simil~r

give the strong impression that they h.o.d served

purpose, especially when one compires the lack of numerous

- 27 simil~cr

t,.,o figure scenes of older male persons on the stelae.
Most clearly serving as a 'depicted record' for many persons

of the same family who, almost certainly, did not die simultaneously
are the two lekythoi 27 pl. LVIII and 28 pl. LVIII, erected undouhtedly as finials.

There is no one prominent figure on the relief and

all depicted are equally emphasized. The sequence in time of the
deaths did not affect the emphasis given to the figures in the
relief. Thus, the two prominent centrnl figures of one lekythos
became secondary peripheral ones in the other and vice versa.Although
it is the only pair preserved with such chnrncteristics, it could
be assumed that the representation on it was not nccidentnl or
simply symmetrical for decorative purposes, but rather a
composition.

calculnt~d

Symmetrical, or mirror - ;1'VIi.\~€ c)()pictions are in fact not

necessarily intended in those lekythoi pairs.

Very often on

preserved pairs the main figures confront each other in such a way
that any figure occupies always the same position either on the
left or right in the relief (see appendix I).
Another peculiarity in the composition which is not met in
the naiskoi is shown in some lekythoi (22 pl. LVI, 50 pl. XXXIV,
53 pl. XLIX, 52 pl. XXIV) and might indicate a similar function. It
is a composition with two different groups of figures on ench
lekythos. Of course these reliefs might indicate two simultaneous
deaths but might also possibly depict two different groups of dead
joined with their closest relatives respectively.
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This suggestion of the pra,ctice of erecting usually lekythoi
unrelated to a particular grave might be also an explanA,tion why
the lekythoi commemorated more often than the stelae a greater
number of warriors, some of whom had possibly died in action.
lekythos could have served in this case as a kenotaph or as

n

The
sup-

plementary object to a family record stele especially on those cases
on which the warriors were depicted as older bearded men (see
details II

)'
2c
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No basis exists for a very accurate dating of the lekythoi.
The first problem is the exact dating of the beginning of
their

pro~uction.

The earliest lekythoi that can be dated approximately are the
lekythoi lvith a relief decoration, 2 pl. II and I pl. I in the years

420-410 (see 11 3 ).

However, the very first production of the

marble lakythoi may have started in the third quarter of the 5th
century.

There is a very strong indication, compatible with an

early dating of two lekythoi PI and P3 pl. LXXXV with painted
depiction, that the lekythoi with painted decoration preceded those
with relief (see chapter 11

2c

).

The exact determination of the end of their production
presents the same problems or even greater than those of the stelae.
This increased difficulty is due to the fact that the lekythoi were
moss produced(thus their dating was more uncertain)aDd to the lack
of

r~lief

composition in mnny of the latast examples.

lekythoi, with painted

These late

ornaments only, might possibly have been

produced occasionally a little after the issue of the decree of

.
Demetr10s of

~~leron

of the years 317-307

(40)

•

However, the only

availcble indication is that after these years lekythoi came into

- )0 use

~g~in

with the additional inscription of the names of people

who died at this later period, as for example, the lekythos of
Lysimachides in the Kerameikos P28 pl. XCI, the inscription of
which can be dated roughly as belonginr, to the end of the 4th
century.

The addition of course of the new inscriptions might have

been made while the lekythoi

re~~ined

in their original positions

iA;:I~

similarly as (,the ones added on nniskoi and palmette stelae, which
do not prove

~ny

special later use of them. But the possibility

cannot be excluded that the lekythoi might have been reerected over
a new grave.

Another indication for such a later use is also their

.
(31)
erectIon on trapezae
which flourished especially nfter the

decree of Demetrios.
Within the life of approximately 100 to 125 years of the
lekythoi, examples dated directly
evid~nce

are scnrce.

on historical - epigraphical

And even such a dating has a

wid~

margin of

error.
The other criteria for the dating of the lekythoi are
indirect, based on archae logical indications or on stylistic
comparisons with decrees, with other more certninly-dated grave
stelae and more certainly-dated lekythoi.
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The following lekythoi can be approximately dated throuch the
identification or relationship of the depicted persons with those
mentioned on decrees or in the ancient literature,

The lekythoi

165 pl. XXXI of Kephisodotos Kcnonos Aithalides nnd the lekythos
pl. AL with the names Arophinike Kephisodotos Konon

~nd

5~

Peisikrateia

might be approximately dnted by comparison with a votive relief of
.
(41)
the m1ddle of the 4th century
, on which are also mentioned the
names of the two men, Kephisodotos and Konon.

If this connection

is correct, then the lekythos 59 pl. XL which commemorates the same
two men might be dated around the same time but later thnn the votive
relief.

The relief of the lekyth08 fits that date but it could also

be dated e3rlier, in the 50s.

The lekythos 165 pl. XXXI commemor-

ntes n young Konon II who might have been the son of the other
KenhiPodotos. The lekythos could be contemporary or later.
The name of Menyllos Alaeeus of the four lekythoi 271, 272,
273 pl. LXXVI and 274 is mentioned also on a votive relief, dated

approximnt~ly

360_50(42).

Consequently, the lekythoi commemorating

him together with his father-must belong to a later date.

The

relief fits with such a date after the middle of the 4th century.
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The lekythos pair of Leon Phi lagro and Leon Autokrat05 403,
404 pl. LiOMII can be approximately dated after

Leon ,who could

have been the same person as the prytanys Leon Philagro Alaeeus
'
d on a l'15 t
men t lone

0

f Pry t anv1s
~, (43) b e f ore the ml'ddl e

century (The lekythos must belong to the second

0

f th e 4th

half). The figure

on the lekythos 116 pl. XX with the same name but without patronymic, seems to be o.nother person, earlier than the above prytan:f::;
but possibly of the same family.
The name EMboulos on the three-figure lekythos 136 is linked
by Kirchner with the famous statesman whose zenith was reached nround
367 and who had died in 330(44).

The relief of the lekythos seems,

however, to belong to the first half of the century - possibly still
in the first third - and apparently commemorntes a person of the
older generation of the same family, because Euboulos appenrs on it
mto"

as {; t '.1lreo.dy old.
More indirect indicntions nre given for the following lekythoi:
The lekythos 384 depicts two aged men, one of whom bears the name
of

Deme~s

Pryta.ni~

Glnukonos Achnrneus.

He might have been the son of the

Glnukon Achn.rneus of 360/59.

on the lekythos is not

~~med,

But since the other person

no conclusion cnn be drawn for the

dating of the lekythos, which could be considered as belonging equnlly to the second or third

q~~rter

of the 4th century.

The relief

- 33 indicates the second half of the century.
Aristaichme of the lekythos 371 and of the

loutrophoros~

112 6180(45), where she is mentioned by her full name, Aristaichme
Lysidos Zrchieos,could be the daughter of the

tri~rch

Lysis Erchieus

.
. . t'10n 0 f 342/1 (46) • But even in that case the
ment10ned
on an 1nscr1p

exact date of the lekythos remains unknown.
Certain seems the identification of the figures on the
1ekythos of Polystratos In and Philopolis, 257 pl. XLVI and of
Philo!'lolis' son the warrior Polystratos II , on the two Loutrophoroi
IG II~

12658, and 12967 (47). Howevl1T here

(1~~il\

no

exa.ct rlllle

I'or the lekythos • The family comes from the !Indent demos
of Deiradae

~nd

According to

.
(48)
is mentioned by Lysins in one of h1s speeches
•

Blumel,i~d.

who follows the genealogical tree, the

loutrophoroi must have been erected in the 80s, the son being killed
in the Corinthian war, and the lekythos slightly later.

The two

aged figures of the lekythoi could have been two brothers, sons of
the Polystratos I, mentioned by Lysins.
given for the

v~ses

agree with the nlleged historic events their

reliefs setlm to be Inter.
the

eo.,

However, although the dates

The two loutrophoroi might

belong to

however the lekythos is Inter, perhaps in the 60s.

The

lekythos might in fnct have been erected nny time nfter the death
of Philopolis,

:1.S,

for example, when his brother Polystratos

m

(with

whom he is shnking hands on the vase) died, or when a fnmily 'record

- 34 stele; was erected for which the remaining lekythos might have stood
with another as a pair of decorative supplements. Compare the lekythos
166 pI LVI(22).

I 2b ~~~_~_B:..~:
For some of the following lekythoi an indirect date might
be reached by the data of the excavations

and by the comparison with

other reliefs from the same family.grave-plot.
The lekythos of Aristomache 230 pl. LXV in the Kerameikos,
w~s

found over a layer of earth which is supposed to have covered

most of the graves of the Kerameikos at about 338, when the Athenians
prepared for

r~sist~nce ag~inst

their ancestorst

grav~s

to

the Macedonians and demolished even

r~build

the town walls.

A date after

338 fits with the relief of the lekythos.
On the same criteria is based also the dating of three other
lakythoi from grave-plots in the Kerameikos.
The first is the lekythos 166 pl. LVI of the two older
men of the grave-plot of the family from Herakleia(22).
.
(22)
Accord1Dg to Brueckner
,the grave-plot was built in
two stages.
364
t~t

~s

A "terminus postquem" for the first stage is the year

is indicated by the existing historical evidence, since in

year, because of political reasons, many statesmen

exiled from Hernkleia of Pontos(49).

~~d

been

A "terminus postquem" for

- 35 the second stage of the plot is suggested the year 338 for the
same reasons as in the previous example
have been

er~cted

( SO)

,The lekythoi might

either in the first stage of the construction of

the grave-r>lot and, having survived the cf'.tastrophe, have been rcerected in the second phase after 338, or it might have been erected
in the later

st~ge

for the first time.

There is no definite

conclusion to be reached from the excavations but the relief seems
clearly to support the first suggestion (see also part two 11 ),
2
The 1ekythos 210 pl. LXXII without aqy inscription, vhich
was found in the grave-plot of

Demetria and Pamphile seoms to

belong to the same fnmi1y nnd probably commemorates the same
figures as the two stelae(51) with an additional third

ti~lre.

Althvugh the shape of the 1ekythos the cosposition Qad the relief
.seem to belong still to the first half of the century, some details
however in the rendering of the relief are indicative of a later
date,even

4S

Inte as that of the stele (See also 11 3 ),

Yet no certain traces of n second carving of the relief
are ~pparent.

The only possible suggestion (although the indication

is really V&~ vague) is that the lekythos w~s older but the
relief was reworked in thnt later period.
compo. t 1'bl e wi'h
' :' th e e vl'd e n ce f rom th e
grave-plot

w:l.S

This

excav~

is not in·-

t"Ions (51) t~uat the

built in more tha.n one stage, .

The lekythos thus might belong to the early one and
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having survived the catastrophe of 338 might have been reerected in
the last one.
The third lekythos P33 pl. XCI presents even more problems.

According

to Brueckner it was erected in the grave-plot of the Makareus family,
which was built in the second half of the 4th century

(52)

,thus pos-

sibly after 338.
The lekythos of Lysimachides P28 pl. XCI belonged probably
to the family-plot of a certain LYSimaChides(53), which was also late.
Although the inscription of the lekythos comes from n second use it
I

is very probable that initinlly, too, it wns erected in the same
grove plot, thus it belonged to the period after 338.
The following lekythos of

Sostr~tos

and Prokleides, 3'6 pl.

LXII, belongs to the snme fnmily as the stele of Prokles nnd
.

Pr~kleldes

(54)

nnd they nIl come from a grave yard in Kerarneikos.

However, neither the dote of the grent naiskos nor the relation in
time between the two monuments is known. The naiskos is generally
· th e
supposed to be dn t e d 1n

~o
~ s (55) , wh ereas th e 1e ky th os was dated

·
by Bruec kner one genern t 10n
ear 1·ler (56) •

Al rea dy H·lmme 1mann '-uuS

pointed out that the lekythos must belong to the second ha'lf of the
4th century

(51)

of the stele.

•

Its date seems in fact to be very close to that

The stylistic and prosopographical resemblance

between

the two seoted figures of the two grave monuments points rather
s~me

dnte for both of them nnd anyway not to on earlier one for

·(,0

the
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the lekythos.
The lekythos 392 pl. LXVI of Pamphilos and Archippe of
the same family cannot be dated accurntely, but it seems to belong
also to this time.
The other criteria used for the dating of the lekythoi
are the comparison of their relief with the decrees nnd the
comparative study of the evolution of their shape, relief and
their pGinted decoration (see Ill' 11 2 , II).
However, the comparison often presents difficulties,
pcrticularly in the cases in which lekythoi, being used for a
second time, bear a later relief.
There were in

f~ct

cases in which a whole new relief was

carved on the lekythos, either being the first one, if originally
the

l;:~~thos

141 pl.

LIX

had only been painted, as the lekythos in Kero.meikos
probably

~een obliter~ted,

is, or

~

second one after the first had

like, probably, the lekythoi 282, pl. LXXXIII

285 pl. LXXXIII, 380 pl. LXXII, 394 pl. LXVI, 399 pl. LXX etc. In
both ccses the form of the lekythos usunlly had to be changed slightlyas the maSon nttempted to recreate a low 'boss' on which to carve
the relief (clearly seen in the lekythos in the Kernmeikos 285 pl.
LXXXIII).

The most usual way, however, of re-using the lekythoi was
simply t·.) ohliternte the older inscription, with or, without. adding

- 38 a nell one. (e.g. lek. 38 pl. XXXUI)lek. 119 pi. XXI or, perhaps,
a whole figure as is possibly the case with some lekythoi as e.g.
316 pl. XLVII).

There are some doubtful cases in which an
relief figure might have been carved Inter.

~dditionnl

This could be suggested

for the two right-hand figures of the lekythos 52 pl. XXIV, for the
old Kleochares of the leky-thos 18 pl. XXVII and Smikros of the
lekythos 156 pl. XLIX.

However 0.11 stylistic indicntions point out

to the suggestion thnt these figures were added before the lekythos
left the mnson's workshop, immedintely nfter the carving of the
mnin relief. Similar "amendements" to figures out of the original
boss-basis appear on other lekythoi as well, as e.g. 38 pl. XXXIII
and 59 pl. XL of which it is definitely certain that they were
worked

simulta~ously

with the rest of the relief.

A later addition

of the two female figures is suggested for the leky-thos 2 pI. n(58).
It is true that they a.re ndded after the main relief was finished
and possibly by another hand, but it seems improbable that this
ha.ppened after the lekythos had left the workshop.

It would have

been very exceptional for that early period.
On

some other lekythoi painted figures were added to an

already finished relief.

That, too, could probably have happened

before the lekythos left the workshop, after the family had chosen
among the rea.dy-mnde products, as seems to have been the case with
the middle figure of the lekythos in Berlin 330b.
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Ill'

Stylistic evolution of the lekythoi

Form of the Vase
The mr,rble lekythoi, having developed from the white

ground ones and having taken on some of their functions, Here
n~turally

influenced by them as to shape in their initial stages,

with some inevitable changes dictated by the difference of the rnw
materials and the gradual separation of the functions of the two
different kinds of vases.
In principle the shape of the white ground lekythoi is a
slender 'cylindrical' one, with a softly-curved outline from the
shoulder downwards almost to the foot, nnd an opposite continuous
curve from the shoulder to the mouth. The rather low mouth nlso has
a curved outline, like a half-open flower.

The foot is usually a

flat torus (disk), occasionally divided into two steps.

The handle

produces a strong curve from the shoulder upwards to the mouth,
almost

p~ral1el

to that of the neck, and then, bending strongly

downwards, ends at the lower part of

th~

Mouth.

Although the shape described above is fundamentally the same
ns that of the early marble lekythoi, there are some clearly-defined
differcnc8s observable even in the very first marble lekythoi. To
judge from existing examples, the handle of the marble
a1~ys

le~thoi

was

solid, stnrting from the shoulder and ending'lt the mouth of

.\

the

v~se.

The mouth seems also to have had a different character,
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being bell-shaped, with a

li~htly

flaring upper rim.

The main body

of the earliest marble lekythoi went through a rather experimental
stage, with each vase having more or less a personal character, but
always very close to that of the clay ones.
seam to

h~ve

Some marble lokythoi

a tendency towards strnighter lines than the contomporary

white ground ones.
A characteristic example of the early shape of the marble
lekythoi is the lekythos P3 pl. LXXXV, in Athens. The lekythos,
cylindrical in form, has kept many of the features of the white ground
lekythoi, such as the short neck, the low, wide mouth witlt s lir,-htly
r"\

flaring rim, an indistvinct plastic ring in the joint of neck and mouth,
a hardly perceptible stem and a wide torus as a foot. This lekythos,
dated probably in the 208, could be considered as the earliest
preserved example having the 'classical'features of subsequent lekythoi.
Yet, in considering the unique lekythos in the Nationo.l
Museum in Athens PI, which most probably preceded the one

discussed

above, belonging to the 30s,we find there is some doubt whether its
shape waS representntive of the

ve~

"

first marble lekythoi.

lekythos has a ver,y low, almost squat body;

The

the junction of shoulder

and body does not form a distinct angle; the shoulder slopes rather
steeply to meet a very short neck; the mouth has an almost square
profile; the body emerges almost immediately from the foot, whioh is a
very flat, wide disk, divided into three steps. The lekythos certainly
very clearly recalls the archaic 'pre-cylindrical' black figure lekythoi
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.

of the outgo1ng 6th century

(59) .

Should

th~t

lekythos be oonsiderp.d

as a single preserved example of an earlier stage in the whole
evolution of the marble lekythoi, the conclusion ns to both the
orieinal date

~nd

shape of these vases should be modifien. But since

thoro are no ndditional elements to support the suggestion that such
lekythoi existed before the series of the full cylindrical ones, we
will for the time being consider the first described lokythos P),
pl. LXXXV of the 20s, as the characteristic example of the early
lekythoi.
The lekythos P) pl. LXXXV and a group of lekythoi of the
lost quarter of the 4th

centu~,

as lekythoi, F29-J3 pl. XC! could

be considered as marking the beginning and the end of the ascertained
evolution of the lekythos-form,

The lekythos P33 pl. XCI is a huge

squat lekythos with strong curves.

Each part of the lokythos has its

independent existence. The mouth is much bigger, heavier nnd

ve~

strongly swollen; the plastic ring at the bottom is thicker; the neck
is longer in comparison with the body nnd rises distinctly in a sharp
curve from the horizontal shoulder; similarly, the foot-stem is higher
and thinner.

The height of the main part of the body is almost

identical with that of the neck and mouth and even with the width of
the shoulders. The straight lines of the cylindrical body of the early
lekythoi gives way to strong curves.

Comparing these lekythoi, one

can clearly see thAt from the slender, simple, one might even say
'geom3tric' form, the lekythoi have now reached n markedly-curved, SQI1At
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resembling the calyx of n. flower.
This roughly indicated evolution of the shope is going to

be described in more detail from its experimental steges, through
its ripe form to the finnl decline.
The 'cylindrical' lekythoi, the only representatives of the
5th aIdearly 4th centuries, hove generally straight-line profiles,
occasionally

t~pering

downwards to the foot ond sliRhtly brondoning

upwnrds ·towords the shoulders (e. g. lek. 69, pI.

vI), or a slightly

oDd softly-swelling outline (e.g. P4 pl. LXXXVI, 68 pl. III). In
nn ottempt to find their woy to the new type of grave monument and
to combine the different functions of the new kind of V'l.se - on the
one hand as smaller,

d,cor~tiv • •Qles

QceompaDying tbe

~tn

gravestone, and on the other as lnrge principal gravestones - the
Attic masons of the early period produced

0

group of extremely

slander lekythoi, occasionally of huge dimensions.
lekythoi, too,

~ve

either

0

These slender

body which tapers in a strnight line

towards the foot, e.g. lek. 2 pl.II, P5 pl. LXXXV, and I pI I, or
n well-rounded bottom, just before reaching the wide, low stem, e.g.
lake P9, pl. LXXXV. There might be a suspicion thnt the lekythoi 1,
pl. 1,2 pl. II nnd P5, pl. LXXXV, were the product of the same
workshop.

The lekythoi P5 pl. LXXXV and I pl. I are very similar

in shape,

(the lekythos 1 pl. I is reconstructed in pl. I)., and

between lekythoi I pl. I and 2 pl. II there is some resemblance in
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the execution of the relief, though nothing definitely indicating
the same ''I'Orkshop.

And, as we shall see later, the shfLpe of the

vase is not evidence enough to attribute it to a particular workshop.
Yet, the early time at which the above lekythoi were oxecuted, when
only a few workshops could have begun to work this new type of grave
(60)
monument, could allow such a suggestion.
•
The definition of the exact chronological relationships among
the above lekythoi is difficult, since for some of them the only
criterion is their form. The two lekythoi 1 pl. I and 2 pl. II soom
to belong to the decade 420-410 (see later on II)).
The lekythos P5, pl. LXXXV, judging by its similo.rity to I pl. I could
be very close to it in time. The lekythos in the

Ker~eikos,

P9,

pl. LXXXV is very difficult to judge because of lack of similar
sculpted parallels. Its rounded bottom has some similarities with
some lekythoi from the turn of the century, as for oxample, the
lakythos in Bostor.

290 pl. VII but the Kerameikos lekythos is

earlier. The difficulties of working elongated bodies were overcome
by the masons by occasionally dividing the lekythos into two
sepnrcte pieces joined at the shoulder, like some of the white
predecessors.

Such marble examples are the above lekythoi P9 pl.

LXXXV and the lek. PlO.
Yet the predominant form which was to be produced continuously is n more moderate cylindrical one, with a balance between

- 44 the height and the width of the vase.

The weight is distributed

equally over the whole body of the vase with the bottom of the
bally either tapering towards the foot-stem, e.g. lek. 8 pl. II,
30 pl. IV, P16 pl. LXXXVII or being well rounded, like, for example
the lekythos 68 pl. III, 105 pl. III, P15 pl. LXXXV, 290 pl. VII,
106 pl. X etc. As already remarked, in those early lokythoi the
curves are

ve~

soft, the neck and mouth rather low and wide, nnd

the foot-stem, too, low and wide. Of these, the lekythos 68 pl. III
seems to have the earlier shape, being followed by the very similar
105 pl. III. Yet the relief of the latter seems to be earlier. Since
comparison of the two reliefs does not support the idea that both
came from the srume workshop, the earlier form of 68 pl. III could
be due to a more conservative workshop
dnte.

and not to an earlier

P15 is also very close.
During the first quarter of the 4th century, there is a

gradual movement townrds stronger curves, a more elongated neck
and foot-stem, nnd a heavier mouth.
In the following lekythoi of the first quarter of the
4th

centu~,

mostly preserved intact, the type of development

in form is shown: lekythoi nrl. 72, 14 pl. XXVIII,187. pl.
19 pl. XIX,249, 18 pl. XXVII, 189 pl.
With the

l~er

e

~~I,

XIV, 24.

lekythoi we reach roughly the end of the

first quarter of the 4th oentury, a time to be

refer~ed

to Inter
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the turning point in the evolution of this form. This time ljmit

is of course relative, becnuse exact boundaries cannot oxist in
reality, where the shapes overlap
either

bec~use

or because

e~ch

other chronologically,

some workshops are more progrossive than others

occ~sionally

rendy-made lekythoi remained for a while

in stock until relief was carved on them.
le~hoi

See, for example, tho

P)6, P37 pl. LXXXVIII etc., which survive with their

boss unworked.
Already, in the second quarter, the form gradually shows
stronger curves.

The body begins again to tnper more strongly

towards the stem and is contracted also towards the shoulder,
which is often more horizontal.
become hipher, the mouth heavier.

The neck and the foot-stem nlso
The lekythoi 261 pl. XII,

3fO pl.XlJ,. 101 pl. L~ 6 pl. LV (in the second qunrter),7 pl.
LXVII, 360 pl. LIX (round the middle), ~how the wny to tho latest
cylindrical lekythoi 178

pl. LXVIII, 396 pI. LXII rmd 230 pI.

LXV (of the third quarter). In another parellel group of
cylindrical lekythoi of the third quarter, the curves are so
strong that the body tekes an almost "egg-shl1.po" form: e.g.lSO
puoa<tt, 61 pl.LXvII (nround the middle), 172 pl. LXVIII, 177 pl.
LXVIII (of the third quarter).
The examples of the cylindrical

sa~pe

became fewer in the

second half of the century, while another, squatter form already
created in the previous years, graduolly takes the plnce of the
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former.
The 'squat' lekythoi appear early in the first
tho 4th

centu~

quart~r

of

and are represented in a few examples of thnt time

(e.g. 294 pl. XXIII, 36 pl. XXI, 307 pl. XVI and 289 pl. XVI) but
they became more common after roughly 360

Be (e.e. 45 pl. LII.

327 pl. XL, 203, 271 pl. LXXVI etc.), until eventually, in tho
lnte 4th century, they are the only surviving vnriety of lekythos.
Their shape is very low and roundish, with rnther horizont~l

shoulders and high neck. The earliest lekythoi are very

close to the roundish 'cylindrical' ones (184 pl. XII) but
grcdunlly the belly becomes lower so that the height of the upper
p~rt of the vase (shoulder"neck-mouth) is almost the snme or

even grenter than that of the belly.

In still Inter lekythoi

the width of the shoulders increases also in comparison to the
height of the belly so that sometimes they are almost tho snme
while the nwck becomes very short. The following series of almost intcct lekythoi from the early third quarter of the 4th.
century and after show this evolution : Lek. 397 pl. LXII, P28,
P29, P31, PI.XCI.
On the Inter forms in the second half of the 4th century

there appears occasionally a peculiarity on the foot-stem, namely ,
the addition of a plastic ring as on the marble loutrophoroi.
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e~rliest ex~mple

century.

is 408 pI LXXXI around the middle of the

The presence of such a ring in the reconstruction of the

early lekythos 1 (pl. I) is totally out of place. The form of the
lekythos must have been similar to that of the lekythos P5
pl. LXXXV (3ee reconstruction pl. I).
Yet there are some other few exceptional lekythoi which
do not belong to either of th.se shapes.

T~eir

peouliarity 1. that they

have a high but more Ittriangular" body, which tapers strongly downj.Tl1rds

~.nd

has

~dder

shoulders.

The difference of this "trian-

gulo.r" exceptional vnrintion from the "cylindrical" shape is
more obvious in the first hnlf of the 4th century, whereas later
the evolution of the latter towards an "egg-shape" form mnkes n
separate

classi~ication

impossible. The lekythos 73 pl. X should

be regarded as one of the oldest examples around the turn of the
5th to the 4th century.
the above

le~hos

The variation is easily defined when

is compared with the cylindrical lekythos

106 pl. X, which could be slightly enrlier but probably from
the

s~me

workshop.

slightly 10. ter

The same comparison cnn be made between the

le~hos

297

'.nd its almost contQmporary

296 pl. XXVII. With the lekythoi 93 117 pl. XX, 252 pI. XXXVI,
331 pl. XXXV, 205 pl. LXII and 158 pl.XLIX the middle of the
century is reached. As already mentioned, the lekythoi of the
third quarter, nS e.g. 179 pl. LXVIII, 281 pl. LXXV, nnd 232
pl. LXXIV, can hardly be clearly classified any more as being
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the "triangula.r" exception or the Inter "cylindrica.l" form.
To conclude, one should say

tru~t

the definition of the

shape of a lekythos is sometimes more difficult

th~n

expected,

beccuse the forms discussed above oocasionally overlap ea.ch
other. Similarly it is not alwuys possible to give o.n exnct
dcting on the basis of shape, nor

(~n

identificntion of a workshop.
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II • Figure Compositions - Ornamental Decoration
2

-------------------------------------------

The several parts of the lekythoi were bound together by
decoration which covered almost the whole surface of the vase. The
most usual decoration was a combination of ornamental painted motifs
and a figure composition in relief.

However, though the figure-

representation in some lekythoi was not in relief but only in
painting and in some others there was no figure-representation at
all, the ornamental painting of the rest of the body seems to nppear
consistently in all the lekythoi from the earliest to the latest
ones t except for the very few examples

011

which it was ropla.cod by

a slightly different relief ornament.
The distribution of the figured and ornamental decoration
was gonerally as follows:

On the main body of the lekythos there

was a large band running all round, framed by two other narrower
ones.

Apart from some rare exceptions, the upper band-on the upper

edge of the body - consisted of an egg and dart pattern; nnd the
other one, on the lower part of the body, of a maeander interrupted by

~

kind of metope with different motifs, usually checker

or starlike ornaments.
p~inted

In the large zone between was carved or

the figured composition (when there wns one).

The rest

of the lekythos, probably with the exception of the foot, wns
covered by the painted ornaments consisting usually of floral
motifs.

It is possible thnt the hnndle, too, received

p~inting

or
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decoration, as it is shown from the early lekythos fragmen1L~7a pl.
~,

the exceptional lekythos 111 with the relief of a standing

female figure on each side and the several later lekythoi with
ornamental motifs in relief (e.g. P45 pl. XC).
Except for some early

le~hoi,

as will be seen balow, the

bulk of the vases seem to follow that basic arrangement of decorntion.
The well-preserved lekythoi 181 pl. XVI and 189 pl. XIV are
representative examples.
Both the figure and the ornamental motifs undergo a certain
evolution which is related to the shape, but probably also to the
function of the vnse.
In the early lekythoi, with the more elongated bodies, the
figure-decoration was of the greatest importance.

The middle main

zone of the lekythoi was high and the figure-decorntion covered most
of its width and height, that is most of the vase belly, wherens
the painted ornaments were restricted to its very lowest part, as
seen in lekythos 2 pl. II.
In the later years the figure-composition gradually covered
a smaller and smaller area, restricted eventually to the middle
or upper middle part of the front of the vase, like a small
"c.pplique" whereas the painted orIUl.ments covered the major part of
the vnse surface.

Typical examples are the lekythoi 281 pl. LXXV(61)

and 381 pl. LXXV, of the third qunrter of the oentury.

In fact,

- 51 this evolution in the setting of the relief is best demonstrated by
two multifigure lekythoi, the one of Boston 3 pl.)(

.. beginning

of thG 4th century - and the other in Kerameikos , 7 pl. LXVII - of
around the middle of the same century.

Whereas on the first one the

figures cover almost all the middle zone, on the latter the figures
cover less than half of the front. But apart from that, the later
reliefs are with less figures (usually two) and also generally

very

low and sketchy, as if they were simply used as a basis for the additional painting.
In the final stage of the lekythoi the figure composition
vanished completely, while the wide band in the middle of the
vase-body

bec~e

narrower.

This kind of decoration nppears only

on the squat lekythoi, which
lnte

ph~se,

~re

nlso representatives of this

e.g. lek. P29, pl. XCI, P33, pl. XCI.

It seems somehow

that the appearnnce of the lekythos form is now complemented by the
purely

or~mental

decoration.

This chnnge in the appearance of

the vese could hove resulted also from a chnnge in its function.
In the late 5th and early 4th century the

le~hoi

were mainly

bearers of the figure composition similar to the stelae, whereas
in the Inter 4th seem to be merely decorative supplements to them.

11 20 , Set~!ng n~~~ing_~!_!~!-!!~e_£~~E~!!~!~~

The figure compositions were usually carved in relief;

- 52 painted representations are less frequent.
The early relief-compositions were usually set in a
slightly recessed frieze which corresponded to the middle large
zone framed by the two ornamental bands; see, for example, the
lekythoi 2 pl. II and 8 pl. II. The recessed zone was deep at tho
front of the vase, less deep at the sides and disappearing gradually
towards the back.

This kind of relief-rendoring, although not

unique, is characteristic of the 5th century and continues to
appear in the first quarter of the 4th.

The latest existing

examples seem to belong to the years 3BO-70, e.g. lek. 249.
Another usual type of relief-rendering is the carving of
the reliaf out of a projecting area, the so-called boss, which
is also restricted to the space between the two parallel ornamental bands of the belly of the lekythos. It is wider and higher in the earlier lekythoi, where, as already mentioned, the reliefs covered a very large part of the body, and is a smnll rectangle in the later ones.

The lowest part of this projecting

area, a narrow fillet, is usually kept as a base for the relief.
This kind of relief appears mainly in the 4th century but it
cannot be

t~ken

as an absolute chronological criterion because

it had alreudy been used occasionally in the last quarter of the
5th century, as the lekythoi I pl. I and 105 pl. III show(62).
There are also two other ways of setting the relief on
the lekythos; neither is very common.

One, which is the earlier

- 53 of the two, appearing on lekythoi of the first third of the century,
is the placing of the relief in a recessed panel.

There are very

few existing examples of this kind of relief (the lekythoi 32 pl. VI,
12 pl. V, 125 pl. XII, 184 pl. XII, 114 pl. XXVII)and the difforences

of style indicate that they are products of different workshops. This
ralker unsuccessful for a vase setting of a relief might bo due to
the need of n frnmework for the recessed frieze, when the figures
began gradually to be restricted to the front of the lekythos body,
the prototype being apparently supplied by the panel stelae and
some stelae of the turn of the fifth century, such as the one of
.

Mika and D10n

(63)

•

The lekythoi 30 pl. IV and 12 pl. V of the 5th century,
which have a very wide and shallow panel, differing very little
from the recessed frieze, may be considered as representing the
first attempt towards the recessed panel.
The other uncommon way is the setting of the relief within
a rectangular nniskos.

It appears almost exclusively on lekythoi

of the second half of the 4th century, most of which are decorated
(perhaps not nccidentnlly)totnlly or putinlly, wi th g~Ldrooning or
other

or~ments

in relief.

176 nl. LXVIII, 180 pl. XIV,

The lekythoi are six: nrs. 61 pl.LXVII,
P~4

pl. XC nnd 172 pl. LXVIII - leky_

tbos P4+vi th originally painted f.igure composition.
lekythoS 2)0 pl. LXV has no gndrooning.

The sixth
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The naiskoi have no pediment but, like the votive reliefs,
they have a horizontal architrave with antefixes.

They are set

eithor in the middle of the front of the lekythos - like the lekythos
230 pl. LKV or extend upwards round the edge of the shoulder breaking
through the upper continuous ornamental band - e.g. lek. 61 pl.LXVII.

On the unique lekythos from Eleusis, 20 pl. XXIX, of the
first quarter of the 4th century, we find the forerunner of the
later naiskoi. Here, too, the relief is set within a naiskos, but
this naiskos is large and high, resembling rath·er a wide frieze.
Its architectural framing can hardly produce the Same effect as
on the other lekythoi, that of emphasizing and

simultaneously

separating the relief from the rest of the vase-surface.
The attempt to introduce on the 1ekythoi this kind of
relief framing is of course the result of the

influence that the

grave naiskoi exercised on them, especially after the middle of the
4th century. Lekythoi like 46 pl. LXVII, which still has its relief in

a pnnel but no longer in a recessed one, seem to represent the con-

cectiDg link between these two different kinds of framing.
It is worthy of attention that the nniskoi of the lekythoi
use, instead of the pediment of the 'grave nniskoi', a horizontm
architrave like that of the votive reliefs.

This peculiarity does

not s&em to have a deeper functional meaning, but it results
rather from aesthetic causes, as fitting better on the

face of the vase.

cu~ved

sur-
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The appearance of the naiskos on the lekythoi expresses a
tendency for the lekythos to be assimilated to the stele.

This,

however, does not necessarily imply that the function of those
lekythoi is the same as that of the grave stelae.

On the other

h&nd, this cannot be totally excluded, since the unique example
reerected in its original place in Kerameikos, the Aristomache lekytht'"j
230 pl. LXV, had in fact served as a grave stele.
Some of the latest lekythoi, no longer have their figure
composition in true relief but barely more than engraved on the
lekythos body. Almost all of them derive from a second
vase e.g. 380 pl. LXXII, 399 pl. LXX.

USe

of the

There are cases, however,

in which the very sketchy reliefs of the later lekythoi (e.g. lek.
163, 164 pl. LVII) differ very little from the oneS carved on

0.

second use.

The oldest surviving lekythoi with reliefs (1 pl. I and
2, pl. II), coincide with the full re-establishment of the grave
stelae. Furthermore, the potentialities of the material of the
lekythoi and some at least of their functions place them very
close to the stelae.
th~t

It should therefore be a natural conclusion

both kinds of grave monuments were executed in the same work-

shops and that both should follow the seme rules of grouping and
rendering the relief.

As far as the execution and the quality

- 56 of the relief is concerned, several early lekythoi in fact allow us
to assume that they were made in the same workshops as the grave
stelae, bec~use their reliefs are comparable (see 11 ),
3

In later years, on the contrary, and especially nfter the
middle of the 4th century, although the reliefs on lekythoi now to
a greater degree imitated the grave stelae in the scheme of
composition, they dif.fer so much in the relief rendering that the
origin in separate workshops is apparent.

The striking difference can

be shown between the stele of Demetria and Pnmphile(64) and the
relief of the lekythos 210.pl. LXXII, from the same family
plot in th3 'Kerameikos.
The relief of the 5th and early 4th century lekythoi is
generally higher and more carefully executed and the

det~ils

of

the figures - e.g. toes, shoes, hands, eyelids etc. - are meticulously worked.

One can even distinguish some expression in the

face of the figures.

The garments are worked very cnrefully and

plastically, emphasizing the shape and the volume of the body,
especinlly in the first third of the 4th century, when also the
figures are depicted mostly in three-qunrter view.

As a whole,

however, the compositions are executed on the surface, without
a~ s~nse

of depth. The figures are all set on the same plane,

keeping grent distnnces from each other, being very loosely connected
and

insepnr~ble

from the background.
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Gradually, the rendering of the figures becomes shallow and
details begin to be omitted.

Often the bodies are wrapped under the

heavy mass of the himation which in its turn is executed in two-dimensional stylized parallel folds.

After the middle of the 4th century

the quality of the reliefs generally deteriorates and the vases moro
often seem to be mass produced.

Exceptions appear occasionally, as

for example the Aristomache lekythos, in Kerameikos, 230 pl. LXV,
and the Sostratos and Prokleides one, 39' pl. LXII.
On the other hand,

alre~dy

in the years before the middle

of the 4th century, an attempt is begun to give the impression of
the third dimension by imitation of the three-dimensional compositions
of the contemporary grave stelae.
com~ositions

They introduce the 'semi-circular'

by placing one figure in the background. The figures

ara now more tightly bound together and the movement bHgins and onds
in the same person through the accessory figure in the background,
e.g. lekythoi 214 pl. LIV

~nd

230 pl. LXV.

However, the masons who

carved the lekythoi are generally unsuccessful in giving the impres~

sion of depth. This may be due partly to the great difficulty of
doing so in a shallow relief on a curved surfnce such as that of the
lekythoi.

On the lekythos 214, pl. LIV, for example, one of the

earliest exnmples of three-dimensional compositions, although the
middle figure is set in the background, there is no sense of depth
at all.

Both standing figures, in the background and the foreground,

- 5S give the impression of being parallel and on the same plane.

The

relief of the lekythos 65, pl. XXXVIII of the 405, has not progressed
much in that respect und similarly on the lekythos

60 pl. LVI of

the 40s, the figures do not form a connected group.

To the sa.me

factor is due also the fact that no more than one adult figure is
ever set in the background of the three-dimensional compositions on
the lekythoi.
In some other cases of course the three-dimensional reliefs are

c~rved

more successfully, as, for instanco, on the

lekythos, 230 pl. LXV, but here the Sense of depth is due to the
fact that the composition is within a naiskos, which enables tho
figures, especially the two lateral ones, to be worked in higher
rGlief to coUnteract the effect of the curvature of the Vase on
the middle figure.
The rendering of the individual figures continues to be
in the usuc.l three-quarter view, but 'dth the lapse- of the time thne.
appears ag&in

occasion~lly

& tendency for the profile ones, The re-

liefsare worked genernlly in a more linear and sketchy way thnn
before.

Front

st~.tuesque

views are avoided except in a few examples

only (lek. 173, 280 pl. LXXI) which belong rather to the last
third of the century.

In thnt time it is no longer possible to

compare the reliefs on the lekythoi with those of the stelae; their
closest

pnr~llels

are the panel nnd in general the slender-stelae

which might have been worked in the same workshops.
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II

,Schemes of the tiS". composition
2b

---------------------------------

At the time when the first relief lekythoi appeared, the
Attic masons had already produced the wide stelae, but their archnic
tradition restricted the number .f figures represented on them. They
never tried to depict more than three persons. Multifigure-compositions
are seen on the stelae after the first quarter of the 4th century
and above all after the middle of it.
In contrast, the evolution of the lekythoi reliefs take.
the opposite direction, beginning with multifigure compositions
and ending in two-figure ones.
The masons of the early
elabor~ting

the vase.

le~thoi

had the opportunity of

their scenes on an unframed frieze around the body ot
These multifigure representations covering most of the

surfnce of the vnse remain the most charncteristic feature of the
early

le~hoi,

as the following

le~thoi

of the 5th century 1 pl. I,

2 pl. II, 8 pl. II, )0 pl. IV, 11 pl. IV, 31 pl. VI, show. It must
be stressed that although the lekythoi 1 pl. I and 2 pl. II are
influenced in their main subject by contemporary stelae - Orpheus
relief(65) and the relief Albani(66) respectively - they differ from
those by the addition of more figures and by a more narrative
char~cter.

Compositions with more than four figures continue to appear
occasionally, but apparently not much later than the middlo of the
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4th

centu~,

in contrast to what is to be found on the grnve stelae.

After the lekythoi 1 pl. I and 2 pl. II, the next lekythoi in time
nre the one in Boston Museum, 3 pI. X· - the first qunrter of the
4th

centu~

-, the lekythoi of Sknmbonides, 5 pI. XXIX,4 pI.XJ., the

Aristomache Iekytho8,6 pl. LV, and the one in the Kerameikos, 7 pl.
LXVII, with which we reach roughly the middle of the century. The
scenes are also very often enriched by the figures of babies or
young children, especially in the 5th

centu~

aDd the first third

of the 4th, but since they are rarely the main figures, they are
not included here in the enumeration of the relief figures.
Four-figure compositions are preserved chiefly from the
5th and first bnlf of the 4th centuries.
le~hoi

The figures of the early

extended symmetrically over the vase-surface with the

main group in the middle.

In the early years, too, probnbly to

hnrmonize with the elongated bodies of the vases, compositions
with 0,11 the figures standing are more common.
they

~re

Grndually, however,

replcced by those including a seated figure. Among the

latest preserved four-figure reliefs with all figures standing are
the lekythos pair 27,28 pLLVIII nnd the lekythos 29 pI. LXV, all
around the middle of the 4th century.
The four-figure compositions 'rith a seated figure appear
already in the 5th century (30 pl. IV), continue in the first half
of the 4th and further into the second half, but in a modified

- 61 scheme.

The earlier symmetrical compositions, thnt is those with

one of the two middle figures seated, are now replaced hy those in
which the seated figure was set to one side, with the three other
figures facing it nnd arrnnged either in single file, as on the
votive reliefs, (see 1ek. 56 pl. XLV)or with one figure set in the
background (59 pl. XL, 60 pl. LVI, 61 pl. LXVII, 62 pl. LXXI, 6) pl.
LVII, 64 pl. LV, 65 pl. XXXVIII, 67, 67n pl. LXXII and 66 pl. LXXXII).
The three-figure compositions follow a similar course
of evolution.

In the 5th century and the first third of the 4th

we find both schemes, with nIl the figures standing or with one
seated, most usually the middle one.

It is worthy

~F

mention thnt

this btter composition, so much used on the lekythoi is not very cortln,on
on the stelae.

In the second half of the 4th century the pattern

with 011 figures standing

disap~enrs.

One of the Intest lekythoi

representing nIl the figures standing is the lekythos 103 pl. LIV,
per~ps

from the Inte 50s or early 40s

with a motif very unsun1

for lekythoi, showing the third figure standing in the background.

On the

contr~ry,

the other scheme, with one figure sonted, continuos

till the end of the evolution of the lekythoi but in n slightly
modified wny, with the seated figure no longer in the middle but
to one side, nnd
ground.

the standing figure in the middle set in the back-

One of the earliest lekythoi of this composition is 214 pl.

LIV, from the 50s.

Another vnrintion of the three-figure composition
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had appeared already at the beginning of the 4th century (182 pl.
XXVI) with a figure distribution similar to that found on the votive
reliefs, with the seated persons to one side and the standine ones
in single file facing it.

It continues till the third

quart~r

of

the 4th century, especially in the motif of the warrior followed by
his servant (e.g. 212 pl. LXXXII).
Throughout the whole period of the lekythoi the most common
composition remains the two-figure one, especially with one
figure seated, which is also the most characteristic one found
on the latest lekythoi.
The groups of two standing figures a.re cha.ra.cteristic
especially of the first half of the 4th century but a.re occa.siona.lly o,lso found in the second half.

The latest lekythos seems tn be2r."

pl. LXXI possibly of the last quarter of the century.
The earliest composition with one of the figures sea.ted

~p

pea.rs first around the turn of the 5th century, on the lekythos
290 pl. VII a.nd is followed by the lekythoi 294 pl. XXIII a.nd
291 pl. VII.

The composition wa.s copied from the grnve stela.e,

probably after the masterpiece of Hegeso, by which the lckythos 290
pl. VII is clearly influenced.
Ono-figure compositions a.re Eare on the grave-vases; that
is

0.

natural consequence of the suitability of the vase-surfnce for

mul~t~igure compositions.

A functional reason might also be
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considered, since the lekythoi usually commemorate more than one
deceased memben of a family irrespective of the time of their death.
The preserved

one-figure

lekythoi belong to the 4th century,

and, with the possible exception of the lekythol 420 pl. XLII, leem
to belong to a period later than the first quarter.
that all these compositions are of male figures.
representing a female figure ore the

le~hos

It il peculiar

The only lekyth01

421 pl. XLII,422 but the

women are not alo•• but accompanied by two children.
In nIl these examples no more than two persons are shown
exchnnging a handshake, and if there is a seated person depicted
and the handshake motif is present, this is always one of the two.
There are, however, three exceptional schemes on the lekythoi which are not met at all on the stelae.

The first of these

has n three-figure composition in which the seated person is not
one of the mnin figures clasping hands, but is seated to one side,
wntching the two stnnding figures greeting each other. The two
existing examples of this composition, 186 pl. XXVIII and 184 pl.
XII, belong to the first quarter of the 4th century, but not to the
same workshop.
The other pattern reproduces a group of four persona in
two separnte groups, with the figures of ench group usunlly
clasping

~nds

- either nIl standing 22 pl. LVI"or with one or

two sented 50 pl. XXXIV, 51-52 pl. XXIV, 53 pl. XLIX.

The earliest
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50 pl.

xxxrv

belongs to the first quarter of the 4th century and

there is no example from the second half.

The pattern does not

indicate a common origin in a single workshop.
common prototypes, possibly from
were used on
.

1n the Louvre

vases
(68)

(67)

Rather it copied

painting, since similar pattern

and furthermore on the huge white lekythos

,These lekythoi might have served for special

functional purposes (see Pnrt two, 111 ),
1

The third scheme appears only on the unique lekythos 4 pl.XL.
In its six figure relief - plus n child - there are two seated figures
facing each other.
stelae

(69)

II

A~imilar

(see part two 111

2c

composition is found only on soma slender
1

>,

. Th....
--------

As far as their subjects are concerned,

the marble lekythoi

form a kind of transitional link between the white ones and the
grave stelae.
Their main differences from the white lekythoi are that,
with some very few exceptions, they do not depict scenes which allude to the underworld or burial rites or any other associated
incident.

Like the grave stelae, they depict scenes from the

everyday life of the deceased whom they commemorate.

Their main
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motif is the handshake, which is very rare on the white ground
lekythoi.
On the white lekythoi depictions of elderly figures are

almost totally absent, since the representations are idealised.
A similar tendency might have existed in the marble lekythoi of
the 5th century and the early 4th as well, as far as the honoured
dead were concerned, but very soon it is for the mo.t part older
persons thct are more prominent on them.

It cannot be snid

whether this difference was due to a change in the function of
the marble lekythoi or to a more direct influence on the enrlier
ones of the white lekythoi.
Another new element of the mnrble lekythoi is that they
very often depict children (the earliest example in the last
decade of the 5th century is lekythos 242 pl. III)a feature that
is uncommon on the white ones.
On

the other hand, although the marble lekythoi are in

the main influenced by the grave stelae, they maintain a certain
independence, as far as their subject. are concerned, especially
in the 5th century and the beginning of the 4th,thAt is

through

the period mostly covered by their cQ-existence with the white
lekythoi.

But they retain as well throughout their evolution &

more free and narrative character than the conventional, monumental
one of the grave stelae. The figures adopt occasionally more
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more informal, less statuesque manner.

They seem also, to com-

memorote mostly older people in controst to the gravestelae.
If the marble lekythoi as a wholo group can be regarded
as the intermediate link between the white ones and the stelae,
the early marble lekythoi with painted figure compositions might
be considered

~s

the intermediate link between the white lekythoi

and the marble ones with relief figure compositions.
These two kinds of lekythos-scene seem to have differed
originally, not only in the method of representation but also
more
The

fund~entally,

leI~hoi

in being influenced by different prototypes.

with painted figures are few and there are only

two on which the original figure composition was preserved,the
lekythos from Aiginn P4 pl. LXXXVI and the lekythos P16. The
estimate of their date is based on their early shape and their
painted ornaments

(70)

•

The lekythos from Aigina might belong to

the 20s; the other seems a little later.

The first lekythos haa

a representation of a grave stele on which is depicted the figure
of the deceased and at each side another female figure, as in
the scenes on white lekythoi.
represented

0

The other lekythos most probably

seated lyreplayer with another standing figure

in front of him (description by Conze 672).
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The lekythos next in time, perhaps from the

l~8t

decade

of the 5th century, is the small lekythos in the Kerameikos P11 pl.
LXXXV.

It, too, has early features in the shape and in the painted

ornaments (see below 11

2d

),

Of the figure-composition one can only

vaguely distinguish the legs of a klismoa.
Among the other preserved lekythoi which originally bad
painted figures, the one in Athena National Museum PI and the other,
also in Athens, P3, pl. LXXXV, which, as already mentioned, bave
also very early features in their shape, might even be dnted earlierin the third quarter of the 5th century.
Thus it is possible that at least three of the above-mentioned
lekythoi with painted decoration (that is Pl,

P)

pl. LXXXV and P4

pl. LXXXVI)preceded the very first ones with relief (that is 1 pl.r
and 2 pl. II).

This prompts the suggestion that the very early

marble lekythoi had only painted, not carved, figure representations,
being immediately influenced by their white predecessors. And in
fact this suggestion seems to be supported also by the

f~ct

that

the subjects of the two lekythoi P4 pl. LXXXVI and P16(of the three
from the 5th century preserving their painted depiction) are also
related closely to those of the white ones

(71)

, in strong oontrast

to the numerous lekythoi of the 5th and early 4th centuries, having
relief, among which

~lso

only two examples present a similar

composition, the lekytboi 111 nnd 253.
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It would not be entirely surprising if the

e~rly

painted

lekythoi had also kept more or less the usunlly impersonnl
acter of tho white ground ones and
upon them.

t~t

c~r-

they had no name inscribed

Of course, if there hnd originally been an inscription,

it would presumably have been painted, not cut, and would consequently have disappeared along with the rest of the composition(72).
If the above assumptions nre in fact correct, it would
also be very probable that the marble lekythoi had continued, at
least occasionc.lly, to be painted by the same painter. a. the white
lekythoi.

Such an

~ssumption

has even been made for a painted Attie

stele in Athens National Museum(73).
There is a gap in the evidence for dating the lekythoi
with

p~inted

compositions, because the

~race.

of the

painting~

bave

Although from their shape most of the preserved examples
must belong to the 5th century and the early part of the 4th, some
few examples may be dated as

l~te

as the second half of the

century, e.g. Lekythos P23 pl. LXXXIX and n4 pI. LXXXIX (around the
middle of the centur,y).
The surviving reliefs of the two early lekythoi 1 pl. I, Ilona 2
pl. II of the

dec~de

420-410, ara not influenced by the white lekythoi

but although in their main features are similnr to the contemporaTy
stelae, they differ from them in some respects.
lekythos r: wi th two figures exchanging

Do

The main group of the

handshake is enriched by the

- 69 riding figure on a galloping horse, in spite of the fact that the
whole relief does not represent a battle scene. Representations of
riding figures in fighting scenes appear occasionally on lekythoi and
grave stelae, but such a combination is unique.

It shows n strong

influence of the great frieze-sculpture and is completely unorthodox.
Even the Villa Albo.ni relief(74), which the rendering of 'fjhe bor ••
recalls, seems ro.ther to have come from one of the public monuments
which were

usu~lly

composition of the

influenced by the frieze.
le~hos

The three-figure main

is also enriched by two additional female

figures, lmich do not belong directly to the mnin group but are lightly

c~rved

on the back of the vase.

Although stylistically they are

different, it should not, however, be taken for granted that they'
were added later, after the lekythos had been erected

(75)

, because

this lTould be very exceptionnl.
The early lekythos I pl. I produces also a subject which is
unique for the marble
.

of the Orpheus rehef

le~hoi.

(76)

c..n~l

The main group imitates the original
IS

influenced by it, but the

addition of the left standing figures, 'the spectators' is a feature
seen only on the

lekythos.

Orpbeus relief bas changed.

Tbe centralized composition ot the
The relief here is extended into

G

frieze,

with the emphasis on the two main figures of Myrrhine and Hermes.
Both these lekythoi, but especially that of
8upport

~rhine

I pl. I

the suggestion that the sculptors of the grave stelae were
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the first, or among the first, to take the initiative in changing
the technique and in producing sculptured lekythoi instead of painted
ones.

These lekythoi were in fact very radical works, as always hap-

pens with the earliest attempts at the expression of a new art

and

differ from the ones who followed them.
Howevor, although the lekythoi follow more closely the grave
stelae prototypes for the next fifty years nt least, originnl
reliefs continue to appear on the marble lekythoi. One source of
this differ0nt influence is their white predecessor ••
The lekythos 8, pl. II, of the lnst decnde of the 5th century,
presents a unique scene.

In the middle of the four-figure composition

a diphros stands on the ground. Diphroi were occasionally broURht to
.

the tombs as offerings to the dead

(77)

•

From the present evidence,

there is no other similar representation either on grave lekythoi or
.

on grove AttiC stelae

(78)

•

The other feature of the some lekythos,

which recalls olso the white lekythoi-scenes, is the hare that the
stonding young man is clearly holding in his hand.

A similar subject,

a youth holding a hare, is seen on the stele in Athens (note 71) of
the eerly

4th century, in which as already mentioned, there is also

a strong suspicion of the direct influence of the marble lekythoi(79).
The lekythos directly

influenc~by

the white ones, resembling

the early painted one P. pl.LXKXVIis that in the Peiraeus Museum,ll1.
It represents a tomb with a stele, on the steps of which sits the

- 71 deceased.

In front of her etands another woman and behind her a

young maid.
century

(80)

The lekythos IlL belongs to the first quarter of the 4th
•

An allusion to a tomb scene and the burial rites is found
also in the relief

on the lekythos 253.

Here the grave monument is

in the form of a vnse, probably loutrophoros, as in similar compositions
on the stelae C 873a and 873b.

The loutrophoros of the

le~thos

i8

being decorated with taeniae by a woman followed by her maid. Although
the ooncept of such a 'tomb adoration' is usual in the
tomb-stones
pear as

Q

in~e

form

of

l~utrophoroi

white lekythoi ,

instead of stelae do not ap-

rule oft them.

Some other lekythoi also offer indirect evidence of influence
from the tomb

~nd

the 'cult' of the dead by representing female

figures with taeniae and maids with large flat baskets (lekyth08 30
pl. IV,

77~

pl. IX, 183 pl. IX and perhaps l85)or large square p,yxides

.

(lekythoi 185, 101 pl. IX, 3 pl. X, 73 pl. X, III and 254 pl. XXIII).**
But these direct influences from the white lekythoi do Dot
seem to continue after the first third of the 4th century and no doubt
because

~hite

lekythoi disappear after, roughly speaking,. the first

decade of the 4th century.
A characteristic in which the marble

le~thoi

differ in general

from the grave stelae is the ver,y frequent appearance on the lekythoi
of warriors, riders and even of hunters.

**

see addenda

The makers of the lekytnoi
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seem to have kept the habit of enriching the everyday environment
of the deceased with more representative 'attributes' and more
'narrative' elements. The warriors are represented with their full
equipmGnt, the riders with their horses and the hunters with their
hounds, lagobolon and, occasionally, horses.
and even hunting scenes are depicted.

On rare occasions battle

One might suspect that this

custom had been established and survived on the lekythoi just
because of the nature of the body of the vase which, with its unframed space, permitted the extension of such compositions, especially
the riders with their horses.
mon on

le~hoi

But, since warriors are much more com-

than on stelae, though the formntion of the stelae

could quite well have accommodated them, one should look for a deeper
reason for the preference for such subjects, involving the function
of the lekythoi.

As already mentioned, from the beginning the grave

stelae were not necessarily erected upon a particular grave. They
could have been placed as a decorative pair or even as finials of the
whol~

grnve plot, that is, as joint monuments to more than one dead

member of a family, people whose deaths and burials were not

.imul~

neous and whose bodies might not even hove been in the snme grave-plot.
In that respect, too, the lekythoi must have been ideal for commemorating wnrriors fallen in battle and buried elsewhere.

Years ago Wenz(81)

suggested that the lekythoi with representntions of warriors could
have been erected ns 'cenotaphs'.

They could in f~ct have been erected
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either singly, as cenotaphs, or in pairs ns supplements of palmette
"record" stelae (see part two )1 ), The latter suggestion seems plausible
2
especinlly for the late lekythoi on which the warriors and rider.
appear mostly as bearded old men.

And it is a fact that on the

record stelae were commemorated usually the older members of a family,
the younger having, a special grave stele as for example the grave
complex of the Meidoteles' fa.mily in Myrrhinous(24) in which the
young Kallimedon has his personal stele flanked by two lekythoi but
his nome is not commemorated among those of his older relntives on
the record stele(see part two ,11 ).
2
Appendix Dr.II

shows a grouping of the lekythoi with

wnrrior figures (those already mentioned by Wenz, p.

90~

nnd additional

later finds) in more or less chronological order.
But omong the preserved examples (appendix II) there are
same lekythoi on which the warriors (lek.90) or the figures leading
horses (lekythoi

8'

pIon!.; 19 pl. XIX, 35 pl. XIII, 84 pI. XIX, 88 pl.

XVII) are not the main ones. In these cases it would be difficult
to support the suggestion that the lekythoi were erected specially
for them as cenotaphs.

They were rather family grave monuments, on

which vere depicted also those members previously deceased or killed
in

~ction.

Similar compositions appear also on panel stelae, as for

ynmnle the one from Salamis(82).
e---r

The ques ti on thus remn i na why these

figurel were depicted on the lekythoi and the penel stelae a.s wnrriors,
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whereas on the grave stela.: they apl'earedasLrule as civilian..

It i.

not probable that the figures on the marble lekythoi were influenced

b,y the white ones, on which occasionally warriors and palaistrites
.

vere tlank1Dg the dead

(83)

•

These figures were idealized, wherea. the

ones on the marble lekythoi corresponded to certain family membera.
From the grouping of the preserved lekythoi (appendix II)
it is apparent that figures of warriors and figures leading their
horaes appear during the whole period of the marble lekythoi, although
a greater number is found in the first quarter of the 4th centur,y.
It is thus impossible to identit,y the warriors as hnving been killed
in }nrticular wnrs, as e.g. the Corinthian (394-386) or the Cha.eronia.n
(338).

Furthermore it ca.Dnot be nlwa.ys certa.in thnt

Q.

depicted warrior

had fallen in nction (see part two,III 2b ).
Still more difficult to explain is the occasional appearance
on grave

le~hoi

of figures of hunters, which are rare on Attic ,rave

stelae(84~

It is not only a fact that hunters appear more frequently

on

but also that, when they are depicted, they have an ad-

le~hoi

ditional characteristic, being usually accompanied by their slave boys
aDd hounds or

car~ng

their lagobolon.

The more frequent depiction

of hunters on the lekythoi might possibly be due to the more direct
influenoe of painting on the lekythoi and their greater freedom to
aepiot unconventional and narrative compositions.

To this sug,.stion

points also the fact that most of those scen.s are of the first half
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ot the century, when the remote influence of the white ground lekytho1
vas still existing.
The oldest preserved lekythos with that motif is the one
in Cambridge, 71 pl. V (end of the 5th centur.y) on which a young hunter
appears in short chiton, chlamys and petaeos, leading his horse and
betng followed by his slave boy and hounds.

The next lekythoi, 80

pl. VIII and 81 pl. VIII, in Athens National Museum, both represent
another young hunter with his
two more members of his family.

lagobolon and his hounds, together with
However, the two lekytho1 do not

ae. . originally to have formed a pair, because, though their shape
1s the same, their dimensions are different and the central figure is
not represented in exactly the same way on both of them.
le~hos

81 pl. VIII, which could be the grove monument

man, the

dece~sed

On the

of the young

young man is naked, while on the other, 80 pl. VIII

he oppeors dressed in a short chiton.

The lotter lekythos could

have been the grave monument of his father, with whom he exchanges
& handshake on both reliefs. (Dnte probably in the first decode ot

the 4th century).
The

le~hos

187 pl. XVI (also in the early first quarter)

represents a hunter in short chiton and

chl~s,

with a lagobolon in

his hand, followed by his slove boy and two hounds.

On the pair of lekythoi 26 and 43 from Merenda (in the 50s)
the young Kallimedon, followed by his servant, appears naked, holding
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his 1~gobo10n on the lekythos 43 (on 26 the 1~gobo10n is c~rried by
the servant)

~nd exch~nging ~ ~ndsbake

with other membera of the

fa.mily.
One should also consider as hunters the figures of the t01lowing 1ekythoi: 12 pl. V, 85 pl. XI, 15 pl. XXIX, )02 pl. XXII and
315 pl.XLVII, all of the first half of the 4th centur,y and mostly
in its earlier part.
On the latest lekythos with a figure of a hunter 282 pl.
LXXXIII, ot the second halt of the 4th century, the pattern ia quite
different. The bearded hunter in a

chl~a

holds his lagobolon in

his lett hand while with his right he touches the head of his small
serv~nt.
0.

On the right side of the hunter, in the

b~ckground,

dog.
Lekythos 289 pl. XVI, has a unique subject.

~

stands

hunting scene.

with his Siord

The hunter, in a short, fluttering

ag~inst

a boar.

His

s~ll

servant,

~

It represents
chlo.~,

club in his

rushes trom the other side against the animal, which is also
by three hounds.

The scene bas a rare realism.

rushes

The only

h~nd,

~tt~cked

compar~ble

one on an Attic grave relief is the fragmentary loutrophoros stele
(85 )
in Budapest
, on which the hunter is riding. The date of the
lekythos 1s ditficult to determine for lack of comparisons. Considering
the imaginative relief, which could hardly hnve been executed in a
late period, aDd the similarity of the.h~a.d

of the hunter to tho.t

- 77 of the old man of the lekythos )07 pl. XVI of the first quarter of
the 4th c9ntury, one should date this lekythos also in the first third
of the century.

The Budapest stele, too, might belong to the early

first quarter of the 4th century, according to the vale shape and
the riding hunter.
There are
b~t~18

~lso

some other reliefs representing nction; the

scenes, similar to the scenes which appear occnsionally on the

Attic Itelae.

The earliest

turn of the 5th century compared with
Athens

~

l~tional

le~hos

287, pl. XXXI-probably from the

reproduces a 5th century motif and cnn be

stele in New York

(86)

Museum, 288, hns also

.

A fragmentary lekythos in
Q

similar composition.

The motif of the 'Dexileos' stele does not appear among the
preserved contemporary lekythoi, yet it is reproduced once on the
much later

le~thos,

centur,y (See 1 ).
2

165 pl. XXXI of the second third of the 4th

Here the scene is enriched by the addition of a

servant wnlking behind the horse and the relief is dry nnd stylised.
The falling warrior has basically the same movement as the one on
the lekythos 287, pl. XXXI, but also recalls similar figures on
the frieze of the

M~usoleum

of Haliknrnassos

(87)

•

The presence of

the slave boy recalls also a stele in the British Museum(88).
The most interesting representation of a battle scene is
depicted on an unpublished and unnumbered 1ekythos fragment, 431,in
the National Museum, Athens. There remain only the two lega of a
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warrior in a short chiton, stepping to the left over the
another warrior, fallen on his face to the ground.

bo~

of

It would be

impossible to conclude how such a dynamic scene looked originally
if we did not have a complete comparable representation on a newly.

discovered marble loutrophoros In Athens

(89)

• Although the battle

on the loutrophoros relief is between riders, there is here as well
a fallen warrior almost in the same position, around whom the battle
is taking place.

Such scenes, especially the fighting horseman of

the loutrophoros, are not usual, on the private grave stelae.

They

might have been more common on the public grave monuments, as i. shown
for example by the remains of a slab erected for the men who fell in
(90)

•

The date of the lekythos is very difficult to determine.
Similar~

difficult is the one of the loutrophoros quoted as parallel

which judging by its shape cannot be later than the first third of the
4th century

(91)

•

.
On the other hand, both representahonl': very m.,ch n>-

mtnd one of those of the Mausoleion of Halikarnassos(92).

Another unique relief, though with quite a different subject,
is found on the lekythos 425 pl. XXXI; it shows a "tethrippon" with ,a
charioteer.

The only scene on grave reliefs of a chariot I know is

on a small early fragment, probably belonging to a small grave stele.
The scene is probably anJ'ekphora"scene(93) , but nothing in the
lekythos relief indicates a similar subject.

The closest parallels
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are offered by the tethrippon scenes of the 5th and
.

century votive rel1efs

(94)

•

early 4th

On the lekythos as well is depicted

tho victor of some races, who died either during the races or most
probably at a later date.
The lekythos 428 pI. LXXXIV also has Il.n exceptionnl rolief.
Instead of the usual figure decoration thero is here a representation
of a large ship.
in painting"

One or more figures must have been originally added

An approximate date of the lekythos could have been

the first third of the 4th century.

Representations of ships are

virtually unknown on Attic grave reliefs of the 5th nnd 4th centuries
centuries
warriors

(95)
~re

•

It is remarkable that, when representations of

so numerous, there are hardly any connected with the

seu, for if lekythoi were used as cenotuphs for those who died in
war, they would surely be appropriate for those lost at sea, whether
in wnr or pence.
reliefs.

Representations of ships

reappear on Hellenistic

There must have been a reason for avoiding such scenes

in classical Athens, one that was due to function or custom rather
than to technical or stylistic problems.
~he

figures of priests are also more numerous on lekythoi
All leLythoi representations seem to belong

to the second third of the 4th century.
258, 337, 101 pl. LV and 426 pl. LV.

There are the lekythoi

The latter seem to be the

latest, around the middle of the 4th century. The
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'.

figures of priests on the lekythoi are the main
lekythoi might have been

eroc~d

figur~s;

thus the

for them and they could have been

cenotaphs, since, like the warriors, tho priests, too, might have
had a tomb in the public cemetery.

Thero is, however, no confirmation

of this suggestion.
The relief on the lekythos 54 pl. LII might represent a
priestess.

This relief is a four-figure composition:

A seated figure

of an old man shakes hands with n womnn standing in front of him.
Behind him are two other standing womon.

Tho mnin female figure

carries over her shoulder an object, similar to that held by the
figures on the grave

C.95/XXXVII(9~):

stelae C.B12/CLV(97) and

is probably representing the key of a temple

(99)

which

the womnn is thus

a priestess.
In the second half of the century there is a group of
lekythoi from various workshops with a different scene which appears
also more frequent on the lekythoi, in comparison to the contemporary
t

naiskoi.

It is the depiction of the woman "dying in labor". (lekythoi

176-179 pI. LXVIII).

This more realistic and "narrative" subject

was most appropriate on the grave lekythoi and panel stelae

(100)

,

and was easily adopted by them even if created in other workshops.
The above-mentioned lekythoi have shown that the reliefs of
these vases have occasionally retained (and especially before the
middle of the century) a special character in their representations,
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differont from the stelae, owing partly to their naturo, origin nnd
sources of influence, and partly to their function.

The influence

on the lekythoi, derived partly from the vase painting Rnd their low
relief and less monumental character enabled nnd permitted this
influence to be

exercise~.

The difference from the grave stelae is marked not only in
these occasionally different subjects, but also in the way that
the figures are treated

(101)

•

bound to statuesque positions.
the

gr~ve

They move more freely nnd are not
hven gestures that were adopted by

stelne, like, for example, the gesture of 'addressing'

someone, seem to have been used first on the grave 1.~hoi(102).
Very often, in fact, lekythoi figures, instead of being totally
inactive

~nd

expressing their sorrow in the usual restricted ways

of inclining the head or chin, movingly stretch their h&nds and
touch the other figures (lekythoi 19 pl. XIX, 32 pl. VI, 34 pl.
XIII, 84

pl •. X.IX etc.). Even on the early lekythos of Myrrhine

1 pl. lone of the spectators, instead of simply watching the

departure of the young deceased, extends his right hand to stop
Hermes.
Sometimes the more relaxed scene of the family reunion
is completed by presenting some figure leaning on the back of
the klismos of the seated one (e.g. 128 pl. XIV, 125 pl. XII,
129 pl. XIV, 130 pl. XXXV, 171 pI. LXXII etc.).
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Unique is tho lekythos 184 pl. XII with the scenu of
between (probnbly) a mothur and
non Attic classical(103) and
has survived from

d~ughter.

Hcll~nistic

n

wnrm

~mbrnce

Excopt for some very few

stolae(l04), nothing similar

Attic grave sculpture.

All these were features Riving tho lekythoi reliefs a
spontaneity that is generally lacking in tho grave stelae, and which
disappears gradually as the lekythoi nre incroasingly influenced by
the stelae.

II 2d • ~~~~!~~!-~~~!!!
p~inted

In addition to the evolution of the relief itself, the

ornamental decoration of the lekythos-body also undergoes a certain
degree of change. Unfortunately there are very few examples on which
one can trace with certuinty the various phases of that evolution,
and any new findings may modify existing views.
The main distribution of the painted decoration

in the

various parts of the vase has already been roughly outlined.
again the white lekythoi served as prototypes.

Here

Both kinds of vase

hnve the snme overall distribution of decoration, but differences
exist in the kind of ornaments used and in the way in which they
are set on the lekythos.
The white lekythoi have their mouth and lower body painted
black nnd their neck white. The decorative band above the figure
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composition does not usually run right round the vase and its
ornament is not of the egg and dart motif but simply a maeander.
Below the figure composition there is a simple painted taenia.
On the whole these features are lacking in the marble
There nre, however, a very few marble
some siellar features indicating
ones. The two early

le~thoi,

6

le~thoi

le~hoi.

with

direct influence from the white

2 pl. II and Pil pl. LXXXV, have

their lower belly partly painted in one colour - for 2 is reported
to have been red.

The

le~hos

Pil presents also an additional com-

mon feature, having below the figure composition one or possibly
two narrow taenia. running round instead of a maeander band.
Similarly two other lekythoi, the earliest lekythos, PI,
having only painted figure composition, and one with relief in the
Kerameikos, 147, pl. LIX of the first quarter of the 4th century
- which originanJhowever was most probably only painted - show
the influence of the white

le~hoi

in their upper running band,

which, instead of the,usual egg and dnrt pnttern, consists of a
maennder

(1 0 5)

•

Of the lekythos 197, of the second quarter of the 4th
century, it is mentioned (see Catnlogue) thnt the upper band, like
those of the white lekythoi, extends only over the relief composition.
Most of the above examples belong to a compnrEctively early
period.

They nre not, of course, numerous enough to permit of
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general conclusions.

Yet they indicate that the ornamental decoration

of the marble lekythoi, like the

figured~cene~.

should originally have

been influenced more directly by its white predecessors.

And, since

it is suggested as very probable that the earliest lekythoi may
have been the ones with painted figure decorations only, it is logical,
too, thct they should have also been those most strongly influenced.

On the grenter number of the marble lekythoi, however the
ornamental decoration follows its more independent character, with
slight modifications with the passage of time.

Belly: It has already been mentioned that the decoration on the
main body was basically divided into two large parts by two ornamental bands.

The upper band, just below the shoulder, was usually

framed by painted lines, the lower either by pcinted or incised
lines.
As a rule the eggs of the upper band on the earlier lekythoi
are painted close to each other (P4 pl. LXXXVI, P16, pl. LXXXVII,
etc.) whereas on the later ones they tend to be set further apart
(P29. fl. XCI, F)O pl. XCI etc.).
The eggs of most of the lekythoi wore painted with

a

large

monochrome nucleus and one or two differently coloured framing
taeniae, e.g. lek. P4, pl. LXXXVI, P16, pl. LXYJCVII, 187 pI XVI,
189 pl. XIV etc. In the later lekythoi, with only painted decoration,
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this central nucleus of the egg is divided by
the form of
eg~s

the

~ le~f

~

smaller ornnment in

(lek. P28-30, pl. XCI etc.).

The dart botween

might originally hnve been painted in one colour (lek. 197)

but very soon it is divided into two differently-coloured vertical
halves, as in the lekythol 19, pI XIX and even earlier on the lekythos
P16, pl.

~~II.

On the late lekythos 232 pI LXXIV (for the

ornaments see Conze) both egg
~in'(Jed

~nd

dart are divided into two differently-

vertical halves.
The motifs of the lower band is

alwnYI a

~lmost

~eander,

interrupted by metopes with otherornamentH, usually a checker (e.g.
197, P29 pI XCI) or radiated orno.ment (e.g. 187 pl. XVI. 320 p1.XLI).
In addition to the few cnses already mentioned, there il
also another group of lnte lekythoi which does not comply with the
general rules described.

These are the lekythoi with gadrooning nnd

relief decor~tion (the e~rliest preserved 43 pl. XC in the 50s). On
lome

of them the egg

~nd

dart motif is replaced either by large

horizontal scales (e.g. P44) or by

0.

'plait' (e.g. P43, 45), or

even by spirals (150) or spir~ls ~nd letl.ves (P5l). Somotimes there
is

~lso

ia set

a chnnge in the placing of the bands,
~ediately

~nd

the lower mneander

under the upper one (e.g. PSI), or in other ctl.ses

totally omitted (e.g. P43). The lekytho, 7 pl. kXVII had elso
ornament, po-.sibly

ft

plaited

influenced.hy them.

On aome of the latest lekythoi (those with only painted
decor~tion)

the o~mental banda are occ~siono.lly doubled, with a
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second, narrower one formed either from an egg and dart ornament
(lak. P27, pl. XCI), or with a wave pattern (e.g. P32, and P)O pl.
XCI). Although these features appear on the late lekythoi, a double
band is found also in the very early lekythoi from Aigina P4, pI
LXXXVI.

Apart from the ornamental bands, only the lower part of the
body below the maeander was cOTered by decorEl.tion.

With the

exception of the two early lekythoi already mentioned (2 pl. II
and PII pl. LXXXV), the other lekythoi with traces preserved show
linear

~nd

floral patterns.

The 1ekythoi P4 pl. LXXXVI, PIB, P VI' pI. LXXXVII, 295 pl. VII
(5th to 4th century) 291 pl. VII (early first quarter), 24 and possibly 75 pl. VI (first third of the 4th century) 361 pI LIII of
the 50s show a pattern of rays.

The motif changes occasionally to

one of radiating triangles (lek. 119 pl. XXI, with the tops towards
the stem).
This ray motif does not disappear in the later years but
appears only on the rear half of the vase (lek. 307 pl. XVI) and
usually is converted into radia.ting leaves combined with other
ornaments.

On the lekythos 232, pI LXXIV and 150 pI, XXXII the

radiating leaves cover
On

the back of the lower body of the lekythos.

the lekythoi 385 pI L,4oo, and probably, too,

P2~

pl. XCI,

the ra.diating motif covers a spnce between the other floral
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ornaments

~nd

the foot-stem. (On 409 it is mentioned as a 'toothlike'

pr.ttern) •
The other ornaments used on the lower belly nre floral ones.
The earliest preserved lekythos on which it

~ppears

19 pI XIX of the first quarter of the 4th century.
~ntithetica1Iy-st~nding

is the lekythos
Only two

spirals are distinguishable, forming

~

'heart1ike' motif, repeated twice on the side of the lekythos,
whereas in between were other unidentified ornaments.

It might

have run frieze-like round the body, but it is not known whether
in the front it bas a more emphasized and complicated pattern, as
is the case, as we shall see, with the ornament of its shoulder.
The distribution of the ornaments of the lekythos 132 pI XXXV
must have been similar, consisting

instead of large hanging

palmettes, as also on the lekythos 320 pl. XLI - of the second
quarter of the 4th century.
In the other preserved ornaments the distribution seems
no longer to be frieze-like but to emphasize the front middle of
the vases by a distinct ornament.

This central motif was either

a palmette, as on the lekythos 252 pl. XXXVI, 210 pl. LXXII nnd 151 pl.
XXXVII, or a more complicated, unidentified one, like that
preserved on the lekythos 323 pI XV.
With the lekythoi 307 pI XVI, 191 and 150 pl. XXXII of the
j

seoond quarter of the 4th century, a further combination of the
decoration is introduced.

Instead of being

~rranged

on each side

- 88 of a middle ornament at the front of the vase, the ornaments are
divided into two halves, front and rear.

In the front there are

volutes with flowers, in the rear radiated triangles. The following lekythoi
show

the same

arrangemellt:150 pl. XXXII - in the front three hanging

palmettes in the rear a radiating ornament - lekythos 197 antithetical spirals forming a "heartlike" motif in the rear two
"flame" pl1lmettes - lekythos 232 pl. LXXIV (ornnment in Conze 7528.) volutes flanking a palmette, in the rear radiating ornament.

A

similar decoration miRht have the lekythoi 332 pl. XLVI and P28
pI XCI. A

n~turalistic

ornament of

acanth~lwith

two open flowers and

three rosettes, covering the front half of the body is preserved
on the very

l~te

lekythos P30 pl. XCI.

The lekythoi 281 pl. LXXV, 323 pl. XV, P27 pl. XCI, P29, pl. XCI,
preserve traces of their ornaments consisting mainly

~~

volutes.

Tho lekythos 387 pl. LXXV has in the front a floral decoration with
le~ves

spirals and half palmettes which stop

be~ore

reaching the

foot stem. Possibly there was a radiated decoration in thnt part.
From the examples mentioned above, it is indicated that the
simple

r~diating

ornaments were probably the earliest used for

the decoration of the lower part of the belly-and possibly the
only one used in the 5th century lekythoi, disappearing gradually
after the middle of the 4th century as independent ornaments and
appearing modified and combined with floral motifs.

The palmettes
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are used in the 5th and during the first half of the 4th century,
usually enclosed in volutes.

In the latter half of the 4th century

they appear disolved into tW() "flame-leaves".

Generally also in that

time all the ornaments begin to be more naturalistic.

The emphasis

is mostly given to the whole front of the lower belly, the near
being decorated with simpler ornaments.
Shoulder: A similar evolution is obvious on the shoulder.

Alrea~

the earliest preserved examples show painted floral patterns. This
must have been in fact the original decoration of the marble
lekythoi, since their clay prototypes also are similarly decorated.
The latter usually have a

st~ndard

frieze-like, three-palmette

ornament, with the middle one standing and the lateral ones lying.
The lekythoi PI, P16, and PI)a (all three of the 5th century)
reproduce a frieze-like rendering of their floral ornaments.
The pattern of PI is very simple, consisting of

Q

chain of lotus

flower and fine stylised pnlmettes, arranged alternately and joined
by

ve~

thin volutes.

On the other two lekythoi the ornament

consisted of palmettes or palmettes and lotus chain.

On the

lekythos 197, of the second qunrter of the 4th century, the distribution of the ornaments might still be characterized a.s friezelike, yet the impression is quite different, akin to 'horror vacui'.
The frieze is very broad towards the neck, the main repeated
ornaments are more complicated, consisting of two antithetically
stcnding S-spirals (heart motif) with lotus buds and flowers in the
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between.

sp~ce

In nddition, the frieze-like distribution iR now

looser because the middle motif in the front is emphasized by menns
of

~

small

p~lmette.

preserved when found.
yellow

~nd

The colours of that 1ekythos vere also well
Four different colours were used - red, blue,

black - and the background was pninted in two different

colours. (No more details are given).

On the lekythos 119 :pl. XXI

tha frieze-like ornament became cross-like and symmetrical with a
pnlmette in the front middle and in the rear - the latter interrupted
by the

h~ndle

- nnd lotos flower between. The lekythoi 189 pl. XIV,

314 pl. XLIII and 210 pI.LXXII have a palmette in the front middle
but on neither of themvaa it repeated symmetrically in the rear. On
the lekythos 189 a smaller palmette was painted
the handle.

on each side of

Similar might have been the distribution on the lekythos

314 pI XLIII on which il1 o.<U,t.on tcthe front one another palmette is
painted on each side of the

lasndle;~ ~hc

that of the lekythoi 150

pI XXXII (2nd quarter), 307 pl. XVI (1st third), 139 pI XXXVI (50s)
although the middle pa1mettes are not preserved.

On the lekythos 210 pl'LXXII ench side was covered by volutes
a.nd leaves beginning from the shoulder and ending in e. "flame" half

palmette towards the middle.
became axial the

On these lekythoi the decoration

front being emphasized by a distinct

orna.ment.
But this axial distribution had already nppeared in the 5th
century, as is shown by the

lel~hos

P14.

Spirals !'.nd flowers start

- 91 from each side of the handle to meet at the middle of the front in
more emphasized antithetically st?nding volutes and continue up to
the meek.

The ornament of the lekythos P14a, which might be even

slightly earlier than P14, seems to b.e, simi,lar.

These ornaments

generally will remain the most common ones for nt least the first
half of the 4th century, the middle motif changing occasionally to
a more complicated one.

Lekythos 19 pl. XIX,

~~~

has n small stylized palmette in the front middle flanked by volutes.

Lekythos 147 pl. LIX has preserved towards the neck between the
volutes a smnll four-leaf rosette within a rhomb.

The lekythos 332

pl. XLVI has similar volutes and a central ornament.

From the fol-

lowing lekythoi l4~~1. LII, 47 and 281 pl. LXXV the situation
is more confused.

Here too the basic ornaments are volutes, leaves

and flowers in a similar distribution.
The lekythos from Aiginn

P4 pl. LXXXVI is exceptional both

in its ornament and the distribution of it.

It has an open 'flame'

palmette in the middle front nnd some simple spirals and lotus
flowers townrds the back.
~ent

It can be compared with the similar

in the shoulder of the sculptured lekythos on the stele

in Athens Nntional Museum 4519, which might be dated as belonging to
the

later quarter of the 5th century

(106)

•

Another comparison

i8 offered by a painted mouth-and-neck fragment in the Kernmeikos,

P17n pl. LXXXIV.

The palmette on its neck is similar; so also is
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the distribution of the ornament on the mouth, although the palmette
itself is different there.

The fragment might be dated in the late

last quarter of the 5th century.
The next stage of evolution of the shoulder motifs is shown
by the lekythoi 103 pI LIV, 397 pI LXII, 232 pl. LXXIV,P29 pl. XCI
and P48. On these lekythoi the emphasis was extended to the whole
front part of the shoulder, corresponding more or less over the
figure composition.

This distribution was compatible with that of

the lower body of other preserved

lekyt~oi

the near part of which

received only simple radiating ornaments.
A feature of these later
ornaments themselves.

le~hoi

is also the change in the

Instead of the volutes and spirals there

now appear the naturalistic compositions with leaves from dissolved
Iflame' palmettes, acanthus leaves and rosettes, as shown, clearly,
on the lekythos 397 pl.

LXTI~

around 350- and the lekythos P48, of

the third quarter of the century.

Ne~:

As already mentioned, unlike the white lekythoi, the marble

ones have their necks painted with ornaments.

At the beginning,

however, they keep distinct the separation from the shoulder, as
do the white ones, through a narrow painted taenia, as

tbale~hoi

PI and P4 pl. LXXXVI show, or through a narrow ornamental band
like the one on the lekythos P16 pl.LXXXVII with the t runnlng dOJlmotif.

- 93 The ornnment on the neck of lekythos PI is said by Conze to be
n

p~lmette.

The upper part of an open

p~lmette

is also preserved on

the mouth-neck fragment in Kerameikos Pl7a pl. LXXXIV.
each side of the palmette is a small rosette.
instead a 'scale' motif.

Here, on

The lekythos Pl6 had

It seems however probable thnt the use of

the 'scale' motif on the neck became rare or was even discontinued
within the first half of the 4th century.

It reappears, however, in

the second half, on the lekythos 281, pl. LXXV and especially on
those lekythoi without

figures - e.g. painted P30, P29 pl. XCI,or

in relief, P45, pl. XC, P47 pl. LXXXIX. The scales stop before
reaching the ring of the mouth, and as

space

bett.:eeY\.

'is shown by P47 in the

:tppear other ornaments fitting better to the "calyx-

like" form of the ring; here a tongue pattern.
On

the other lekythoi, as far as

can be concluded from the

surviving evidence, the neck ornament WaS not separnted from that
of the shoulder but the frontal ornamental motifs - usually volutes continued upwards to the ring-moulding just below the mouth. See
one of the best preserved examples, the lekythos 187 pl. XVI.
Here from the spiral ornament of the shoulder emerges a palmette
dominating the upper part of the neck.

Similar continuous neck

ornament, with or without palmette, can be seen on mnny other
lekythoi like

189 pl. XIV, 332 pl. XLVI, 232 pl. LXXIV.

409 Conze reports volutes and acanthus leaves.

On
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Mouth: As the earliest shoulder, PI, the early

mouth, too, P2,

pl. LXXXVI preserves a similar frieze-like pnlmette chain.
contr~st,

By

the fragment in Kerameikos, Pl7n pl. LXXXIV of the later

5th century - has a frnmed palmette in front,

wherer~s

towards the

back nre extended volutes with lotus and another long - sbnped
flower.

This fragment is exceptionnl in preserving in excellent

condition'lll its colours - red, yellow, black and white.
le~ves
fr~e

The

of the palmette were white on a red background, whereas the
of the palmette was left uncoloured.

The long flower had

three different colours for its different parts, red, yellow and
white, whereas the background was black.

The outer surface of the

upper rim of the mouth was also painted black.

As already

m8ntioned, the distribution ns a whole recalls the shoulder of the
l81~hos

from Aiginn, P4 pl. LXXXVI.

The framed palmette, on the

other hand, recalls the one on the mouth of the lekythos 210 pI
LXXII - in the second third of the 4th century and that of the
lekythos 259 pI LXX of the same time.

The preserved mouth of th.

lekythos 189 pI XIV of the first quarter of the 4th century has
also

So

stnnding po.lmette in front.

It is not certain whether the

palmettes of these three lekythoi were the central ornament flanked
by other simpler one or whether they belong to a friese of

pnlme~s.

The Inter lekythoi P45-47 which hnve as central ornament n 'flame
palmette'~ve on each side a different ornament, a half palmette.
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A later contemporary of the lekythoi 210 and 259 the striated
lekythos P43. pI XC has, on the other hand, the older, frieze-like
distribution of a tongue pattern.
An exceptional theme - that of the figure of

~

siren - is

found on two examples, On the lekythos 7 pl.L1VII(around the middle of
the century) there is reported to be

(107)

an'ornament of palmettes

and possibly a siren'. On the other example, the mouth fragment in
Ker~meikos

432

pl.~

p08sibly of the last quarter of the 4th cent.

a type of weeping siren is executed in low relief and should have
been the only ornament of the mouth, covering most of its central
part.
These two are the only preserved examples with the representation of a symbolic creature on the lekythoi, which are, unlike
the 4th century stelae and marble loutrophoroi, astonishingly
deprived of any such subject.

It is obvious that the mason ab-

stained on purpose from the use of such scenes and the reason could
not have been simply decorative.

Perhaps the tradition of the white

lekythoi which Imd not such figures was still observed in that
respect.

Handle: The construction of the handles was more careful in the
earlier years;

both sides and back were carefully finished (e.g.

lak. 2 pl. II) the corners being bevelled (lek. 19 pl. XIX).

- % Later the rear surface is less carefully executed until on the
latest lekythoi it is left completely rough (a.p,. P29 pl. XCI).
The handle ends usually in the middle of the mo"th (.e.g. 10k. 19
pl. XIX) forming a curved profile.

However the handle of the late

lekythoi with painted decoration only or gadrooning are mostly
straight reaching the rim of the mouth.
About the handle decoration there is less evidence. Two
early lekythoi, the P4 pl. LXXXVI and the Kerameikos fragment,
P17a pl. LXXXIV preserve a dark painting with a light, perhaps
white, narrow band running parallel to the outer and inner edge
of the handle.

The example on PI must have been the same.

Similar handles with a defined edge have occasionally been preserved
in other lekythoi such as 19 pl. XIX and 197 (black taenia).

In the

two early lekythoi, P3 pl. LXXXV and P16, pl. LXXXVII, this band
is slightly projecting.

On the striated lekythos P43, pl.

X~

the

band is marked with a relief fillet running parallel to and at
some distance from the outer edge of the handle.
d~ek

~he

This charncteristic is

influence of the white lekythoi and it is interesting

thnt it exists until this time of the 50s.
prGserved lekythoi there is no evidence of

On almost all the other
~~

handle decoration.

However the late lekythoi with only ornamental relief decoration
have relief ornaments which extend to the surface of the handles.
On the examples preserved this decoration consists of acnnthus,
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different kinds of leaves, volutes and spirn1s (e.g. P45 pl. XC)
The lekythos 111 - which is also unique for its figure composition - hns a unique motif of one standing 'mourning' female
figure

in relief, on both sides of the handle.
To sum up, one could perhaps suggest that the ornaments used

in the earliest lekythoi were mostly linear or very simple floral
ones as the lotus flower and the palmettes.

In the first quarter

of the 4th century, while the palmettes continue, decoration with
compositions with spirnls also become very common.

In the latest

lekythoi, probably after the middle of the century, more naturalistic
ornaments appear as the palmettes are dissolved into lenves nnd
~canthus

rosettes

nnd flowers tnke the plnce of the spirnls.

The distribution of these ornaments cannot be clearly traced.
It seems that the earliest compositions generally have a friezelike arrangement, whereas the patterns are later orientated on each
side of an accentuated central point and built up to emphasize
the whole front of the vase.

This evolution might be associated

with the evolution of the relief compositions, from the more extended
frieze-like ones to the restricted ones on the middle of the front.

11

2e

Colours

There is very little evidence about the colours used, because
although traces of their use are often preserved, the colours

- 98 themselves hnve been lost, except for very few cnses.

Red colour

is mentioned for the lekythoi 2 pI II, 187 pI XVI, 119 pl. XXI, red
blue and yellow for the lekythos 210 pl. LXXII (red and black
still visible). On the lekythos 14 pl. LIX there are still fraces
of red background for the upper maeander zone.

Red and green

~re

mentioned for the ornaments of PlO.
On the 5th century mouth fragment l7a pl.
mentioned the colours are still preserved.

~

as already

The palmette is white

on red background framed by a volute in marble's colour.

The

background around the whole ornament is black as well as around
the lotos blossom and the other elongated three-coloured (whitered-yellow) flower.
Of the lekythos 197, it is mentioned thnt four colours were
used - red, blue, yellow and black.

No further indications were

mentioned. Yet, from the published figure it seems that the ornaments
on the front are on a differently coloured background from the
rear ones.

Simil~rly,

the upper running band was polychrome,

with different colours for the egg, dart and background.
More det4iled is the description of the lekythos 232 pl.
LXXIV. The colours used are red, violet and greenish.

On the

back of the lower belly, the pattern of 'rays' is painted red on
8

dark background; the palmettes on the front have their edges,

which are darker, on a lighter background, whereas the inner part
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of them is on a red ground.

Similnrly, the motifs of the shoulder

are on the front on an unpainted background, whereas those on the
b~ck

bnve a red one.

the two

The maeander and the egg and dart ornament of

bands are also on a red background.

It is not certain whether there was a rule according to
which the back ground or the ornaments should be pninted. Although
most of the preserved traces of the ornaments are now corroded
indicating thnt they were possibly originally unpainted on painted
background no definnte conclusion can be obtained.
Neither il:possible to conclude whether there has been a
change in the colours used.
be observed on

th~

As already mentioned a change might

use of colours on the egg and dart band. Initially

each motif was simpler, egg nnd dart were monochrome.

Gradually

however the dart is divided into differently coloured hnlves and in
the egg is added a differently coloured leaf.

Similarly richer

impression give the two lekythoi 197 and 232, the ornaments of which
were painted in differently coloured background.
Such a variation and exchange of colours might strike one as
a feature of later lekythoi, when the painting generally plays a
more significant role than the relief itself.

However,

~

comparison

with the 5th century mouth-neck fragment, Pl7a pl. LXXXIV proves
that the change from the earl~ekythoi

wus not very marked because

here, also, the colours used are four: red, yellow, black aDd white.

- 100 It seems almost certain that the relief figures were also
painted.

The occasions when colour is mentioned on a figure are

very rare.. Conze mentions that red is used for the hair
of the man on the

le~ho.

181.

Confirmation of the use of colour

additionally on the relief figures is given also by the numerous
lekythoi reliefs on which some details are executed only in painting,
o.s, for exrumple, the most usual case, of the sticka carried by the
older men or the spears of the warriors.

Of course mnny other

detnils, either on living figures or on objects, were similarly ndded only in painting, nmong figures which were executed in relief.
Such a case is the lekythos in Berlin, 330b.

Similnrly,

Q

painted

inscription was added to a relief composition, as on the only
preserved example, )07, pl. XVI.

Those painted 'i~trusions'
could
...-

not have existed if the rest of the relief hnd been left white; the
contrast would have been too great.

This application of colours

miaht hcve been of great importance in giving the reliefs an
integrated

~ression,

and could conceivnbly have added elements

helping in the identification of the dead.
In contrast to the painted relief figures, it is nowhere
(107a)
mentioned thnt n coloured background to the figures bas survived.
It seems very reasonable thnt the whole middle zone of the lekythoi,
between the two ormmental bands, was left unpainted, as was also the
ground of the vbi te ground lekythoi, aDd unlike the background of

- 101 t~e stelae.

Through the contrast of the painted figures with the

unpainted background the relief composition was emphasized. Another
tact thnt points

~lso

to an uncoloured background on the

le~hoi

reliets is the way the background around the figures is sometimes
executed.

In contrnst to the very smooth areas on which the

ornamental paintings were executed, the surface around the figures
vas often worked roughly and unevenly (see, for example, the
le~ho8

128 pl. XIV).
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The grouping Rnd date of the le.kythoi of the 5th and early
4th centuries is often based on comparison of their reliefs with
decrees and other more accurately dated stelae.

Later however it

is mainly based on comparison of their reliefs yitb each other.
Lekythoi of the 5th century: One of the earliest preservod lekythoi

---------------------------

with relief figures is the lekythos of Myrrhine I pl. I. It has a
distinct place among the grave reliefs generally, because of it.
exceptional subject and the fineness of its execution. The theme ot
the reliet vas influenced by the slightly earlier Orpheus rolief
in Naples.

(108)

It is difficult to make very close comparisons botween

them, because the OrpheRs relief is a copy.

However the corresponding

female figures are very similar, despite the change in the pose and
rendering of Myrrhine, due possibly to the later date of the
lekythos. Myrrhine might be close in time to
the stele· "D1'ep. pl 13/2(109).
to Myrrhina.

No

0 th er

the female

f1gur~

of

fi gure 18
' d 'lrec tl y comparable

The figure of Hermes and especially the rendering of

his face with its roundish cheek
eyelid o.nd. hllrdly mo.rkod ho.ir.

nnd chin, the strongly

mak..

lekythos relief with the woman holding
Boston (Diep. pl. 10).

it
0.

ex~cuted

pos.ible to compo.re the

mirror on the stele in

Diopo1der ho.s ~lreo.dy suggested that the

stele belongs to the same tradition as the Orpheas relief(llO).
The lekythos of Myrrhine might belong to the decade 420-410(111).

- 103 To the same circle belongs also the cavp-lry relief in the villa
Albani - same hand?(112) - The contempornry lekythos, 2 pI 11(113)
is also very close to it; both have a similar

composition.

qowever the two lekythoi I and 2 which are comparable to the
same stelae do not belong to the same workshop.

The similaritiea

that exist between them in the rendering of the relief as e.g. the
way the faces of the figures are executed, especially the eye, is
not unique at that time and the rest of the relief rendering ia
different.
The figures of the "spectntors" of the Myrrhine lekythos,
1 pl. I, offer the possibility ot comparin, the relief with the
figures of the lekythos 105 pl. III, because of the similar way
in which the hair is treated on all of themjfurther affinities
however are not apparent.
The right figure on the lekythos 105 pl. III recalls closely
the right standing figure on the stele of a warrior (Diep. 12/1)
which is also close to the Orpheus and Albani reliefs(114).

On

both appear the same head-form and the same modelling of the
straight hair, yet that might be simply a

chor~cteristic

of the

time and not necessarily an indication thnt both monuments hove
n common origin from the snme workshop.

The lekythos figure is

closely related to the corresponding one on 8 pl. II, through
the some hend rendering but also the some pose.

The folds of

- 104 the himation of the figures of 8 pl. II are already more plastically
rendered and the volume of the body is stronger marked.

A "terminus

post quom" for the date of the latter lekythos is offered by the
decree of 410/9 (115).

The left central figure of the lekythos,

can be compared to the corresponding figure of the decree.

On the

other hand, the right middle figure of 8 is already comparable to
the corresponding figure of the lekythos 69 pl. VI, of the turn of
the century, which however has no other affinities with lekythos 8
and comes from a different workshop.

The lekythos 8 pl. II might be

thus dated in the last decade of the 5th century.

Lekythos 105 pl.

III is earlier than 8 and seems to belong in the decade 420-10

(116)

,

and still earlier is the stele of the warrior.
The type of the standing figures on the right on both
lekythoi 105 pl. III.<,nd 8 pI. II cnn be followed towards the turn
of the century on 72

(1l1)

•

The two other figures of the latter

lekythos, but especially the middle one, relates the lekythos further
to 13 pl. X
and

(118)

aimil~rity

and 106 pl. X. They 0.11 show the snme femole type

in the rendering of the himo.tion.

The two lekythoi

73 pl. X and 106 pl. X belong to the same workshop.

The two femalo

figures have the same movement of the body the snme nrrnngement
of the himo.tion with the rich plo.stically rendered folds.

The

eyes o.nd mouth are executed in the snme way and even the p.xpression
is identical.

The dnte of the lekythoi in the turn of the century

- 105 is justified by the comparison of these female figures with the
Heros of the decree of 398/7(119).
The figures however preserve still
5th century group already discussed.

chnr~cteristics

of the

The hair treatment, in curIa

of the male figure on 106 pl. X, recalls that of the youth on 8
pl. II,

clr)

105 pl. III.

d

ihe seated fema.le the corresponding figure on
The man on 105 is depicted in profile, the figure

on 106 already in three quarters view.

Among the stelae, Tynnias

stele(120) might be very close in time.
The snme type of figures cnn be followed through the first
qUArter of the 4th century ss we shall see further, but a quick
glance at one of those lekythoi as

e.g. the almost contemporary

85 pl. XI, shows the difference of the tradition of other workshops.
The 1ekythos 30 pl. IV is roughly contemporary to the lekythos
8 pl. II. For this lekythos too, the decree of 410/9 might be
n "terminus post quem" (compare the mid with Athenn), o.nd the
decree of 398/7(119) a "terminus nnte quem" (compare the wo.rrior
with Athenn) (121).

The female figure on the right is the snme

type o,lreo,dy seen on 8 pl. II, but the exceptionally rich and heav,y
himation with many perpendicular folds, has parallels only on
the loutrophoros stele C 749/CXLIV ~nd on two much later lekythoi,
'115 pI XX and 116 pI XX, in the 70s.
A similar

r~lief

composition is depicted on the later

- 106 1ekythos 32 pl. VI which is stylistically very close to Soaia8
relief belonging possibly to the 90s(121n)

.

Tvo more lekythoi 11 pl. IV and 241 pl. IV seem to belong
to the years 410-405 but to different workshops.
on 11 and the female
410,

~nd

the

fe~le

n 241

0

(122)

The male figure

recall Athena. of the decree of

on 241 Hyrrhine on I pl. I.

A similar composition, to the one of 241 though some year.

l&ter,

on the lekythos in Cambridge, 71 pl. V.

appe~rs

The benrded

man "Hegemon" cnn be compared with Athena of 'the decree of 398/7 ond
more closely with the loutrophoros stele in Kernmeikos which cnnnot
be Inter than 393
of the century

(12)

(124)

•

The lekythos thus might belong to the turn

.

The lekythoi 242 pl. 111,69 pl. VI and 293 pl. III form
another group of the years around the turn of the

centu~.

The

~rriors

of 242

the

of the wnrrior on the lekythos 242 recalls that of the

he~d

~nd

69 have the same movement of the body whereas

.'tanding youth on 29].

t spec, alit· S i t\1 .-r{lr

is·

the rendering of the

eye aDd the profile lines of both faces. Lekythos 242 is the

earliest of

the

thr~e

with the rendering of the right figure

.til1 in profile, whereas 293 is the

l~test,

belonging possibly

--~ 1n
. the 90s(125).
alr.-AY
The lekythoi 70 pl. V nnd 12 pl. V might belong to the
latest years of the 5th century ns well.

- 107 The type of the older man of

;~42

pI. IJ I faci!l1Z 10ft, lind

leaning on his stick with his left hund hnnging I\nd wrllpperl in tho
himution enn be followed in In tar lekythoi.

Stylisticnlly and

chronologically closer are the lekythoi 68 pl. III nnd 74 pl. III.
The lekythos 68 might belong to the turn of the century,
its shnpe is earlier, similar to that of 105 pl.

l~lthou8h

IIl(I~6).

Chnrn-

cteristic is the wny in which the garments are ronderod in lincnr
parallel folds recalling similar examples of tho turn of tht'
century (e. g. the lekythoi 75 pI. VI and 69 pl. vI) which howHvor
belong to different workshops.
The lekythos in Boston, 290 pI. VII might helong to l,hfJ
turn of the 5th to 4th centuries(127). The
influenced by the Hegoso stele
sa.me workshop.

roli~f

is immedintely

(1?8)
, yet it does not come from the

Especially the rendering of the moid on the

lekythos is quit.:

differ~nt,

and the

f\:1atur~s

on her face rmd Mir

can be compared ",i th those of the mn.id of a.nother stolu in Athens
NM 1858 (129).

The lokythos 295 pl. VII presents also th,) theme, a womn.n
holding a. mirror, the relief composition howvver as n wh0lo is
quite

different.

290 pl. VII.

The date of the lekythos is ClOBO to thllt of

- 108 l~t

...9,.uarter of the 4th centurI
The following lekythoi, although they mjp,ht be still dated

around thl' turn of the eentury, show

III reAdy f& .. tu!"...

wh i eh

1 i nl~

them

with the 4th century tradition.
The relief composition of the lekythos 75 pl. VI is repeated
on two later lekythoi the 76 pl. X and 78 pl.

On hath latter

X.

reliefs the left-hand male figure have similar

movement of the

body and the same arrangement of the himation.

Even their hands &re

represented in

ex~ctly

the same position.

The hair treatment i9

slightly different but the profile of their foces is quito compnrnblo.
Simil~rly

the hends of the female figures show some affinities, not

only in the nose and mouth but also in the wny in which the hair
is treated. Both lekythoi belong to the same workshop.
Around tho turn of the century balongs the lekythos 31 pl.

VI(130).

The bodies of the figures are straight and the garmunts

are stylized with bands of linear parallel folds.
right figure is hnrdly worked nnd recalls the
figures

OD

75 pI. VI.

The hair of the

simil~r

one of tbQ

The maid introduces a type of stn.nding

foronle figure which is going to be reponted on some other lekythoi
from different workshops.
mD.ny parnllel

Cbnr~ctoristic

V"- 'S ha.r e d rId ~

movement of the body.

Closest

~re

is her henvy garment with

which covors completely the
the figures of the

lo~ythoi

9

pl. VIII and 10 pl. VIII nnd the slightly Inter 80, 81 pl. VIII.

- 109 The female figure of the still later lokythos 83 pl. VIII, hna the
same

he~vy

surfa.oos.

himntion, the folds however here nre replnced by large
Lekythoi 9 and 10 belong to tho One. "7orkshop

Similarly 80 and 81 to another one.

(131 )

The female figuro on

8)

•
ll1. VJll

alrea.dy mentioned can be compared with the one of 80 pl. VIII bec('.use
of their resemblance in the rendering of their fo.ce.

Two further

female figures are comporo.bl& to the previous ones, having tho
same small fine round heads.

They belong however to two latrr

lekythoi

187 pl. XVI and 308 pl. XVI.
Around the turn of the century, or already in tho first
(132)

years of the 4th, might be dated the lekythos 3 pl. X
seated bearded mo.n finds

0.

•

The

close parallel in the corresponding

figures of the earlier lekythos 105 pl. III and 106 ph X of the turn
of the century.

The second female figure from the loft reproduces

agnin the type of the lekythos 83 pl. VIII.
ca.n be compared with the
X.

corr~sponding

The pose of the body is the same.

The rno.in femnle figurl:t

ones of 106 'PI-. X ('.nd 73 pl.
The himation, covering in an

S-shape the right arm, crosses the waist obliquely nnd is fastened
in the left bent arm

The rich folds around the wnist do not

any more on the figure of the lekythos 3.

~ppeo.r

This modified type i8

going to be reproduced very often in the first hnlf of the 4th
century.

Closest is

K~llikleio.

on the lekythos 298 pI. XI, in tho

80s (compare the seated figuro With Hippomnchos (133) and th()
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decrGe

01

377

(134)

.

(lnd the stnndlng woman on the 10. t(,r lokythos

23 pI XI, probo.bly in the 70s.

Th(! comparison cnn ho extonded to

the figure oh 306 pl. XV of around the snme time.
the same slender bodies and the Sarno pose.

Lekythoi 23 however and

306 do not belong to the snme workshop us 298.
OD.

All throe havo

Tho sented

figur~

the lekythos 306 is similar to the corresponding one on 37 pl.

XV especially in the rendering of the hellds.

Roth hnve the snmo

round head with the hair high over the forehend, nnd tho 80ft cheok.
Both might be10nv to the same workshop to which possibly belong
also the lekythos 23.
Close to the femn1e figure of 3 pl. X can be placed nnother
group of lekythoi from different workshops but of npproximntoly
the sa.me time.

One grour is formed hy the le){ythoi 3; pl. XIII, 34 pl.AIIl

and 89 pl. XIII which

might~~ttributed to the sume workshop.

'I' 0

Theodorides of 35 cnn be compared hpik1es of 89. Both figures nre
leading their horses and both have tho same movement of tho body.
Even the hnnging left hand is presented in n similnr way.
To Lysistrnte of 35, enn he compared tho soated femnle figure of
34.

~ve

find on both the snme rondering

of

tho himo.tion·

and the same detnils on the head - hair, eyes nnd nose.

folds
The

:l.iribution to the snme group of the 1 ekythos 16 pI. XIII is more
doubtful.

on

Compnrable are only the two standing femnle figures

35 and 16.

Three further lekythoi reproduce closely the
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above discussed female typo.

Those are tho lekythoi 104 pl. XII,

190 pl. All nnd 261 pl. XII.

Tho two first ones, 104 nnd 190

bolong to one workshop.
XII and 125 pl. XII

Closely in dato follow tho lekythoi 184 pl.

which might belong to anothor workshop.

Comparable is not only tho wny in whir.h tho wholo relief is set,
but also the tliO female figures.

Tho lokythos 79 pl. XIII must be

very close in time with 35 pl. XIII hecnuso tho main standing female
figures of both vases nre very similnr.

Close to 79 is ulao 82 pl.IX.

The left figures of both lekythoi are comparnhlo in the structure
of their body and the rendering of the head.

The two

188 :01. XIV a.nd 189 pl. XIV which belong to :\l'1Olhl'r

be ver,y far from the lekythos 35 pl. XIII.

lo~ythoi

"flrJtshop CQ.nnot

Elpecially the

189 rasalls tho sonted on 35 nnd 34 pl. XIII.

nn~

en

Lukythos 93(135)

has some affinities with 35 which howevGr might simply indieate thnt
both lekythoi were roughly contempornr,y.
The link betweon these two 1ekythoi is espocially tho figure
of the maids. They have high slonder bodies .tanding on thoir right
foot and bonding the loft forwnrds with the folds of the gnrment
falling strnight across the right leg.

This typo cnnnot be attributod

to one workshop but is used for n certain period of time from
difforantones.Lekythos 94 pl. XV has a
to

93 nnd nffinities exist

date must be contemporcry.

botw~en

v~ry

similar roliuf composition

tho two main figuros.

Its

- 112 -

The male figure on the lekyth08 93 roprp.sonts n vory wido
type in tho first hnlf of tho contury nnd ospocially th()

s~)roa.d

first third;an older mnn fncing left lonning on his stick.

Tho type

ha.s b(!on alrendy discussed with roforonce t.o tho on.rly lokythoi
242 III, 68 III nnd 74 pl. III yet in n group contompornry to tho
hkyth03 93 this type 300ms to have some sp()cir.l common font.uros,

as tho loaning position nnd some dotnils in tho elongated hea.d nnu
the donse hair nnd bonrd.

Closest to 93 is tho 10k. 261 pl. XII,

51 pl. XXIV and 112 pl. XXIV.

All those lekythoi might bl:.long to

the 70s, yet no other f(:a turas exist o.mong th('m
tor

~

common origin.

~Non

so, the nbove

t (' i

lekythoi

nd i ca t e cone 1HI'! i 011
nr~

closely

linkud l.",hen compared with tho next group, on which tho l!Io.ma type
appears but in n distinctly differont wny.

On the lokythos 128 pl.

XIV the ronn is depicted in a. 3/4 view from the renr in n wa.y thnt wa.s
already introduced on tho early lekythos 68 pI. II I: NU{ostrn tos of
307 pl. XVI has the steme l,ose.
the lekythoi 128

~1nd

It is howovor, highly improbnble that

307 bp.long to tho snme workshop, a.lthoup,h thoir

date is very close. Roughly

cont(Jmpor(~ry

:llso is tho lllkythos 252 pI.

XXXVI (136)., reproducing tho sa.me typo with tho poculinr viow from
tho roer, yet it is defim tely worked in the
workshop.

tr~dition

of another

Lekythos 112 pl. XXIV might come from tho snmo workshop

as 123 pl. XXIV.

Compar~ble

is the poso, tho rondoring of tho

gnrmcnts nod the h€nd of the seated temnle figurus. Lokythos 138 pl.

-

xxx

r~c['llR

thu Ivkythos 12J

11) -

CIa fnr (\8

tho wholo composition is

concorned o.s wtlll na tho rundurina of thCi two foma.lo figurfls.
The t",·o V(,:3oS rnip,ht bolong to the Barno workshop with

dht:.nca

0.

in tir.!o.
Nil\ostrntos
huntor of tho

01\

Idwtho~i

exvcutod, !lnd possibly

107 pI XVI hr.s somo n ffinitivs with tho
289 pl. XVT in
th~wure

tlh]

wn.y thuir

hO~ld

is

Tho

workod in tho snmo shop.

fGDl/:l.h figure of tho }07 pl. XVI r..,sornblus the ono on 187 pl.XVI
which might be onrlier (aU 11 80s) nnd JOR pI. XVI.
close

All must be

to the tomah figuros of the lekythoi 8) pl. VIII rmd 80

pl. VIII of the heginning of the 4th contur,y.

They moy porhnps

belong in the 70s.
On the lekytho8 128 pl. XIV left, is reprosonted
common type of

0.

mo.lo figuro

f~cing

very

to the right, which C':l.n be

followed down to the second hnlf of the century, o.g.
LI"V!.

0.

le~.

392 pl.

A closer cornp'.l.rison is off,'rod hy tho fiRureD on tho

ea.rlier lokythos 293 pI. III (first dllco.df;)
loutrophoros stulo C.I07R

( 137)

or the one on tho

CUVI o.round 375 B.C. nnd uspecia.lly

by the lekythos 129 pl.'\IV which very probtlbly bnlongod to t.he sn,rno
vorksbop

(~8

128.

Comparable o.re the stn n<ling figuro8 of both

lekythoi r.nd mo.inly the 1.Jft-h'.nd flnd tho heo.d of the right onoll.
The fragment 130 pl. XXXV, is compnrl".blo to 129 p]. XIV
bec~use

of the similnr rendering of both their middle nnd luft

- 114 -.

figuros.

The young malo fi guro of the fr,\gml'nt 4L.?

pl. XXXIV iR

r:mdorod nIso in n vury r.dmilnr way to the loft figuros of 128
(~nd

129, nlthough tho frngment posaihly hf!lnngs t.Q th9 trnditinn

of tho Teisurchos' workshop.

The group di~cu9sod mi~ht holong to

tho 70s.

tho first quarter of tho 4th century, nlthough mnrkinR nlrondy its
end, is t'le Munich

lel~th08

251 pl. XXVII. Comp,\rison of its femo.le

figure with tho docree of 375/4 (1 JH )lflc(I(~lI.h tho snme dn to for tho
Ith 00 (119) •
l as:y

Although such on outstnndinn pioc(I in itsnlf, tho

ralief docs not soem to hove indisputnhlo followers cmd the
trn.di tion of its workshop co.n not be idontified with cortninty.
Tho mnl£) figure f'\cing left, on 251 pl. XXVlJ is

d~pict()d

leeming on his stick which is under his bont left arm, whill' his
left foot is set back.

This mnlp. type is found nlrondy in tho

5th cohtury but domiMtl!a the p,rnve

rolil~fs

rtnd espechlly the

gro.vo vo.se reliefs in the first hnlf of tho 4th contury.

Aftor

the middle of tho century it soems to bocome rnthor unpopulnr !'.nd
is o.1mollt o.bsent in the lest third of tho contury.

It occurs

o.lroGdy on enrlier lekythoi (~.~. 75 pl. VI; 76 pl. X., 14 pl.
~c{vII1 245 pl.

XIX, 249), but nround tho time of the Munich lekythos,

~

nmY,-,be pnrtly through its influonce, i t form~

n sto.ndnrd type

- 115 uhich oontinuos to bo ropl'odur.od (o.g. 19k. 329 pl. LITI, 112 pl.
:OCX, 217 pl. LIIILYet the mnn ()f tho Munich lokython is not I'Iuf1'i ...

ciulltly

connocted with any of thf! similnr

sugt"!'ostion for nn origin from

fl

fi~llr08

corrunon workAhop.

to nl10w the

On tho oontrA.ry,

the femnle figure en.n be closely groupod with Romo other figures,
possibly holonging to the 8umo workshop,

To look h/lclNl\rd, the

Hunich "girl" could be comnnrod with tho finf) executod figuro of
Xonokrateia. on tho lokythos in the Thesoion lAl!jp1.JUVTl
a.s tha rendering of the hend is coneornad.

,eapeci,,11~' 'Ull

,'Rr

Tho himntion is oXf'cutod

difforently hut thnt could be oxpln.ined hy tho oarlier dnto of the
latter lokythos,
different.

The wny the hnnds a.re oxecutod ia nlso

Some similnri ties on the fnco ngnin link the Munich

"girl" Id th Helike on the lekytho8 296.

have

t'!'19

completely

( 140)

Roth th ••• female

fif~ure:;

snme form of heud with n low wido bllnd of hair around tho

face the Sf.mo profilo lines.

SimilA.r is also the hen.d

of the mnid

of tho lokythos 296 but her poso nnd the rendering ot tho folds of
the himn,tion is quito

diff~rent.

The himntion of the 8untod Hnlike

in r.1so difforont from that of t,ho Munich "girl".

and soft.

It is mor0 o.mplo

The lo.ttor lekytho8 seems to belong in the earlier part

of the first quo.rter of the contury o.s

fnr

0.9

ono cnn conclude

from the pose of the mnid (compare o.g. tho lake in Boston 290 pl.
VII of tho turn of the century),

A further comparison of the Munich

relief might be o.lso mo.do with tho relief of the lekythol 18 pl. XXVII.

- IH, -

Tho f,"ol'l of th", young warrior 80uma (lgain to hn.vo nffini th·s w1 th
tlw.t of th0 Munich "girl".

~l:i.milnrly

thCJ

nnd the ronderill8

POSl'

of tho himo.tion of thu otlwr main figurl' on 1M is oornparn.blo to

thut of tho Munich "girl".
himntion rnoro
b~nd

~mple

The pos(J is 1081 floxiblo and the

and the folds do not form yot tho chaructoristic

obliquoly on the chost,

A third

Ifl~tho6

to this group, tha lokythoa 114 pl. XXVIl. l))e
be (. rnpare.d

might bo connuotod

OI,:'\H

Of)

lht' (,\t~\,t

(.drl

\lith thu oorresponding main figure of 18 pl. XXVII.

His body is turned to n throe qunrter view and i. more .winging.
However the poso genern11y ia the snme.
hi~tion

The rendering of tho

is also :similnr, even 80me details of the folds on the

upper thiga

Similarities oxiat olao between tho fnco of both

the80 figuros.

The oircle close. with the comparison of the left

atnnding ramb firure of 114 with the mid
show Bomo n.ffinitios in the oxocution of the

011 .~96

pl. XXVII, who

f~lCti.

From all thos{J

lekythoi the Munich ono is the lntost, tho other. being dntod possibly in the 80s.

With some reservntion becauso of tho bad

conditiona in which tho roliof is prosGrved ono could n.ttributo
to tho snma workshop the lekythos 127

pl~

XXVIII which Boerne t"

be roughly contomporo.ry to tho Huni ch onv. :hi<

en

I,

['l

in t

t

t

Ie

HlI>,1 \ IS,' t\

standing femole fiauro with a poso similar to thnt of the Munich
"girl".
Aristomnche of the later lokythos 6 pl. LV cnn be compnrod

I!.

til c.

-

"i th the Munich "girl".

117 -

Her

POM*,

is Mimi 1nr, th" folds howovor of

the himation are more dispersed on tho

9ur~lce

fnce renderinp, is eimilnrly fine nnd the

is

he~d

nlthoup,h the hair is dressed higher over the

of tho body.
bn~ienlly

for~honrl.

The
comparable,

Con~idering

the qu'\lity of both vases it is very prohnhlo thnt they bolong to
the trudition of the same workshop with n dist·\Dc. in timo from
10 to 20 years.

dnt~

An absolute

Ita date "honld b. elo•• (J4J)

for

~

is not possihln.

Rowovur

to th. d.or •• ot "'/4 (J~2)

Tho lekythos 111 hcuJ been n.lso ns!!ignod to tho snme
shop .•ns the Munich on.(143).
01090 pGr~11els

worl~-

Thi s 10 kv+·h
th
JV os h owovar lsi w
.ou t

in both ite subject nnd rolief oXAcution.

of the stnnding female figure reenll!

Eukolin~

The typo

lo~ythos ~

of

pl.

XXIK but no further comparison is possible hetweon these two vnS08.
The dnto of the lekythos 5 is rlifficul t
figures roenl1

rath~r

however indicat••

~

( 144)

early 4th century

The two right fomnlo

rclief~.tho

loft group

lator time with tho sottina of tho mid4le
Tho lokythoi 4 pl.

x}.

~tnd f,

p·...ro.lIGls for this composition. Lokythos 4 as

'.fC

shnll see lntor

figure in the bnekground.

might be dnted in the 60s, 5

·r:df.~h't

pl. LV offor

equally "ell he ."r'i.r or

later.
To some extent rolo.ted to the lekythoi
6 pl. LV, but

~pp~rontly

from

~nother

2~1

pl. XXVI!nnd

workshop, is tho lokythos

24 in Berlin, tho dnte of which Soems to belong between tho nbove

- 118 -

lotr"'+hol·(I45).
t "'o
',.
""V v

Th e

t 'll'J
II'IB I
e ,ype

h ns i en.11 y th I)

RII.me

/1

s

thn t ,

0f

tho t'iunich mnn but in n difforQnt vrlrintion .... i th tho lORS r.rossf'o.
This vn.rintion as .... ell nppenrs nlrondy on th() hkyth()i of the r;th
century but unlilte the other ono is usod ",Iso

vr~ry

4th contury as on tho lokythos 285 pl. LXXX II I •

much in th() Into

D(lmokrn to in., tho

female figuro of 24 enn be eompnrod with Aristomnche nnd Axiomneho
of tho lekythos 6 pl. LV.

The loutrophoros of Mn lth~\ko comos

from the same workshop ns tho lokythos 24 nnd SOems to be contomporo.ry
WI!!,

it (146).

The female figures of hoth tho"fl vnsos nro dopictod in

fronta.l views, nre heavy

".8

nnd veIl vrnppod in the Rorments •. Thoir

fire round, fr~ll!1od by the hnir.

simihr rondering of tho hends

0.8

Tho frngmrmt 1l'J6 pl. LV shows
tho figuros of the lekythos n.nd

tho loutrophoros and simi lnr is nlso the oxocution of the rip,uros
in frontnl view.

The frn.gment might bolong 0.1so to tho snme time.

To that points nlso tho style of the gnrments which roco.lbthnt
of tho Munich figures ond of the docroe of 375.
Tho rendering of the fema.le fncos of thf.' lolt. 24 roco.lls
also slightly the middlo figure of tho votif roliof from Mognrn
in Berlin

(147)

, which might bo

d~tcd

nbout the snme timo ns the

dooree of 375.
The lekythoi )05 pl. XXVIII nnd 186 pl. XXVIII both
from different workshops might bolong chronologicnlly to the yonrs
~ftar

the Munich Lckythos.

ra-

- 119 !~.!~!~!!_rr~~~E:

The differont tradition of nnother almost contompornry

workshop is shown by another 80riAs of lekythoi.

y.x

115 pI. XJ~, 117 pI. XX, 118 pI.
of the group.

Lukythoi 116 pl.XX

~ form the nucleus

All hnve n similar tllroo-figuro compoRi tion with tho

middle figure seated fncing loft.

Loon of 116 pl. XX is dopictod in

tho i't.miliar typo lerming on tho stiok nnd his figure is very c10so
t,O tho Dll'.n on the lekytho8 2m pI. XXVII.
hio

g~rment ~nd

Tho rendering, hownvor of

the exocution of his head indicato tho trndition of

a.nother workshop.

Similnr1y dHfor()nt nre

nbove t"TO lekythoi..

HlP

Tho ga.rmonts aro r(lndored

fomnle figuros of tho

beavy and rich IIi til

mo.ny folds in' different directions, which covor the movnmont of the

body.

Vo~

close to the lekythos 116 is 115 pl. XX.
figur~1

compnrablo nre the two femnle

the ones st"mding on the right.
type commonly usad on lakythoi
ha.lf of the 4th they h:lve

~.\O

of hoth

V~IOI

Directly
nnd (Jspecinlly

Although they roprosont n famllie
reli~fs

of

th~

5th century rod first

IJxcoptionr- 11y henvy himn. tion which wns

found only once !.lore in the enrly lttkyth08

)0

pl. IV.

The rendorinp, of the hen.d of the two femnle figurps On 116
proaonts

n~ny

117 pl. YJC.

nffinities with thnt of the
The paso of

th~

corr~sponding

two mon is also similar.

figuros on
Th" rondering

howover, of the gnrments on 117 is differlJDt. 'l'h() folds do not run if'\
straight lines but in

~mt\ller

two femo.le figures of

ll~lr.ady

curv<)d ones.

The rondoring of t,ho

anticipetf! tho docree of 162(148).

- 1?0 -

Compo,rablo are especinlly the folds of tho himn,tion which run
obliqu\;lly ncroas the logs of the sontec\ "'omen. The IItanllinp: fefOale
tTi th the strl.ight perpondiculnr

PO!HI,

nnd tho himn Uon with the

strongly omphnsized horizontl\l folna in tho wnist, rocnlla
pc~rnllo'fI

of the 50s e.g. lekytho9 10] pl. LV.

Close to th.: lekyth08 111 is tho lckythos 118 pl. XX,
c.gnin by compnrison of the two

right-hnnd rip,uroa.

To tho aMle

gr.oup mir:ht be n.ssignod nlao tho hkythoi 121 pl. XX and 119 pl.

XXI, r... l thoUf~h mfl.ny diff(:rencoa oxilst o.a wolle
The common chnrnctoristici of the c.bovo lekythoi of the
grouI!re more empbc.aized when one compnroa them wi th :~nother
contemporc.ry lokytho. originating from another workshop, lokythoa
120 pl. XXI. Comparahle to the latt,er
36 pl •

.r..xI

_.-

century.

lekytho~

nre the lekythoi

.:lnd 202 pI. XXI.

Defore the next clec.rly defined trc.dition of c.nothor

vorkshop,which scems to continue to the second half of tho contury,
is discussed, mention must bo mQdo of somo lokythoi which cc.n be
da.ted a.pi)roximo.tcly in the first quarter of thEi 4th contury,
without however boing connectod with c.ny of the groups discussed
c.bove.

~'i:rllre

- nl -

The lokythos 244 pl. XXVI 800m3 to bo long in tho
390.

rlocf~do

400-

Both stnnding figuros are depicted in profilo Rnd tho way the

foml1.le figure is standing suggests n date clost· to tho lokythos 72.
The synunatricr 1!10~; i t.ion of t.hH two chi Idrl:n 1)(1 t.·II'IID t.h41 .dlll f,8 is
intortlsting.
The relicf of tbe lekythos 33 pl. XXIII npponrs to bolong
early in the so.me deco.de.

The rondering of tho sontl,d famn10 figure

is ro.ther unusual on lukythoi.

The womnn is sen ted onuthronos

(appo.rently tbe first example on

n

thronos), with ht'r uppor body

turned fronta.lly and her bont left Ilrm lonning on the
thronos.

of tho

A similar position is found in n Nike of tho Pnrnpot of

the Nike temple
century

b'~ck

(150)

(149)

.

.

,1n othor flgures of the lst quartor of tho 4th
.

but occIls1ono.ly

(~lso

lntor ns o.g. tho docroe of

The other f3a.tures of the sea.tod figure

0.&

(jljl)
))6

well a.s the othor f1guros

point to a.n oa.rly da.te in the very first yenrs of tho 4th contury.
The decr •• ot 198/7 (JI9)

~h'e.

a to.nainu. "post quem". The figures

do not find para.llels a.mong the othor lekythoi r('liefs.
On the l\:Jkythos 293 pl. III,

alr~ndy muntion~d,

dl:lpictud in a. simila.r wny but '.Ii th
on the lekythos )01 pl. XXIII M&
lokythos, too,

so~ms

thv wa.rrior is

his hen.d in profil v.
:1180

The woman

a. similar position. This

to bolong to the 90s or

e~rly

80a.

The

standing fema.le figure looks contompora.ry to the corresponding one
of 76 pI. X.

- 122 ~)emeo.s

of the one-figure lekythos

XLII ill rlnpictnd l\1so in

4;W pl.

n ::limil:tr wc.y hut his dnte is still mOTfl di fficult to dntorminc. The
sho,po of the lokythos WOU1,1 prohah'y not indiellt.

n tint.,.

httfore

Un'

cnd of the first quo.rtor of tho contury. Tho lokythos 104.t pl. XXV
'li th
0.

fl,

vory "Torn 'Jurfnce sooms to hav£' hnd

fl.

fomnlo figuro :1ontod in

similar vo.y nnd could hclonp, to tho ond of tho first qunrtor of the

century.

The

p~rtly

been

le~hos

hns hoen ro-u8od nnd tho roliof could hovo
fi~re

worked over, bocnuse the mnle

on tho left seoma

to have been co.rved from the vose surf'lce o.nd not tho

bOilS,

He i.

depicted in the type of tho "Munich ml1n"/},nd seoms to be contompornry.
Tho corresponding figuro of the

lekytho~

1290. pl. XXV soems to be

closo in time.
The lekythos 292 pl. XXV presents 0. two figure rolief:soo.tod
~nd

stnnding womnn. The sented hns hor upper body turnod fronto.lly

o.nd her heo.d strongly bent

~md

resting on hor rip,ht hond.

position of the other hand is no longer visible.

Tho figure must be

stylistica.lly and chronologico.lly ro.nged betwoen the
stele

(152)

and the stele from Pirneus

(153)

Tho

J~rnsikleiQ.

in the enrly 1st quartor

of the 4th century. Comparable ospocially with the lnttor stele is the
woy the logs nnd the folds of the himntion a.round them

(~ro

shnped.

rhe left standing figure of the lekythos can not be ensily compared
with the corresponding figures of the two stelne.

The trentmont of

her hair is peculiar reca.lling the late 4th contury "Molonen Prisur".

- 12) -

ilorlwd over ?

(154)

•

'rho lekythoi ?94 pl. XXIII n.nd 49 pl. XXIIT

oxcoptionnl

f\1'O

( 158)

for this early period of timn.
covering
~

Q.

Thp. figures on thom nro very smnll,

tiny pBrt of the front vr\/Je surf!'lco n.nd Il.ro ronrlorod in

very sketchy wny thnt does not find nny

p~rnl1ols

in tho first

decnde of the century, to which period the lokythoi mny
lokythoi seem to be the product of the snmo york.hop.
figures

holon~.

Both

The t.yO

of 294 are very similnr to the corrosponding on08 of tho

lekythos 49.

They hnve the

pos(> o.nd exocution of the .gn.rmonts

s~~me

Even the shape of the lekythos is very cl090.
The lekythos 24) pl. XXVI roughly contemporo.ry,hns similnrly
I

n smnll relief but it cannot be nssigned to tho sll.me workshop. The
figures are short and

he~vy,

ellpecinlly the mn.n, YJ"lpped in

simihrly

0.

henvy himation. The lakythos 10 pl. VIII might be close in time but
from

~

different workshop 0.1 well.
The lekythos 18) pl. IX leeml to bolong to this eo.rly time

but it, too, has no paro.llels.

The femnle figure in the middle might

be chronologically closo to the corresponding one of 16 pl. X.
The type of the mnid recnlls the corresponding
the

a~rliar

fip'ur~

of

lakythos 30 pl.IV, her poso howover plneos hor in time

olose to the lekythos 290 pl. VII.

The sun.ted mnn rumnins without

pnrc,,11ols especio.Uy in the wny in which hi. himo.tion i8 ronderod
~round

the logs without nny folds Il.t 0.11.

- 124 -

The relief of the lekythos 77a pl. IX has a scene similar
to the group of the lekythoi 73 pl. X,

~6

pl. X and7.8 pI. X.

difference of the workshops is however apparent.

The

The maid on the

relief of 77a holds a Inrge basket on her left lifted hand. Because
of this very rnre theme the lekythos recalls strongly 183.
The lekythos 29Ipl. VII might be dated also in the 90s. The
type and pose of the standing man recalls similar figures from
differGnt

~TOrkshops

nnd time (e. g. lake 50 pl. XXXIV, 128 pl. XIV).

The execution of the garments with few large folds which give the
impression that they are almost transparent is not met in other
lekythoi-relief. Note the similar rendering of the legs with the
chnr~oterist1c

folds of the himntion in both the seated figures

of 291 pl. VII and 3 pl. X.

It is apparent that both vnses used

n oommon prototype.
The lekythos 107 pl. II might be also dated still in the 90s.
The sGated figure onR"diphros" with slightly bent hend recalls the
corrosponding figure of 297.

The standing female on the right,

with her swinging pose might be close in time with the lekythos
32 pl. VI.

The theme also of figures holding in

th~ir

hanging hand

large square pyxides is common in the early years of the 4th century
(u.g. 3 pl. X, 111). The type of the muid however continues
to be depicted as late as the end of the first quarter of the 4th
century (e.g. 132 pl. XXXV) and it is not characteristic of the
trndition of a special workshop.

- 125 The 1ekythos 14 pl. XXVIII
male figure

see~to

can be dated in iJhe 80s. The

be a forerunner of the Munich type and later

than the decree of 398/7.

The right hand figure, wrapped in her

himation recalls parallels of the early decades of the 4th century
as

0.[;.

lekythoi 3 pl. X r.nd 82 pI. IX.
The lekythos 249 might be rangod between 14 and 251 pl.XXVII.

To the same family belongs the lekythos 96 found together with the
oth er

(1550.)

.

In the latter lekythos the figures can be compared

directly ,ri th the Munich
Both

lekytho~

l~kythos

a.nd a contemporary date is apparent.

come very probably from the snme workshop because there

has been ["Iso n.n attempt to produce on both of them the same
portra.it features

of the figures.

The lekythoi 81 pl. Xl 247-90/1 nnd 25 pl. XVIII all show
j

warriors.

Although there is no workshop connection between them

the comparison of the type of the wnrrior helps to determine the
chronolo~:ic~l

sequence of the lekythoi.

The warriors of 87 and 247

wear the pilos which seems to have been popular around the turn of
the century a.nd slightly later, they also wear only

Il

short chiton

and not their full armament as usually in the later 4th oentury;
they carry their own shields whereas

l~ter

sIeve boy who does it for them. The lek. 87

very often there is a
(156)

seems to be the

earliest judging hy the rendering of the garments and the pose of
the figures stricCbly in profile. It might be dated in the 90s.
\

- 126 Lekythos 247 might follow it closely.

On the lekythos 90/1 the pat-

tern changes slightly.. the wnrrior being without the pUos. The pose
of the main figures is very similnr to thnt of the figures on the
decree of 394/3

(157)

but the dnte of the lekythos could be nny time

from the 90s up to 375.
The lekythos 25 pl. XVIII
of the century.

mi~ht

still be in the first qunrter

The right femnle figure is the type met on other

lekythoi of different periods as e.g. 15 pl. XXIX, possibly in the
80s, 5 pl. XXIX and 97

pl. L, possibly in the 60s.

The wnrrior on

the other hand, who has the left arm raised nnd bent, holding the
spear, is n type usually represented on much Inter lekythoi as e.g.
lBO, 414, 236a,a1l

pl. LXXXII.

Another group of lekythoi represent riders leading their horses.
The lekythos 246 pl. XVII(15B) is one of the earliest.
nre depicted in profile.

Both figures

The left figure might be dnted close to

the corresponding one on 71 pl. V (90s).

The lekythos 245 pl. XIX

seems to belong also in the first decade of the 4th century.

The

stnnding benrded man lenning on his stick recalls similar examples
of thAt time.

The lekythos 88 pl. XVII

the first decnde of the 4th.
the

corres~onding

the righ'f:

alio

0.150

apparently belongs to

The two main figures are similnr to

ones of the lekythos 245 pl. XIX.

strC)n~ly

The rider on

recalls the Athenn of the decree 394/3(157).

- 127 A later example is the lekythos 248 pl. XVIII which is
comperable to the Moscow stele

(159)

.

Contem~orary

might be the

lekJrthos 95 pl. XVIII - lekythos form also similar.
c~n

figure

The female

be compared to the corresponding ono on )6 pl. XXI and

120 pl. XXI.
Two

but

·~his

~nd

the

other lekythoi have a similar figure lending a horse

time only as a secondary one, the lekythoi 84 pl. XIX
l~ter

one 19 pl. XIX.

The figures on 84 are on a smnll

scalo and recall these of the lekythoi 294 pl. XXIII, 49 pl. XXIII
~nd

243 pl. XXVI of the early 4th century.

The rendering of the

ample himation of the female figure recalls also similar ones in
figures of the early 4th century's quarter.
The l3kythos 19 pl. XIX

beloD~'

to the same family as

245 pl. XIX but is later and does not form

It

the lekythos

pair lrith it (160). The

two main figures on 245 reappear on 19 as the subordinate ones.
Apart from n slight similarity in the way the chiton is rendered in
the

~~rriors

of the two lekythoi no other similarity in the relief

can be traced between these two lekythoi.oThe lekythos 19 might
belon~

to the second or even third decade of the 4th century.
:H.th the main figures of the lekythos 19 pI. XIX can be

cOID:r?ared thOse of the

lel~ythos

92 pI. XIX.

They seem contemporary

and it is very probable that both were worked in the same workshop.
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All three right-hand figures of 19 are comparable to the three of
92.

The figures are depicted in profile, wrapped in heavy rich

g~rments

which in the figures of 92 cover complotoly the movement

of the body.

Further comparisons can be

m~de

between the heads of

the figures, especially the male ones - same rendering of the
eye, cheek. nose and forehead.
of the

fi~et

Striking is also the peculiarity

of the boss which is interrupted under or between the

figures.
The lekythos 182 pl. XXVI,

~pparently

belongs to the first

decade of the 4th century.
The figures are very slender with smnll heads.

The klismos

of the seated figure, is very high. a characteristic of the early
4th century.

Both standing figures although not immediately con-

nected with any workshop'

tradition are rendered in a yay already

known in the early years of the 4th century.
of the figure right, tn the

WClWiCl.V\

Compare also the face

of 80, pI. VIII.

The huge lekythos 113 pI XXII has no direct parallels and its
date is rather uncertain.
are rendered

pl~stically

The figures,especial1y the middle one

and the volume of the body is emphasized.

It recalls the seated figure on the
is

52 pl.XXIV.

le~ho.

Ill. Difficult to be dated

"Isokepha.ly" can be s fee-ture of early lekythoi

of the beginning of the 4th century as well as of late ones.
seated figure might

b~

The

dated in the late 80s -70s (close to 112 pl.

- 129 XXIV and 123 pl. XXIV) • The man hos no

immedinte parallels.

He

can be dated also in the first quarter because of the rendering
of his himotion which is folded under his left arm.

Teis~rchos

group:

The tradition of

~nother

workshop is mainly

representGd by the lekythoi 50 pI XXXIV 38 pl. XXXIII rrnd 192 pl.
The eorliest is 50.

x}~IV.

It bos n large but rather shallow boss.

The figures ore well built with'Tother smnll heads nnd wenr a henvy
himo.tion "fth wide plnsticol folds.
The two left figures are known types of the early first
quarter of the 4th century.

The third one, seated, is one of the

earliest figures presenting the "Zoo.s type" which will continue to
be very cornmon till the third quarter of the century (e.g. 377 pl.
LXXVII).

Lekythos 50 might be dated in the lnte 90s or early 80s.

Compared with the stnnding figure on 291 pl. VII of the enrly 90s
(from n quite different workshop},Teisorchos, the left-hnnd figure
on 50 seems slightly Inter:

The two standing moles on 50 link

the vnse "i th the next lekythos of the workshop, 38 pl. XXXIII,
found in the

Ker~eikos.

The proportions of the figures nnd the

rendering of the himntion are the same but the pose has already
chnnged.

The weight of the body is not cny more balanced between

the two lags but falls on one leg nnd
of the body.

t~ere

is nn s-shaped swinging

The rend\}ring of the heads of Teisarchos on 50 and of
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the figures on 38 pl. XXXIII are stri~kingly
similar;38 is Inter
......,
then 50.

'j'he tlTO stc.nding figures might be dated in the (lo.rly 70s

but the right figure rLcalls already later works of the 60s as the
.
(161)
Meneas stele
•

The

s~me

figure on the other hand,

the

liru~

t.fO lal:ythoi w'i th the third one of the so.me workshop "rhich is also
from the ;{eromeikos,192 pI. XXXIV.

The two right figures in fact

of both lekythoi are very

Even

simil~r.

~

small detail in the

folds c.round the waist is rendered in the same way:

Similar is

[,Iso the rendering of the head, although the hn ir of the figures
on 192 is less

c~refully

executed.

For the date of the lekythos

the standing figure in the middle is helpful, for it co.n be roughly
compared in its pose with Athena. of the decree of 375.Close to
192 might be 38 because the second from the left figure
similcr balance of the body.

h~s

a

It cannot be even totally, excluded

thr,t they both belonged to the snme grave yurd in the Kerameikos.
~o

the

~bove

three lekythoi cnn be ranged several other

immedi~tely

lekythoi, less

connected, but still very probably

lTorked in the tradition of the so.me workshop. A centro.l location
of the workshop near Ker::l.l!leikos cn.n expb.in the great number of
lekythoi

t~t

can be assigned to it

~nd

the length of the period

over which they are spread.
Pro~bly

to the same tradition belongs also the lekythos

132 pI. XXXv. Although female figures cnn hardly be compared with

- 131 the previous group because they are there totally lacking, Aristagora
(right standing on 132)can to some extent be compared with the right
man of the lekythos 192 pl. XXXIV, becnuse both have the snme peae
and the same rendering of the himation.
A small detail in the rendering of the fingers - two stretched and
the other bent - appeared

~lso

might be similarly the 70s.

on

~he

Iekythos 50. The date of 132

The lekythos 133 pl. XXXV has a

composition similar to that of 132 and the maid, left, is a close
perallel of the corresponding figure on 132.

The two Iekythoi might

be close in time but further comparisons are not possible because
the relief is very worn.
With much more reservntion one should compnre the lekythos
lO~Of around the same time with 38 pl. XXXIII. The left standing

figure on

lO~

Pbnidronidea, recalls in his bodyrnovement and pose

the left figure on the

le~lhos

38 pl. XXXIII whereas the right

standing figure on 1010hnS features from both the figures on 50 and
192. However the wny in which the heads of the figures are rendered
is totally different from the tradition of the workshop.
The mein link between the three lekythoi of Teisarchoa group
and some later ones which might be assigned to it is the rendering
of the bead of the male figures.
The mcle figure of 139 pl. XXXVI recalls very strongly the
one on 325 pl.XXXVII.

The

counter~rt

of 139, lekythos 140 pI.XXXVI,

- 132 -

which seems to belong to the same workshop, has some affinities
with the
been

lel~thos

of Philesios, 252 pl. XXXVI.

~fcviously d~ted

This lekythos has

in the 5th century(136), but it bvlongs

definately to tbis period.

The right-hand figure can be compared

with the corresponding one on 140.

Both right hand figures hnvo

the

folds which ,hi not mot among

Sr.l.IDa

r.:mdering of the himation

other contemporary lekythoi.

The

he~d

too, of the same figure on

140 is similar to that of Philesios of 252 especinlly in the

rendering of the ha.ir a.nd the round deep eye.
The left-hll.nd male figure on 142 pl. LII is very simila.r to
the corresponding one Oft 139.

Between these two

ore similarities also in the composition ns
between the seoted femn1e figures.
h~nd

0.

le~ythoi

there

whole as woll ns

The lekythos 334 on the other

seems to belong to the some workshop n.s 142 pl. LII. Thore

ore similarities between the two stnnding figures ns far ns the
pose nnd the orrangement of the himation is concerned, nnd botween
the hond of the two mole figures.
l'Jith 65 pI. XXXVIII we rench the latest lekythos which
can be assigned with certainty to this workshop.

The two standing

men recall strongly the male figures of the Teisarchos group. The
lekythos might be dnted in the 409.
siandlng
0. t

The

~le

figure, left,with his

pose I'.md the arrnngement of the himo.tion finds parallels

this time.
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To the same date points also the three-dimensional composition,
with the figUre in the
c~n

b~ckground

depicted almost fronta,lly which

hardly be earlier than the middle of the century.

Smaller groups and single lekythoi of the 2nd

qu~rter of the 4th
---------------------------------------------------------------century: The gro~ping of the lekythoi is based mainly on tho

-------

study of the evolution of the several figure-types.
The type of the "Munich man" appears still in tho second
quarter of the century but seems tc cease roughly nfter tho middle.
The type is in those later yenrs used mostly for the figures set in
the background nnd ver,y otten il depicted frontally.
Kallins of the pair 329-330 pl.LIIl is ver,y closo to the
"Munich mn".

The pose of the body with the hil!1ll.tion stretched on

it nnd the strnight folds following its movement shows mnny affinities
wi th that of the "Munich" mn.

The female figure on the other hnnd

finds parallels in Inter lekythoi.

The rendering of her hair cnn

be compa.red with that of the figures on 380 pl.

~~II

nnd the

arrangement of her himntion with that of the corresponding figure
on 349 pl. LXIX.

Especially close is the wa.y in which the folds nre

executed nround the wnist of both figures. The mnle figure on 349
on the other band, is compara.ble to the corresponding ones on 198
pl. LXIX and 389 pl. LXIX.

All these three lckythoi might be the

work of one workshop, to which 329-330 cnn hardly be

~ssiened.

- 134 Close to the tvo 1ekythoi 329 and 3)0 pI. LIlI might be ranged the
1ehy.!vhoi 361 1'1. LITI r.nd 217 pI. LIn. The renderinr of the folds of
the garments in many dense straight folds link the figures of the
latter le::ythos and the pair 329, 330.
On the lekythos 44(162) the type of the 'Nunich man' appears

again.

The

relief

1;"70

0_0':Tn -00

right figures on the lekythos bring the date of the
.!Ii:le late 60s or even 50s.

Looking backward the

sta.nding female figure can be compared ''lith the one on 117 pI.
They 1:I0·Gh

ShO~7

xx.

a characteristic horizontal band of folds around the

waist which is common especially on lekythoi of the 2nd quarter,
hardly reaching the 40s. The figure of 44 is later than the Teisarchos
group but prob~bly earlier than 101 pl. LV of the 50s. (The arrangement
~1~\Ar",

of tho himo.tion eround the logs of the sentedJ.. for which
post quem" might be the decree of 362/1(148»

0.

"terminus

makes o.lso a late

impression.
A step further from the priest on 101 is Pnntaleon of 426
pl. LV which could clso be dnted Inter, around the middle of the
century. For both =.~ri.ast figures the decree of 355/4 offers a.
compc.rison.
(\544

From the sa.me fnmilyland most probcb1y worked in the snme
workshop is the lGkythos-pa.ir 26 I1nd 43 (1620.).

The nt.ked

hunter

cen be com!-,cred 1'1ith the decree of 355/4(163),

The female figures

on 26 are depicted in a way recalling a group of similar figures
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roughly dnted in the 60s. (lekythoi 313 pl. XXXII, 55 pl. XXXII),
r..nd

another group of around the middlo of the contury (1 pI.LXVII

nnd 46 pl. LXVII).
Al though it 'l'Tould be of greo.t importn.nce for the: problem of
the depiction of the dend

to establish the exn.ct sequence between

on one ho.nd the pair 26 and 43 and on the other the lekythos 44
be said than that all three lekythoi are almost

no more COon
contemporary.

Lekythos 98 pl. XLV fits in date between 111 ns earlier nnd
101

~nd

46 o.s later.

The figure

types of the lekythoi of the

rTeis~rchos

group'

ca.n be followed in la.ter years in lekythoi from quite different
workshops.

The standing female figure on the lekythos 194 pl.

XLVII can be compared with the middle one on 192 pl. XXXIV. The
two lekythoi might probably be contemporary.

The snme type is

reproduced on 155 pl. XLVII probably of the second quarter of the
century, and on the lekythos 224

(164)

.
, wh1ch seems considerably

later and might possibly belong already to the third quarter.
The three-dimensional composition and the completely frontal pose
of the figure in the background makes a pnrticulnrly lete impression.

No other connection

later is the lekytho8 240
408 or possibly later.

exis~amone

the above lecythoi. Still

. which might even belong to the late
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An apparent variation of this type can be traced in another
series of lekythoi. The free left hand of the male figures no
lon~/er

hangs half covered from the himation, but holds the fa.lling

end of it. The lekythos 316 pI XLVII seems to belong to the 60s.
From the same family, and most probably from the same workshop
is tho contemporary lekythos 315 pl. XLVII.

Similar is the way

in 'Thich the hair of the seated man on 315 and the standing one
on 316 is executed.

Lekythos 341 pl. XLVII might also be close

in time to 316 but belongs to the tro.dition of nnother workshop.
This peculinrity in the arrangement of the himation dharacterizes
mainly a group of lekythoi of just before and around the middle of
the century.

Lekythoi 372 pl. LXIV and 670. pl. LXXII, however are

later, 670., possibly belonging to the late 408.

The maiden

0"

the

right, who in a frontal vie" oan be compared with the late lekythoi
~

279 pl. LXXI

and 280 pl. LXXI 'makes). e8pecially late impression.

Some other figures show as well a similar arrangement of the
hi~tion ~round

the ho.nging left arm,

Although they have

'0.

completely

different pOS8 they might be ranged close to the latter group.
Such is Philopolis on 257 pl. XLVI.

The lekythos WaS dated

in the 708(165) on the busis of historical evidence.

But e.s [I.lready

montioned there is a certain latitude of time in the erection of
~

lekythos .rhich is not necessarily put up immediately nfter a

death and therefore the date cannot be very accurate.
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PhilopoliR in fact can hardly find parallels in the 70s.

His upright

figure vi th the distinct horizontal b[tnd of folds around the waist
fits letter to the 60s.
XLVI

~nd

Close is the corresponding figure of 21 pl.

332 pl. XLVI.

The right hand figure of 38 pI. XXXIII (Teisarchos r,roup)
finds also followers in these later years.
standing

~n

Such a type is the

in the middle - between the two seated - on 4 pl. XL.

The seated female on the thronos cnn be compared with the similar
t~e

of a

wom~n

leaning on the back of a thronos on 33 pl. XXIII,

already mentioned.

The later date however of 4 is apparent in the

different arrangement of the himation which recalls that of
Aristomaohe on 6 pl.LV.

In comparison with grave stelae, 33 is very

close to the one Athens NM 728
the stele Athens NM 764

(167)

in the 60s is therefore

(166)

whereas 4 has affinities with

, dated roughly after the 60 s.

ve~

probable.

To such

~

A date

date points also

the upright pose of almost all the depicted figures and also the
three-dimensional group on the left.
Lekythos 59 pl. XL might be close in time to 4. Comparable
is the right figure Konon.

This lekythos is dated rou~hly around

the middle of the century on prosopogrnphicnl evidence (see I
Kallics tho standing
compared ,.r1th Konon.
might be the

d~te

~n

2a

).

on 327 pl. XL can be stylistically

Their date might be close. Similarly close

of 151 pl. XXXVII

- 138 '1'0 the 50 s must belong the lekythos of Megnkles 147 pl. LIX

.
of the known fnm11y
from Alopeke (167a), nlthough there is no
epip,raphical indicntion of n Megnkles from that lnte dnte.
On the lekythoi 313 pI. XXXII, 55 pl. XXXII, 26,197 nnd 46

pl.

~~II

which might be roughly contemporary but from different

'Torkshops c.ppenrs another type of n female figure.

Common is the

way in Hhich the himntion is nrro.nged covering in n chnr[',cteristic
squnre fold the bent left arm. Similar figures appear elso

OD

s€veral stelne which, grouped by Diepolder(168), are dated in the
60s.
Two other lekythoi, 150 pl. XXXII [\nd 153 pl. XXXII, might
be compc.red with 55 and 313 respectively.
55

Common

to

150

and

is the 'ofny in which the face and the ho.ir of the figures are

rendered (note the deto.i1s of the eye)

0.8

well as the arrangement

of the himo.tion with similo.r characteristic folds ontbe hips.
comp~rison

is not so apparent between 313 and 153.

The

The head only

of the seated figures is rendered in a similar wny.
Le!~hos
Ca~rccteristic

7 pl. LXVII might be compared to 46 pl. LXVII.
is on both of them the arrangement of the standing

figures in a file with exo.ctly parallel movements of their body.
The
are

f'igU~es

also

on 26 althouf!h they are not set
simiJar'Y executed .

80

rlose to ea.ch ot.her

The three standing figures on 56y1.Xl-V
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are similarly set in a. file, but no one hns the same movement and
pose

~s

the other.

Lekythoi 7 and 46 might belong to the years

.
around the m1ddle of the

centu~

(169)

•

There is a number of other lekythoi which cannot easily be
ranged in the larger groups
isolated,

~.nd

~lready

discussed and remnin more

still more vaguely dated.

Lekythoi 53 pl. XLIX and 328 pl. XLIX might not be very
f~r

from 118 pl. XX. Lekythos 309 pl. XLIII might be close to

305 pl. lDCVIII for which a date

in the 7 0s, is proposed. Lekythos

314 pl. XLIII might be dated in the
early second.

The man is a type

l~te

~lrendy

first quarter or in the
discussed which is

conmon from the beginning of the 4th century.
A similar type is shown on 135 pl. XLV.

This lekythos, too,

might belong to the same time as the previous one 309.
hand figure of

~nother

The right-

1ekythos, 39 pl. XLV CaD be compared with

the corresponding one on 135 •• They both show a similar
However further comparison is not

possib~

}105e.

between the two reliefs.

On the lekythoi 156 pl. XLIX nnd 22 pl. LVI appears a type

of standing figure which is met earlier (e.g. 261 pl. XII) nnd
continues as well in Inter times. Lekythos 22 might be also close
to 60 pl. LYI,

On both a mnle type is depicted who recalls the

corresponding figure of the decree of 347/6(170 ). Characteristic

- 140 is the wny in which their left hand is bent on the waist and the arrangement of the himation over the nrm and around the waist,
horizontal bnnd of folds.

In a

Compared with other lekythoi of the 408,

60 seems to be earlier and to belong still in the 50s. This arrangement
of the himntion with the horizontal bond of folds which

was met

already on lekythoi of the late 70s (e.g. 117) appears on several
other lekythoi up to the 40s (e.g. 166 pl.LVI nnd 65 pl. XXXVIII.
Close to 60 might be ranged 226 pl. LVI although no comparison of
workshop is possible.
Lekythos 227 pI'. LXXIX might also be dated around the middle
of the century.

It is not only the standing figure which is

indicative of' such a date, but also the rendering of the seated
it
figure which is given so plastically that 4 cannot be later than these
years.

Even the'diphrosl is depicted in three dimensions,the third

foot shown under the gcrments of the woman.

The relief is

recarved after a previous one has been deleted.
214 pl. LIV might belong also to the 50s.

The rendering of

the head of the female figure must be common in those years,
because it appears on several lekythoi of this time, Close to 214
is the lekythos 10) pl. Ltv on which also a similer female head
appoars.

The lekythos might be possibly dated in the 50s.

The

right-hond figure, is a type shown nlready on the lekythoi 316 and
341 pl. XLVII but might be later than those.

His standing pose recalls

- 141 the figurp,s of the decree of 355.

214 on the other hand recalls

slikhtly 65 pl. XXXVIII (already discussed as belonging to the
r'·'')isr•. rchos

~~roup).

CompE'.ro.h1e are tho

pos~

Bnd the arrangement

of t;:e him"l.tion of both left-hand standing figures.

They seem to

belong hm-Tever to different workshops.

One figure on 49 pl. LII which
tradition has 11.180

R

very similnr

belon~s

ren~ering

to a completely rlifferent

of the head. 45

mif~ht

be

dated in the 60s.· The upri··ht standing figures point especia"y to
that date.
Lekythoi 48 pl. XXXIX nnd 204 pl. XXXIX bolh ptese~t
sea.ted figure with the
him~tion:
·~OlT~rds

the left knee.

(~.;.:.

cho.r!'cteristic nrrangement of the

a. band of folds which run obliquely from the right foot

of 362/1(148)
40s

s:~me

0.

The same arrangement is found on the decree

and on other lekythoi which might be dated up to the

65 pl. XXX"VUI).

the relief in the 50s.

The two standing figures on 204 date

Especi~lly

the middle one already anticipates

I

similnr figures of the 40s (e.g. 391 pl. LXIV) showing the folds
of the himp.tion falling in a. trinngubr shape over the waist.
229 pl. LXTif has a relief with

~

similar figure.

A dnte in the

years a.round the middle of the century is also possible for it.
The lekythos 230 pl. LXV of the early 308 is one of the lntest
examples on lekythoi of this arra.ngemont of the himntion.

On the

le~thos

puir 163 and 164 pl. LVII the depicted

- 142 figuros are types indicating a date around the middle of the 4th
century.

Tlw left-bund figure of 163 has again the characteristic

'J,:rr~nf~')mGnt

of the himation falling in a. trinngular shape over the

waist (see e.a. 204 XXXIX).

The right hand figure on 164.. £1. man

facing left, leaning on his stick,is one of the latest, examples of
this type, already met in the 5th century.
from the early years is apparent.

The difference however

The figure is wrapped in the

himation hidden under linear non plastic . folds. 63 pl. LVII is
close in time to 164 but from another workshop.
The pcir 27, 28 pl. LVIII might be dated also in the 50s
but belong to the tradition of a completely different workshop. The
figures are short and heavy. 41 pl. LVIII and 335 pl. LVIII have
t.lso short figures but belong to different lYorkshops. Skleo the
s"banding miadle figure might be later than the right hand figure
of 45 pl. LI1" Close to 335 might be 385 pl. L.
The two

le~thoi

146 and 344 pl. LI which

c~n

be dnted in

the second quarter of the 4th century might possibly belong to
the tradition of one workshop, Comparnble is the rendering of the
himaiion of the male figures and the head of the female.
Lekythos 210 pl. I.JCXII

(171).
. .
1S d1fflcult to

stcnding figure in the middle has
ment of tho himation

ll.S

ll.

da.te. The

similar pose ann

Aristomache on 6 pI. LV.

pr:'8rHl~-

Comparable is

also the other standing figure on 210 with the corresponding one

- 143 of 6 bece.use both are rendered frontally, .nlthough thf'
and the distribution of weight are different.

P08P

The seated figure

hOlTever on 210 is very long with d i aproportionaly

sma 11 head

and

high girded belt recalling parallels of the Into 4th century.
The "isokephaly ~ gift_

a .similarly

lat.

impression.

The seated figure might be compared with the corresponding one of
171 pl. LXXII which might be dnted in the 3rd quarter of the 4th

century. (Compnre the frontally depicted figure of the maid with
670. pl. LXXII, o.nd 279 pI. LXXI) •• The hea.d of the sented woman on 210

might bG o.lso compa.red with thnt,of the cotresponding figure OD
380 pl. LXXII, which might similarly belong to the third qunrter.

64 pl. LV be1ongsto the snme family a.s 6 pl. LV, but is

lctar nnd from another ha.nd. The warrior, in full armnment, is
depicted in a way usua.lly met on stelae of the third quarter of
.
(1710.»
the century (e.g. stele of Prokle1des
. ,The date of the 1ekythos

might be around the midd1e,not much
and 103 pl. LIV.

l~ter

tha.n tha.t of 217 pl.LIII

- 144 2nd half of the 4th century: The lekythoi which belong to the

--~--~---------------------

second half of the century are mostly massproducod, and their
date is still more difficult than that of the earlier ones. Their
reliefs are very often executed in a clumsy way.
Thore are among thorn a few lokythoi which are roughly
datable on epigrnphical or archneological cvidencG, but unfortunately

~s

far as their reliefs arc concerned they do not always

have close parallels.

The lekythos 166 pl. LVI reestablished in its original
place in the Kerrumeikos is dated on the basis of the excavations
.
(172)
.
data ln the 40s
• The rellef fits

that date.

The standing

mnn is a type too commonly used throughout the 4th century
to permit an accurate date.
Howevex the horizontal band. of folds around the waist,as already
mentioned,seems to be common on figures up to the 408. Closest is
the left-hand figure on 65 pl. XXXVIII which must be contemporary.
The

se~t(;d

bea.rded ma.n on the lekythos has the same rendering of
~

head as that of Agathon on the Korrallon stele

(173)

(portrait

foa.tures?), a.lthough there is no other apparent similarity between
the two reli8~O indicateD. common origin from the same workshop.
The chronological sequence between these two grnve monuments can
not be determinod by further stylistical analysis but both monuments
seem roughly contemporary.

The

pose of the naked serva.nt, on
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the right, witl crossed legs and the hnnds folded in front of his
chest finds again a

pnr~llel

in the figure of the lekythos 60 pl.

LV! of the 50s or enrly 40s.
The lekythos of Sostrntos nnd Prokleides 396 pl. LXII is
Inter than the Agnthon lekythos belonging however probnbly still
in the 409.

The relief cnn hardly be compared to nny other lekythos

but seems on the contrary to be exceptionally close to the Prokles
Prokleides stele with which it nlmost certninly stood together
in the same

gr~ve

plot

(174)

•

It is obvious that an cttempt has

been mnde to render the snme type of mnn

(portr~it

features?).

Tilere is again the sa.me question ns witI- the previous group,
whether both stele nnd lekythos were worked in the same workshop
nnd were both contempora.ry or whether the lekythos wns worked
sepnrntely Inter nnd tried to imitnte the stele (the reverse order
is rather improbnble). From stylisticnl criterin it cannot
be decided which one of the two preceded the other.
To the srume family ns the Prokleides lekythos nnd stele
belongs the lekythos of Archippe

~nd

Pa.mphilos, 392 pl. LXVI.

The dnte of the lekythos might be nround the middle of the
century.

The male figure recalls slightly the Teisnrchos group

especinlly the corresponding figure on 38 pl. XXXIII.

The pose

nnd the distribution of weight of Pnmphilos on 392 is compnrnble
..lith toot of the sta.nding ma.n on 168 pl. LXVI, the date of which
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might be in the ttird qunrter.
ly

forw~rds

The seated figure who bends slight-

towards the man, is a

type

that is hardly met before

the middle of the century. (Compare the BegruSsungs_stele(175».
The

fiL~re

of the maid is also indicative of such a date. She
h~

stands helf covered

the septed

fi~~e ~n~

her 168 belongs to a different workshop.

turns her head, : way from

Close to the lekythos 392

pl. LXVI might be ranged tho pair 394, 395 pl. LXVI (the relief on
394 from

~

second use of the

169 pl. LXVI.
Mel~nthios

le~thos)

The pair 276-277 pl.

and close to 168 the 1ekythos

k~III

is also contemporar,y.

or. 276 is comparable with Pnmphilos on 392 pl. LXVI,

l,hereu.s tht: serva.nt recalls sli;/htly the one, on 60 pl. LVI.
The

man on 397 pl.

st~nding

on 396 pl. LXII in

it~

k~II

recalls slightly Prokleides

pose and distribution of the body

",eight. It is possible that they are contemporary tI- ough from
different workshops.
Another lekythos, that of Aristornnche 230 pl. LXV found in
Kercmeikos, must have been erected after 338(176).
le!~hos

can be grouped several others.

Around this

Very similar to its two

femcle figures are the corresponding ones on the earlier lekythos
225 pl. ~ Particularly like is the depiction of the two seated
figures in the snme statuesque position/the

s~mc

cmd to 1 d~ of the H ma ti on. The rna 1 p. f'i ~rure on

the ona on 29 pl.LXV.

~30

rendering of

f~ce

ca.n he compared to

Both men have a similar pose ::l.nd a.rrangement
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the

himation.

The rendering of his himo.tion with sma.ll

dense folds res~mbles also
even

[l.

thnt of the Aristomaehe.

There is

similarit.y in some details of the rendering of the himation

between the standing female figures on the two lekythoi.

The date

of 29 scems to be earlier than that of the Aristomache lekythos,
o.ppr,rently in the 40s; (compare the wo.rrior with the rather eo.rlier
the later Prokleides see
t 1

decree of 355/4 and

(174)

•

One is

tempted to attribute all these three lekythoi to the same workshop,
~lthough

225 might be simply

0.

contempor~ry

lekythos.

To the figures of the o.bove group enn be compared some other
ones from different workshops.

Comparable to the rendering of the

face of the seated on 225 is that of Nikomache of the lekythos 355
pl. LXIII.

But there is no other connection who.tsoever between

these two reliefs. 355 forms
even less similar to 225.

,

0.

pair with 356 pl. LXIII which is

The lekythos pair could belong to the

yeo.rs nround or immedintely after the middle of the century and
earlier than Aristomache.
The two female figures on the lekythos 394 pl. LXIV from
the Kerameikos might belong to the s~me yenrs as 230 pl. LXV
Compo.rcble nre the two standing figures.

The dating of the lekythos

is close to thnt of 230.
To-the same family as 391 pl. LXIV belongs also 158 pl.
XLIK.

There is no similnrity in the relief rendering nor in the
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tradi tion between these two lekythoi.

SeemS earlier

th~n th~t

The relief

O"L

158

of 391 Qnd might probably belong around the

middle of the century.
It is one of the lntest lekythoi with such

n

three figure

composition with the se~ted figure in the middle (contemporary might
be the pnir 163-4 pl. LVII). 141 pl. XLIX is possibly slightly earlier.
The group of the main figures might be compared with that of 217 pl. LIII
with

which it seems to be contemporOory.
Lekythos 170 pl. LIV might be do. ted in the 40s apparently contr.m-

norary wifth

or slightly It'.ter tho.n the "Begrtissungs" stele (175)

which the lekythos imitates. Close comparison of the lekythos relief
vith other lekythoi is hardly possible.
With the four lekythoi of Astyphilos and Menyllos Alaeeis
271-274 pl. LXXVI which o.re dated nround the middle of the century
on the bnsis of prosopographical evidence, we are introduced to
the mnssproduced lekythoi of the second half.

They have smOoll figures,

usually in lo~ketchy relief. They are not plastically rendered, the
garments

h~ve

indic~ted.

linear folds and the movement of the body is hardly

IdentificOotion of workshops is extremely difficult nnd

dangerous.
The male figure

usu~lly

met is the one

alre~dy

known, holding

with his free left hand the falling end of the himOotion irrespective
of the

pl~ce

he has within the relief.

On most of the lnte lekythoi
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':Tit,h a two figure composition the standing man is usually set to
the right facing left.
One of the earliest figures of this type !acing left is
Hegakles of 147 pI. L1X. 360 pI. LIX is later,
might be dated already in the 40s, 270 pl.

LY~I

The standing man
is close in time

to the three lekythoi 271-3 pl. LXXVI but apparently from ancther
vorkshop.

Similarly smnll and clumsy ore the figures of the pair

403, 404 pJ.. LXXVII I of Leon Philc.gro and Leon Autokra tos,
~cir

This

too, is dated roughly after the middle of the century on

th 9 b (lS i s

0f

' I eV1'd ence (177) •
th e prosopograph ~ca

The pair 401, 402 pl.LXXVIII is not very far in time from
f.-03, 404. The standing mnn is the same type as the corresponding

one on 403-404; however the lekythoi do not belong to the same
";Torkshop.

On lekythoi 381 end 382 pI. LXXXI appears agnin the

same type.
The femn.le figure of the

le~thos

382 strangely enough

rec~lls the latest female figures of the'Teisarchos' group in its

Inter phase (e.g. 65 pl. XXXVIII, 217 pl. Llll) and could be thought
o.s

~rork8d

in the at.me workshop

tr~dition

nt n still later timo.

A very similar figure to the one on 382 pl. LXXXI is depicted on
the lekythos 4050. pl. LXArvI{ (same workshop?).
Le~hos

281 pl. I..X1.rv seems to be close in dt. te ",i th 401

nne 402, but from nnother workshop.
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All ten lekythoi, de spi to
c~n h~rdly
l~te

prospogr~phical

evidence

be dated exactly. Their date can vnry from 350 till the

30s.
"....

The lekythoi 232 pl. LXX·IV
tl.nd. 3990. pI. LXXIV are also
J
very close in time to the group already discussed, but they do not
show other nffinities with it. Lekythoi 283 pl. LXXXI and 408 pl.
LXXXI might be even lo.ter. The arrtl.ngement of the himntion of the
figure on 408 recalls the corresponding one on the decree of 323/2
( \773.) but the pose is completely different.
The lekytho8 387 pl.
parison

~o

LX}{V

has a siaUarly small relief in com-

the body. Its dtl.te however seems not to be ltl.ter than

340. Earlier seems to be the corresponding figure on 320 pl. XLI
belonging to the second qunrter of the century. The .eated man with
his left hand hanginR gives an early

Impre8.ion~ekythos

321 pl.

XLI Wo.s found together with 320 tl.nd is contemporary; same ftl.mily?
Le~hos

4050. pl. LXXVII introduces another group of lekythoi

mostly with figures of warriors. The warrior of 405tl. shows some
similarities with the one on 284 pl. LXXVII, especio.lly in some
details of the cuirass and the helmet.

If not from the stl.me work-
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shop the lekythoi

~re

however contemporary.

warrior leaning on his shield set

The

s~me

on the ground woe also shown on

the lekythos 377 pl. LXXVII which however is from
On the decrees of 340 and 332

(178)

theme of a

~nother

workshop.

appears Athenn holding the shield

pose is different and further

in a similar way but her

is not possible. From thd some workshop
lekythos 206 pl. LXXVII. Comparable

~re

~s

comp~rison

377 comes also the

the two seated figures in

all their smnll details as the rendering of the face the himrrtion
and the Klismos. Similar are also the poae ot the two warriors and
the ntulering of 'their neads.
The relief of 389a, pl. LXXVII might also be roughly dnted
in the
and

B~e

period of time.

proportions which

o~e

The warrior is very slender with smnllhead
compnrable with those of the warrior on

377. Lekythos 378 pl. LXXVII might belong to the some tradition as
3890. Comparable are the standing nnd seated figures reRpectively.
The theme of the lekythoB 284 pl. LXXVII of the standing
warrior leaning with his left raised

~nd

on his

perpendicu1~r

spear is repeated on n group of other lekythoi which might belong
roughly to the
';'hese

s~me

are:

time.
201(179), 180 pl.LXXXII 414 pl. LXXXII

and its counterpart 415, 213, ond 2360. The earliest are 201 ond 180
which miAbtbedoted around the middle of the century or in the 40s.
414, 415 and 2360 nre Inter.

This theme has been already met on

- 152 lekythoi of the second quarter of the century as for example 25
pl. XVIII.

The wnrrior on 284 is slightly different bringing his

right bent arm on his waist. Some other late figures have the snme
pose ns for example the man on 285 pl. LXXXIII. The relief of the
l~tter

lekythos seems to belong nlready to the 20s,

the bearded man with

Asklep~os
\-I

on a

voti~relief

if one compares

of that

time(180~

284 might be earlier.
As c.lrea.dy mentioned o.fter the middle of the 4th century,
a.lthough there exist many depictions of warriors, the 'horse-lea.ding
figures' a.re ver,y few.

Lekythos 411 pl. LXXXIII must be

time to 271-3 pl. LXXVI. The
horseman taees

II

oo.po.i~ioD

close in

is interesting bwcau8e the

seated t i gur. blstead ot· astandiDg one.,

On

lekythos 427 pl. LXXXIII there is only the rider depicted a.lone on
n ra.ther clumsy relief

~

neither he nor the horse

c~

be closely

compared with nny other lekythos relief.
Rela.ted to the composition of th~ lekythoi 275 a.nd 285
pl. LXXXIII is the one of the lekythos 282 pl. LXXXIII. Instend of
a. wnrrior here a. hunter is represented a.nd instea.d of a. simple
confronta.ti~of

the two figures, the hunter puts his ha.nd on the

hea.d of the small serva.nt. The relief ia a.lmost certainly

0.

re-use.

The fragment 286 pl. LXXXIII i . also re-used,It is a.n
exceptiona.l relief beca.uae the one figure, the serva.nt, belonged
to the first,deleted relief.

- 153 The nakedman,an athlete, was carved Inter in a recessed pnnel.
Such. figures depicted frontnlly are hardly depicted on the lekythoi
nnd closer compo.rison is not possible. '{'he naked figures of athletes
are similarly uncommon.

A female type with 'floatingl himo.tion cnn be followed for
severol yeo.rs in
eo.rliest.

0.

few lekythoi. 160 pl. LXXI might be one of the

The upright pose of the sto.nding figures indico.testhat

the lekythos might belong still to the 60s. 278 might be slightly
Inter.Compare the figure of Si1enis(181) nnd that of Ariltion(l82),

in the deca.de 360_50. The lekythos 407 pl. LXXI might be probo.bly
dnted lnter.

There is no other compo.rison tho.t enn be mode between

these two lekythoi except the similarity of the female type.
There o.re two further lekythoi with a.. slightly similo.r type, 279 pl.

LXXI and 280 pl. LXXI. They both depict two standing figures which
do not clasp bonds nnd in both the femo.le figure in question is
frontal except for the hend.

However they do not seem to belong

to the some workshop. Their dnte might also be slightly different.
Nikodrome on 279 ressembles in fo.ct the figure on the decree of
)23/317

(18)

whereas Mnesnrete on 280 might be compared with the

decree of 295/94(184).
Another series of lekythoi can be followed which depict the
motif of the woman "dying in lobor".

The earliest preserved

example seems to be the lekythos 179 pl.

LK~VIII(l85)
and
v
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l~test

the lekythoi 176 pl. LrlIII

~nd

177 pl. LXVIIl

186

.
(187)
oetwoon them ml.ght be o.rr[1.ngod 178 pl. LXVIII
• The chronological
dist~nce

however between the enrliest and the Intest is very dif-

ficult to determine.
by tho

1e~hoi

Lekythos 172 pl. LXVIII seems to be influenced

mentioned although it might not depict the same

theme. The reclining figure recalls those on 176 nnd 177.
It is

re~lly

very difficult to determine the lntest chrono-

logicnl limit of the lekythoi with reliefs. Possibly it fells in the
20s since some lekythoi reliefs o.s alrendy mentioned co.n be compared
with decrae50f the Inter twenties (e.g. 279 pl. LXXI) or other lnte
votif reliefs (e.g. 285 pl. LXXXIII~ or even Inter ns 280 pl. LXXI
indicates. But for the series of the mo.ssproduced lekythoi mostly
lrith two figure compositions the date betwae!l 408 nnd 20s is rnther
subjeotive and not bo.sed on any obvious compnrison with dnted decrees
or other criteria.

)

- 155 Epilogue
With a few notable exceptions ot the early time the qUAlity
of the preserved lekythoi was more modest thnn the one of the
oontempornr,y grave steine.

The lekythoi were ver,y often mGss

?roduced and nppnrently cheaper.

However although the artistic

element was generally lacking a more individunl character had been
gained b,y some depictions appronching closer the protessionnl
or family lite of the dead persoDa.

Instead of the monumental

character and the splendor of the appearanee of the grave nniskoi
the lekythoi bad generally a more uncoventionnl nnd
obarncter.

Darra~
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PART TIW

The depiction of the dend
on the grnve re1iofs

- 157 I. Introduction:

The question "Who is the dead?" on the grave reliefs baa
already been the subject of many controversial discussions and yet
no conc1usdve answer has been given.

The questions remain:

a) Are all the persons depicted dead, or are some of the
liv~

depicted facing the deceased?
b) In either case, can the deceased, in whose memory the

monument was erected, be distinguished from anyone else represented,
dead or alive, and, if so, how?
Among the recent literature two monographs studied this
problem meticulously. Johansen - The Attic Grave

Relief~

1951 -

summarising and disculsing also all the previous literature,
believes that on the grave reliefs both dead aDd living were commemorated/that usually not only the names of the dead but also of
those still living persons are written and that it is sometimes
ver,y difficult for us to identify the dead, as it was also for the
ancient visitor to the cemeter.y. He believes further that the great
number of the grave reliefs do not represent everyday life-scene.{l).
Himmelman - The Iliss08 Relief 1956 - believes that the
dead could only be depicted facing someone alive, because only in
this way can the

cha~cteristic

feature. of the dead (in contrast

to those of the living) be clearly indicnted(2). But he believes
that the dead and the living could be distinguished by the different
manner in which

the dead are depicted on the grave reliefs: !tIn the
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9llrly times by their tlself-A.bsorption", later by their "remoteness lt
and lastly by their tl g l orification lt (3).
More recently Thimme dealt with the same problem - Die Stele
der Regeso als Zeugnis des attischen Grabkultes, A.Kunst 1964 16
believing that the reliefs depicted 6 scene on the tomb.
Most of the theories expressed are based on the doubtful assumption
ve~

are

that on the grave reliefs more than one dead person is

rarely depicted, and that the C6ses on which all persons depicted

dea~

are only exceptions; for otherwise the question is immediately

posed whether so many members of a family could have been dead at
the time of the erection of the monument.

However, the

membe~of

the family depicted were not alwnys chosen from among the closest
relatives (parents, children, brothers, etc.) but also from among
grandparents and more distant relatives.

Thus it is easily under-

stood why we can sometimes find so many 'dead' people commemorated
on the same grave monument.

From a great number of grave monuments

also it will be shown (for example here nrs 46-7, 50-1, 73 a,b,c,
75 a,b,c,d) that either the figures of the same people were often
depicted on more than one grave monument or simply thnt their names
were repeated, usually on the slender 'family record' stelae with
that of another member of their family (e.g. here nrs 69-70, 7ln-7Ie).
The depiction thus of a figure or the commemoration of a name does
not imply that the person must have died at the time of the erection

- 159 of the monument. Besides the death rate was in those days much
higher. Especially in wartime, a family could have lost more than
one member, so that in grave reliefs with more than one warrior,
all of them could already have been killed.

This assumption be-

comes more probable when we consider the representation
ground Jekythos in Chicago (x.)
st~nding

Oft

a white

of at least three grnve stelae

on the same base, each commemorating

~

different person.

This lekythos was offered at the 'public sema' and must have commemorated members of the same family (brothers, father and sons
or even cousins) who might have fallen in the same or even in different battles, though nlmost contemporaneously.
Moreover nny suggestion proposed by the archaeologists is
based on

study

of the big, ostentatious grave $tolae and rnrely

of the small, second-clnss pnnel-stelne nnd grave vases that were
usually mass-produced, and to which the criteria used for the
identification of the dead on the stelae cannot generally apply.
But the dead would have been similarly clearly distinguished on
both the big naiskoi as well as on the other grave monuments. The
means of identification, still unknown to us, would have been fundamental, if simple, applying equally to all grave monuments. The
inscriptions and epigrams could hnve served eucha purpose(4)
Yet the conclusions that can be drawn from them are not now alwnys
instructive because the grave monuemtns are rarely found intact

- 160 and the inscriptions or epigrams are often written on the lost
architraves or basis of the monuments and secondly because very often
some inscriptions are added for a later use. Nevertheless, when the
inscriptions and specially epigrams exist, they are of great importance
and they almost always modify the conclusion that the reliefs alone
would lead to.
To sum up, one could stress that the attempt to explain the
problems of the grave monuments that are isolated from their original
place and their surrounding monuments in the same family grnveplot
is difficult and very often hopeless.

Therefore wo shall first try

to set out the limited evidence that some grave monuments can offer
us in this problem, that is facts from grave reliefs with epigrams(S)
or helpful inscriptions or grave reliefs which can be associated
with other monuments of the same family.
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II

1

Direct indications for the identification of the dead

-------.----------------------------------------------

Stele of

MNHI:1J'OPJ..

NIKOX.APHl:

Athens NM 3845

(C. 887/CLXXII; Diep. Pl. 5; Johansen fig. 12: Pfohl, Greek poems
on Stones, nr. 111: Clairmont/Gra.vestone and Bpitaph 89 nr. 22 pI.
11) .

Relief: standing woman facing right, holding a bird out to a small
child kneeling in front of her, who tries to catch it.
Epigram:

Mv~~ Mv~aocy6Qa~ ~, NLXOX&QO~~ ~66£ x£i~aL/ ••••
~~QC ~'~L

2

Stele of

------

HaC

~~~Q' ALnov~£ &~~oi~ ~£ya nlv~o~ •••••

~APETH

(Athens Kerameikos, AM. 59

1934, 25 ff. plate V and Beilage III;

Johansen 17, fig. 4; Peek)GG
nr. 96; Clairmont ) 91 nr. 23 pl. 11).
Relief: seated woman facing
hand

right, holding a baby with her left

and a bird in her right.

Inscription on the horizontal geison:
Epigram on the architrave:

,
Tlxvov £~~~

~APETH

~~ya~Q6~ ~o6

, EXW
"

~

,

AOV,
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3

Stele of

KTHl:lAEQ EPYElPJ.IO

BE.ANOl:

( Athens NM 3472. Diepo/28, Pl. 22/a, Johansen,fig. 21).
Relief: stunding man facing
his staff.

right, leaning with both hands on

In front of him a seated woman.

The names of both figures, written in the genitive, prove that
the stele was erected for both of them.

4

Stele of nOT/JMQN

(6)

(Athens Nv1 1962, IG II

2

8883; Ephim. A. 1903, p. 135, P1.8;

BruecknerJAA
1926, p. 274; Clairmont,lll nr. 35 pl. 18).
.Relief on a slender stele: bearded man seated, to the right, clasps
the band of a standing man in front of him.
Each of them holds a double pipe in his free hand.
'EAA&~ ~lv ~Qw~£ta ~lxv~~ a~Awv &~lV£L~EV a~~a'w'

Epigram

llo~&~VL ~&~o~ 6'06£ o{~a~o aw~a Da~Q6~ &{ ~v~~LaLv
'O~'
" r ' "£It(HVO~ 0 T
~
-~
I\U~lt XOU c!'u.,£~
LOV ,
E"t'[:)(.vwa£
tAo ltaLua:,

ao~o -L C;

tJ&aavov~7)
Although no names are inscribed over the relief figures, it is
clear that the seated man is Olympichos and the standinc one
Potamon, for whom the relief was erected • . Olympichos was a wellknown Theban who played the double pipe and was also a student
of Pindar.

Olympichos must appear on it as already dead.

That

is also clearly implied by the epitEl,ph, since it says that "the
glory of Olympichos is growing in the memory" (of the people).
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Stele of ANAmN
(Piraeus Museum 1161.

n2

~C~

1930 p. 222 fig. 3 (Devambez3); IG

10665jHimmelmann p. 20; AM 66 1941, 51 nr. 3 pI. 36 (Peek);

Clairmont, 113 nr. 36. pl. 18. There also the full, literature.
Peek1GG- nr. 62).
Relief: stnnding man fncing right, leaning on his stnff, clasps
hnnds with another standing man wearing a short chiton and ch1amys.

Peek (ibid) Devambez (ibid) and recently Clairmont (ibid) believe
that ANDRON must be the left person and that the relief scene refers
to the point of the epitaph -

~6v o'~n{oEx~o ~avwv -

therefore

that both men are depicted dead. Himmelmann(ibid) believes that the
scene refers to the point

~6v ~lv l~Ei5EV

ui6v ~~o~'~£vov

because Andron, on the left "looks alive whih the other figure
looks dead".

But, if the epita.ph nnd the relief were contempora.neous

thus erected for Andron, the epitaph refers to the last event and
both persons were depicted as dead.

6

Stele of two brothers and one sister
(Athens NM 4796.

C 718a;

KaAAL~oA'~~~

in AAA II , 1, 1969,

75-77, fig. 1-2; Clairmont, 138 nr. 60, Pl. 21)
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Epigram on the bnse (mentioned by Clairmont).

Relief: Seated, bearded old man facing

right, clasping hands

with standing bearded man in short chiton. Between them in the
background standing female figure

facing

right.

epigram is stnted thnt all three figures nre dead.

From the
The last to

die might be the sented figure.

7 Slender stele, without relief, of two brothers:

--------

Piraeus I>1useum;A._~him.1931 10)t'f.,fig.2 (Peek); IG
~IAI~TI6HE

/

~IAIETI60Y

n2

7195)

/ nEIPAIEYt

vac.
Epigrn.m:

... .......

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Resur, and n second inscription:
EQt~PATOt

/

~IAIETI60Y

/

I~IPAIEyt

Here the earth covered the bodies of two brothers.
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8. Stele of four persons:
(Pfohl ibid., no. 107; ~:Ld hel, Epi,;rltrruna ta Graeca ncr. 86)
Relief missine.
Name inscription:

~IITPE~H~
~HM<XI>QN

Epigram:

ZOIAOY

MHTPOMlPOY

Mv~~ ~lA~ ~~~~Q ~£ ~LL~Ql~EL tV~&6E

xal ITEQLXAEL

~~L~tVOLV M~~Q~X~ aLv6~oQo~ t~EX£V 'Ayv~r~ ~'£V~6E

9. Stele of

(c.

~IONY~IO~

1310; IG

n2

6971;

~926, 274ff (Bruecl::.ner); Johansen.,59, note,

1; Clairmont 144 nr. 67).
Relief missing. Now
Epigram:

~lso ep~am

lost.

~~~ ~o6'OLva{ou ~Lovua{ou

Peculiarly the stele is interpreted quite differently, in fact as
an example of the

theo~

that on the grave stelae living people
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were depicted as well as the dead.Brueckner, ibid., believes that

,"

~~v 0 £~~ ~6a~£v

the first sentence refers to people already dead
ll£'awvo~

••••••

~£~o'xxou
~~v

and the second to those still alive--words
word

~~v ~'~AAroV
nQ6a~Ev

~'~lAroV

• But the

do not mean that the "others" are alive.

The

means the ones who died before the son, Dionysios;

~wv ~'crAArovmeans

the ones who followed him. The epitaph might have

been written not immediately after the death of Dionysios. but
later on as a common family monument.

An idea of how the relief

might have looked is given by the relief of a base or "trapeza"
in Baltimore with three groups of members of the family of

K1')<p~a6oCI>Qo<;(8)
Middle group of three figures: standing bearded man facing left
clasping hands with seated woman. Behind her another standing
bearded man. Over their heads from left to right: '
InrrOM1~(O~

eto~TH

KH¢I~06QPO~

Group left: two standing bearded men)
their staff, facing each other.
••••• Ol'.QPO~

, leaning on

Over their heads the inscription

9EOI1HLlliI

The group right: standing bearded man facing right, clasping hands
with another seated bearded man. Behind the seated figure and
separated by a little distance, a standing woman. Inscriptions
over their heads:

MOlPOrENHI

MOIPIJj,~

Kl~.rOPA
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An example from outside Attica but showing Attic influence is
the ~~=!=_!:~~_!=:~!~
(}'juseum of Salonica. ~~!!t 79, 1955, 90, fig. ]
476;

Clairmon~

._-

(Andronikos);SEG XIV

158, no. 83, pl. 33).

Without name inscriptions.
Relief: standing warrior facing right, followed by his servant.
On the right a seated womnn facing left. Between them and facing

towards the seated woman, a child.

tv ~au~ooL &l a~vEuvo~ ( ••••••••••• )

The stele erected for the husband commemorates also his already
dead wife. The other two figures the servant and girl are most
probably living.

Note that the man holds a vase (alabostron?)

and that the child is turned towards the woman.

11. Stele 2.! nOAYE:ENH
(Athens NM 723.1Q!!

2

12495 C.284/LXVI; Diep. 43 pl. 40; Johansen.

24 fig. 10; Kaihel nr. 76. Clairmont.126 nr 50, pl. 23).
Relief: seated woman facing right on whose left side stands a small

- 168 girl facing her. Behind the seated woman a maid.
Epigram.

rr£v~o~ KOVQLO{~

T£

~6a£~

Ka{

~~TQ{ A~~oUaa/Kal

nnTQ{

T~ ~oaavT~ rrOAV~{V~ £v~o£ K£rTa~.

12. Stele of

APXEETPATH

(NM Athens 722.C.290/LXVIII; IG 112 10864); Clairmont 129 nr. 52
pl. 23).
ReliAf: seated woman facing left. In front of her a maid with

pyxis and between them young girl facing the seated woman.
Epigram:

'Ev3ao£ T~V &ya~v Kat aW~Qova yat £X&AV~£V
'AQx£aTQ&T~v

&voQ{ ~O~£~VOT&T~V.

The remark that Archestrate was missed by her husband is an
indication that he was still living when she died.

13. Stele of

HrIAAlL

~IAArPO

(Berlin Staatl. Mus. 741. C.450/CV; .IG
pl.

52;Peek.~no

n2

5239; B1Umel b45

107 Clairmont,134, nr. 56 pl. 26.

Inscription on the horizontal geison.
~ IMTPOE

ArrEAH8EN

HrlMA

~IMrPO

Relief partly preserved standing man facing right, most probably
clasping hands with the seated woman on the right (father and
daughter.). Between them standing woman.
Epigram (on the architrave).
'HAtK{av ~tv £~~v TauT~v o£t advTa~ axoUaa~ £lKoaT~~ Kat ut~n~~~

- 169 The husband is still alive since he can talk about the
character
14. Stel0 of

the goodness of the deceased.

~nd

~YPKIAt

(Athens, Ephoria of Attika (NM) 2062. Deltion 19, (1964) Chron.
67 pl. 64 b.; BCH 90, 1966, 744-45, fig. 9-10; De1tion 23
(1968) 70 f. (Tsirivakos); Clairmont 102 nr. 29, pl. 14,17).
Relief: Woman seated facing right, and holding n bird in ber
right band.

In front of her stnnding young mnn holding

lyre nnd hlore.

Name inscription over their heads: NIKOBOAH
Epi&.r~ on the base:

K£toal.

ntt"t'Q

~YPKIAt

L ycSov 6o,s~, ~Qx'a/ d &i "t'I.~

The father who is presumed to be alive is not depicted.

The

mother's nnme is not included amongst the mourning survi?ors
nnd therefore she might be considered to be a1reBdy dead nnd
identifiod with Nikobo1e. Nikobole, however might have been
o.lso

0.

deo.d sister of Phyrkio.s.

-(Bloomfield Hills, Michigan. Clairmont 169 pl.

140. Stele of

~IAOKY6I

37).

Ralief: sented woman fncinF right, clasping bands with bearded
man.
JDOoIl.

In between (frontal view) standing young unbenrded
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Epigram on the architrave:
T~~y6Qa~ &uya~£Q

xaC

'AQ~a~oxA€oV~ ~~Aoxu6~

The daughter, mentioned in the epitaph
is not depicted on the reliet.

I

xatQE KO&tt

0.8 deti~tely

living,

Doubts CBn be raised only

for the bearded men who might have been her appnrently
dead husband but also her tather who was possibly still livin,
since in the epigram it is mentioned that the child was l.tt
to the grandparents.

-

15. Stele of IIEIUKPATElA

.

(Piraeus Mus.1625.IG U
fig. in p.

2

6693 add.; A.Ephim.1937, B.55'5t.

555 and 558; Clairmont 134 nr. 57 pl. 27)

Name inscription

flEltIKPATEIA

EY~PONIOY

/ MMIrrPEIOl:

EY~PONIOl:

Relief: in recessed panel

se~ted

womnn facing right, clasping

hands with her standing father Euphronios.
another standing bearded man (her husband?).

Between them
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vac.
APUT06IKOE
Instead of the living children the

ap~~rently

dead father is

deyictod on the relief.
Tho name of Aristodikos could ha.ve been inscribed there at the
s~me

16.

time.

Stele of

It might possibly belong to her husband.

~fiFTIE

2
(LeipziJ. IG 11 12210. Clairmont 119, nr. 40, pl. 20).
Relief in recessed

~nel:

Woman seated clasping hAnds with

younger woman (from the inscription mother a.nd daughter).
Newe inscription over the heads: IEPOKAEIA MYPTII:
Epigram between a.rchitrave a.nd relief panel):

Her husband, apparently living, is not depicted.

- 172 17. Stele of

ITY90KAHE

(Berlin. Kaibe1 no.71; ~~8523). InitiRlly painted.

....... .
vac.
Name inscription:

APIAETIE

IIY90KAHE

most probably over two painted figures. The living sister is
not depicted.

l7a Ste Ie of MllliEAfOPA NIKOXAPHE
here nr. 1.
18. A dubious example is the following stele:
Stele of AITTUl:
(Piraeus Mus. BCH 92, 1968, Chron. 760; Deltion 20, 1965, Chron.
l20f. Clairmont ibid. 133 nr 55).
Relief: 3-figure. Woman seated
her standing man facing left,

f~cing
le~ning

to the right. In front of
on his staff.

Between them,

leaning on the lap of the woman, but turning towards the mnn a
On the architrave the names: AYEUTPATH XOIPINli AITTIAE
EpilJro.ms on the base: Et,6a:(lJCIlv £.(Xxvov, 6£xd6cxf; 8£x
8~a:~£l~~ ~Qa:LOV ~£v~o~ ~~a(v ~~oLa~ A~~.

I

£.t.~

~irl
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The two female persons cannot be identified with certainly hut
could represent his wife and granddaughter.

One could imagine

a.
that, since Littias died whenLhundred years old, the other
depicted persons- that is his wife and one of his grandchildrenmight already have been dead.
Here also should be mentioned the following similar stele

19. Panel stele of

XI.. IPION

(Peiraeus Mus. nr. 1170. !'Phim. A.19l0, 66, lG II
136,

Dr.

2

545~

Clairmont,

58, pl. 26, 27; Peek GG no 105).
1-

BelO'tf the two

r09Jt~s:

XAIPIQN/MIKYAIQNO:Z:: AI:!'l(NEYt)/
NlJCION: HrI:U:IO: AlEO(NEOt)tAl{ljPIQNOt fINH/

En:leEi../~~.IPIQNOZ SIT (l.THP)

Relief: 3-figure. Old man standing with staff facing right
stretches his right hand towards standing woman facing left.
With his right hand holds probably a book roll. She does not
take his hand but makes a gesture of greeting. On the right
8t~nding

d

young woman facing left (her bair plaited). Probably

these two female figures are his wife and daughter who could
also have been dead, since he bad lived so

ma~

years.

On the
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ground next

t~

his feet a large pyxis probably containing the book
he

rolls :mo of whichLholds with his rie-ht hand.

In the following reliefs the deceased is depicted alone or only
with a. maid

~md

no other members of the family,

althou~h

thn

epitaphs below mention one or more survivors.
20. Stele of

mErNOE

rOPTl'NIOt

(Paris - Louvre 729;

JCAAKOI1THI:
2

C.6l8/C~\.IX; Diep 27; IG n 8464; Peek, GG

nr. 57; Clairmont 80 nr. 15, pl. 8).
Relief: seuted man facing right, holding tvo round discs which
must be connected with his job.
Epigrnm:

Mv~~ &~KaLocr~v~~ • • • • • •

I:woCvou EO~~OcrV ~at&E~ &~O~L~{VOU.
21. ~~~!~_~! (XAIPEETPATH) (MEN)EKP(ATOYt I)KAPIEm::

2
(Athens NM 10)0.C.95/XXXVIlj IG 11 6288; Kaibel nr.44j

Cl~irmont 97

13>.

nr. 26 pI.

Relief hI recessed panel. Seated woman facing right in front of
whom

st~nds

a maid holding a tympanon, which must be connected

with her position in life.
Two rosettes.
Epigram:

M~~Q6C; ltr(V~O~£KVOU

ltQOlto;l..oC; / oEllvTj ~E YEQCl~Qa

~~L6£ ~&9WL KEr~crL / ~LQEO~Q~~~, ~v

0

OUVEUVOC; £O~EQ~E /

.....

- 175 22. Stele of MNHEl..PCTH ZQKPLTO(E)

--------

(Hunich Glyptothek 491jIG

n 2 12151;Mii.Jb.1909,

3 pl.l;

Diep.pl.27i Clairmont 104 nr. 30 , pl. 15).
Relief: 'IOI,Ln seated. In front of her

11

mnid. The maid is considered

by Clcirmont to be her daughter.
On the horizontl11, geison:

~£XVoV

23. Stele of

MNHEAPETH l:QKPL.TO(E)

••••••

6IONYEIL

(Athens NM 2054 C. 858/CLXVI j IG

n 2 11162;

K..'Libel, 83; Clairmont) p. 87,

nr. 2 0 , pl. 10).
Relief: Preserved only a female head in frontal view.

From the

position of the head the figure must hcve been depicted alone(9)
Epigr[JJll:

......

24. Stele of I1I.YEOOJCH
(Athens NM 3964; BCH 73, 1949, 526f, pI. 32,2; Cbirmont 77
nr 13, pL 7).

Relief: Fragment with pnrt of the head of
Epigr~:

Q

maiden.

ilaoL ~avEtv (E)L~QTa(L) aooL ~roOLv au o{ x{vao~

oLI

XTQOV EXE(~)V £ALXE~, TIauoL~ax~ xQ010VOL~ ~~~Q(L) ~E
WatvtX~

xaC

xa~QC

fiauoavCaL •••••••••

- 176 The following stelae are ambiguous because it is not certain that
tho persons mentioned in the epigram are not depicted.

25. Stele of

~IONYHOE

{Athens, Kerameikos in situ. Brueckner, !riedhof 74 ff figs 45 ff.;
Ohly, A.A 1965 327; Lattimore 179 ;Kaibel 35; IG II~ 1II69. ; Clairmont,
151 nr 76 pI 31).
Koumanudis reports traces of painted inscriptions on the pediment ••••• PIA

~IONYtIOt (l.A~INO)

and traces of two painted figures.
Epigrnm on the base:
•••••••• ow~a ~€v £v~a6E o6v, hLOVUOLC, rata KaAu~cL •••••• /

oote;;

a{ tpCAOI.~

xaC IlTJ~QC xaoLyvll~a .. ~'t'E A€AOl.1m.~/

n{v~oc;; aE(~VTJO~oV o~c;; tpLACac;; ~CIlEVO~/ ••••

26. Stele of

MEAITTA

(Pira.eus Museum.C.162/LI; IG

n 212067;

Kaibel 79; Peek GG nr 101;

Clairmont 117, nr. 39, pl. 19).
Relief in recessed panel: seated woman facing right, clasping
bands with standing mnn.
Epigram: XateE ~&<poc;; MEAl~~c;; XQ~o~/~ yuv~ Ev~aoE xEt~al.
<P"AoUv~a/ aV~LtpI.AOUOa ~ov avoQa '0V~O"Il/ov ••••••••
~o .. yaQoUv nO~Et/~voUoav

OE ••••••••••••

- 177 27. 3tele of

TIT0H

2
(British Nuseum 7909, 2-21.1. C.DO; !.G n 7873'; Kaibe1 48; JHS 36,
1916, 76, fig. 9; Clnirmont 95,

Dr.

25 pl.12).

Relief in recessed panel: seated woman facing rir,ht, holds

some-

thing towards a girl standing in front of her, holding a doll
Inscribed on the sunk panel

~bove

the girl:

MEA IT TA

Name inscription over the relief panel:
AITOAAOAQPOY / IEOTSAOY / 9YfATHP
Immediately below the seated figure but outside the panel the
inscription:
Epigram below:

TIT9H
'Ev~&o£ ~~v XQ~a~~v ~C~~~v xa~& yat~ XaA~~~£L

tI~~oo~Q~~~~

xat vuv

~o~Et OE

xaC 'ffioava'~~CAoUV ~C~~~ xaC vuv O'£~L ~L~
oDoav

xaC xa~a y~(~) xu, ~L~~OW

........

OE

~XQL ~v C~.

It is not certain whether the name Melitta is that of the child or
of the seated womnn. But in either case the name of Hippostrate
mentioned in the epitaph as that of the living grateful child is
not written on the relief.

28.

Loutrophoros_!~~!~_~!

EYOYKPITOE

(Cambridge Trinity College;
Cl~irmont

2
C.I006/CXCV; IG 1I 7839a; ~~ibe1 49;

109 nr.33, pl. 17).
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Relief ort the Loutrophoros

stnndinl~

_ hearded mo.n_ clo.sping

with

st~nding

N~me

inscription on the horizontal geison

h~.nds

naked youth.
EY0YKPITOZ { ••• )LIOL

Epigram between epistyle and Loutrophoros

From Group I it becomes cleo.r thnt a grnve monument could
commemorate more tha.n one detld persons, the dead being huried' in different
places (e.g. here nrsJ)7, 7{).) or in the same place, nnd that does
not implie that the deaths were contemporo.neous. We know from
other sources that it Wo.s possible for one person to be buried
in the grave of

0.

member of his family who was already dead.

2
(e.g. Epigram in IG 11 11998:

The depiction of the 'dead' people does not imply that the scene
takes place in the underworld as a 'reunion' of the family.
It is

0.

symbolical scene to mark the unity of the family beyond

any time and place.

The commemortltion of more

th~n

one dead on

the Attic cla.ssica1 grave stelae should not be considered as o.n
exception.
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Similar examples existed as well a.lrea.dy in the archaic period,
.

a.s e.g. is proved by the ba.se of Philoitios and Kteslas

(10)

a.nd the pediment of the stele of Kallisto and Phile(ll}.
On the stelae discussed nbove(nrs 1-5) on which the relief
is preserved, the composition does not present any peculiarity in

compa.rison to nther similar ones heUeve<l i,o commernorate dea..' and living.
On eaeh of the above stelae botll dead persona are repTesented facing
ea.ch other or even sha.king hands and one could thus state' that
this scheme should not be considered as necessnrily indicating
that the one figure is still living(l2).
Group II includes stelae the reliefs of which depict the
deceased either alone or with one or two additional figures of
relatives.

However, no one of these 'subordinate' figures cnn be

identified as

3

person mentioned on the attached epigram a.s the

survivor who dedicated the epitaph or as the one mourning for
the dead.

Doubt exists about nrs. 25-28.

One can distinguish

that the subordinate figures of the r~lief nre differen~iated from
those mentioned in the epitaphs either by means of the names
inscribed in them or by their sex or age.

Of course it is not

clea.r whether these depicted figures nre also dea.d or alive, but
at lea.st those definitely alive nre not depicted.
be

interpret~d

in different ways. Generally it is

This fact cnn
beli~ved

that

the depicted persons a.nd the ones ncmed in the epigram are not
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connected either because the stelae were bought ready-made and the
relief figures do not correspond to the ones the family wanted to
commemorate in the epigram or because the depicted persons are
~urposely

differentiated from those mentioned in the opigram, so

.

that r,-:1l1ef and epigram complement each other.

(13)

.

But from the

above examples it is clear that relief and epigram are in complete
correlation but do not commemorate the same persons in the relief
because they prefer to depi ct tlH' ...bers of the family already
dead,

whereas, in the epigram, those still living are mentioned ••
It becomes clear also that had the epigrams of many stelae

not survived, the interpretation of the relief might have been different, as, for example, the stele of Mnesagorn with

Nikoch~re8

and Ampbnrete with tho bnby (here nrs. 1,2). On both one would
hn,ve interpreted the female figuf'es only as dead and Nikochares
and the baby respectively ns living, for this interpretations is
used generally for other grave ornnments with similar compositions.
.
(14)
Compare, for example, the stele of T1mnrete
•

In the following reliefs theepigrams help only to identify the
dead for whom the monument wns erected, but give no information
about the other persons.

29. Stele of XPYtJ..t1'9H

(Ny Carlsberg Glyp. PoulsenJnr. 19~ Billedtnvler
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Mnemosyne, 1931,3, nr. 2, (Peek); Clairmont llO nr. 34, pI. 18).
Relief: seated, bearded man

facing right (type

o~

Zeus)

cla~pinp'

hands with a young ~tllnclln~W'oma.n.

30. Stele of APIETYAAA
(Athens NM 766; C.1l5/XXIV. Pfohl ibid. nr.H3; Diep., 8f, pI. 1/2;
Johansen 35f.40.62 fig. 18;

Clairmont 98 nr. 27 pl. 13).

Relief: seated woman facing right, clasping hands with young girl
.tanding

in front of her.

nttt~ 'AQ{a~rovo~ ~E KaC POO{AA~~

o~~Qrov y'~ ~6ya~EQ.

--

31. Stele of MlJGJlEYI:
(Athens

AtJni~II:

Ker~meikos. Brueckner, ErJedhof, 90;

IG

n 26626;

-

Xa.ibe1 39'., Peek GG nr. 91 ;)
Name inscriptions on the epistyle:
MJJUJ'EYI APXEBIOI:

Epigra.m:

E~a£ ~Ux~ ~Qoij~£~£

xaC

~A~x{a~ l~l~~aav

lA~'OL y'~a~a ~lya~ ~~ ~E OOX£L~ MaxaQ£u
~v{oxo~ ~lxv~~ ~QaY~K~~.

C.1483;
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32. Stele of

Ci?lJfOkTPATH

2
(Athens NM 993; C. 340/LXXXIV; IG_II 6873; Kaibel 45; Clairmont
130 nr. 53, pl. 25).
On the architrave name inscription:

wANOk ( •• ) M( ••• )

and again over the right seated:¢ANOETPATH(15)
Relief: seated woman facing left, clasping hands with standing
woman.

Between them, left and right, five children.

33. Panel stele of

-----------

~I~IAOk

2
(Athens NM 886; C.434/CII; IG II 11200; Kaibel 57iCh,irmont 131

nr. 54 pl. 25).
Relief: (missing upper part) seated woman facing left, clasping
hands with standing man. Behind her standing bearded man, leaning

on his staff.
Epigram: well below the relief:
••••••••••••

34. Loutrophoros stele of a young warrior

------------

(Athens EM 9476 : C. 7J7/CXXXIX; Kaibel 59; ~213087

; Clairmont

141 or 63 pl. 28).

Relief: seated man, facing right, clasping hands with armed warrior.
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E,jigram:
(~~~ &'aQc~~~ xa{ oW~QOOVVD~ ~VD~Etov ~~aOLv/
(ACC~)£L~ otx(~)Qa ~a~~ ~o'Qa~ v~6 oaC~ovo~ tX~Qou.

35. Stele of

GEOITHE

~iraeus Museum 1222. C.1I06; lG I12 10435; Clnirmont 122 nr. 44 pl.2l.
Only remains of the relief preserved)
Relief: male figure facing right, opposite standing female figure.

36. Stele of a women
(Athens 3d Ephoria.Delt.17, 1961/2, Chron.26; BCH 1962 pl. XXIi
Clairmont 139, no. 61).
Relief: seated womnn
man.

f~cing

left, clasping hands with standing

Between them in the bnckground standing woman, frontally

nty~O~ ~~~ aQE~~~ ~aoL ~'AO~~ ~E~tvD.

. t er
' S1S
(Th18

0f

Sm1. kyth os 1S
. ly1ng
'
h ere ••••• (16)

Most probably the mnn depicted is her

brother, already dead,

since there is no special living relative mentioned as mourning
for her.

- 184 37. ~~!~~!=_~!_~!!~~!_!~=!=~!

IGlAAn~OE

2

(Athens EM 9130; ~ I1. 6857)
On the

~rchitrave:

(ICAAAUT)PATOE: Ay;::n:TPATH: NIIWI:TPATH: KAA(AIHJJWI:)
'Ev~a6E XErT~L •••••••. KaAALoTQ~TOU uL6~ •••••••

Epigram:

Group IV includes reliefs with only name inscriptions with the

--------------------------------------------------------------

name of one of tbis.?depicted mentioned twice.
------------------------------------------38. Stele of

lUEITArOPA

Originally with painted depiction within a panel.

The painted

composition has disappeared.
2

(Athens i!JVi 1l063;C.520a. IG n 11858)
Above the panel name inscription:
KAEIT1~OPA

A9HNJ.II: TlMAIA EYBOY1LH

AbovE' one figure (probablT .eat~t again:

39. Panel stele of

KlilllTJJ'OPJ~

I:OI:TPATH

2
(Athens NM 933; C. 763/CXX; IG 11 6705; Mobius, pl. lIb).
Name inscription between panel and architrave:
I:QI:TPATH

I:OI:TPhTOY

AJ~PEQI:

Just above panel and over the three figure' concerned:
I:OI:TP1.TH

NIKOIlOAU

I:QI:TP1.TOI:

- 185
Upper part of the relief only preserved:

Standing woman facing

right, probably shaking hands with the seated Sostratos. Between
them to the left, standing female figure addressing Sostrate
~rith

a "gesture" of her right hand.

40. Panel stele, (with two rosettes) of nAA0ANH

--------

2
(Athens NM 1985; IG 11 12465; Hastings 29).
Above the rosettes, in big, careful letters, IlAA9ANH

NIKOMIMO

Below two rosettes:
ILV..01u'lli

llY90AQPOk

IIOAYXAPHl:

NIK06HMOl:

corresponding to the figures of the relief.
Relief: 4-figure below the rosettes.
Seated woman facing right, three standing men turning towards her,
the first clasping hands with her. He is bearded. The other two are
unbearded.
The letters of the second row of names are smaller than those
of the first but seem to be contemporaneous and by the snme hand.

41. Loutrophoros of HrHTQP KHoIl:OAQPOY

-

-

-

.

(Athens Kerameikos ;C.208/LVI; Brueckner, Friedhof. 96; IG 11 2 11569).
Relief on the loutrophoros: seated woman facing right, clasping
hands with standing man.
Name inscriptions:

i1lJ1¢IAH HrHTQP
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On the rectangular base of the loutrophoros:

:;(H~ IZO~QPOY ( 11 )

HfHTQP

2

(Athens NM 1100; C.1120/CCXXX; IG II 10631; catal. nr. 83 pl.VIII)
Relief: three standing figures: woman facing right clasping hands
with warrior.

Behind her another bearded man.

Name inscription (right to left):
OAYMIIIXOl;

0EOM"2PA

Below the relief again

AAEEIE

0EO~QPA(18)

43. Lekythos of

--

--

---

2
(Attica, Tator. C.746; IG 11 5980).
Relief on the lekythos: standing man facing right, followed by
his servant, clasps hands with seated man. (the servant is naked)
Name inscriptions over the persons (left to right):
l.NENIWITOl;
On

the base:

ANEJ:ilW-IT0l:/NIICO~m10Y/ AElmAEIEYl:

44. Panel stele, of

----

NIKOLiliMOl:

EY~lJnfl;

- -(Piraeus Mus.~. 1920/1, 127, nr. 47, fig. 24;

Mobius 25,26, pl. lOa).
On

the cyme.:

2

IG U 11498;

E"'1~ANHE

Relief: three standing man, the two clasping hands.
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Above the panel:

APXnJOl:

TEAt<':I:!..P~Wl:

EYCl>J..i'J"HE

Below the panel: l..P;:IAAl. AynIIDO

45. Stele of ArNOETPATH
(Athens 1~ 1863. Diep. pl. 52/1: Stais, Marbles 157; IG II~10569).
'Re1ief: standing girl to the left, turning toward. G 1outrophoros
relief. Relief on the loutrophoros: left: the same standing girl
shaking hands with standing young man to th~ left.

Over the figures

of the 1outrophoros:
ArNOl:I'Pl.TH
On the architrave:

0E06QPOE

AI'NOET?LTH

0E06OTOY

I

This stele is specially interosting because of its composition,
namely that the girl appears on the main composition alone and,
on the grave loutrophoros, clasping the hand of a young man,
Theodoros. Is he dead or alive?

One could assume it to be not

quito impossible that Theodoros wns

~nostratets

dead brother,

who already had another monument to his memory and was depicted
once more together with his sister as an expression of the common
fnte they had met.
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46. Loutrophoros Stele of:

---------------------

(~I)QN

AYKO~PONOE

KYaA9HNAIEYE

2
(Athens NM 879; C.1115/CCXXV; IG 11 6573).

Inscription on the architrave:
(~J) QN

Relief:

standin~~

AYKOcpPONOE

KY~AE)HN.AIEYE

bearded man, followed by his servant who is

carrying the shield, clasping hands with standing girl. Close
above the head of the girl the name:

AYEI~TPATH

The letters of the latter are smaller and badly written, possibly
by another hand.
To the same family must belong also the
47. Naiskos stele of

---------

~IQN

h.'YAl.9m-lf.IEYE AYEIETPATH

lill~IICPATEIA

2
(Athens NM 729; IG 11 6572; C.454/CVII1)
~elief:

standing bearded man to the right, clasping hands with

seated woman (Dexikrateia).

Between them a standing girl

(Lysistrate). She must be the same girl as that of the LoutrophorOB

stele. But what about Dion? If he is the same person, what

cen be the relationship between him and the small girl?

If

the loutrophoros stele is set for him, as seems possible from
the position of the inscription and the emphasis on his figure
by the depiction of the slave boy, then he cannot be the father
of the girl but just another relative.

If he is her father,

as one would assume, knowing only the Naiskos stele, then the
loutrophoros stele must have been erected for the young girl,
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and not for him.
The chronological succession of the two stelae is also uncertain. The most acceptable suggestion might be that the lOlltrophoros stele was erected for the man Dion who was not the father
of the girl and the name of the girl was added later over her
head when she died, and that the Naiskos stele was erected
later for all the three dead persons.

48. Panel stele of:

-----------------

ONHI:IMOl: 1.N9HAON rAYKEPA

(C.4l9~, IG 11 2 12373).

Relief: standing man to the right, clasping hands with seated
woman. Between them and facing the woman a standing child.
Behind the seated woman a maid.
Inscription OTer the .eated woman and just

a~OTe

the relief panel: rAYKEPA
Above the roS\!ttes ~ ONHE IMOE
This differentiation

W(l,S

ANe~QN

not due to lack of space.

49. The fol'oying nAj",ko!l s . .m. to h • • similar casel

Naiskos of 8EOrENIi:: NIImMlMOI: IIOAYMO NIKOMJ:.XH
(Scotbnd, Broomhall c•• tIe.

2
C.356/LXXXVIII; IG 11 11630

Michaelis1JHS
5 1884, 150 nr 11).
-Relief: woman facing right, clasping hands with seated woman.

- 190 Between them standing man.
Inscription on the architrave:
eEOrENII: iHKOilHMOZ nOAYAAO
over the standing figures

On the horizontal

geison over the seated woman

and with smaller letters:

NIKOMAXH

Another peculiarity in the rendering of the inscriptions
is shown in the following reliefs by having the inscriptions
written in a different size.

50. Lekythos of

- - - - - - i.P'AEI:TPATH ANTIKPATHt
~-.I~~6l0l; Deltion 1926, Chron. 76, nr.63; catal. nr. 371)

Relief: seated woman to the right clasping hands with standing
young unn.

Inscriptions over the heads:

A.PXEI:TP1..TH .ANTIKP1.THI: KAAAIICPATOn/
EPXIEYI:

The letters of the female name - 0,012. The letters of the male
nome - 0,008

51. Loutrop~~~: lJ>II:TADOOI / AnlaOI: / EPXIEOl:
lJ'ITIKPATHI: / KAlUUKP1.TOYI: / EPXlEYI:
lJ>XEI:TPATH
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(VruVTon Mus.; IG II 6100 1

;

Deltion

1926, ehron.

76, nr. 64).

Relief: seated womnn facing left, clasping hands with standing
mnn.

Behind him standing womnn (Archestrate). Behind the seated

wo~n

another standing woman, without inscription.

Letters of

lJlltTAIXMH - lJrrIKPJ.TIU:

Letters of

lJTAEE~PATH

= 0,006

- 0,013

In both these lekythoi the name of Archestrate is written with
bigger letters. This is deliberate, but the reason for that is
not clear. Thnt Archestrate was the 'honoured' dead for whom the
monuments were erected seems improbable because on the loutropharos relief she is placed as a subordinate figure.
probably ber

na.e

Most

was writt•• at a later date because she was

.till ali. .c.t the time of th.erection of the monuments.

52. §t&le

at MOOlTPlA

~IAH

(Athens Kerameikos; IG II~II088; C.109/XL; Brueckne; Friedhof

93,95; Diep. pl. 51, 1) The inscription of Pamphile in bigger
letters, but from the same hond.
Relief: seated female figure, Pamphile (right), standing Demetria
(left). PWDphile is apparently the honoured dead (see also here
nr. 75).

53. Lekythos of MNHILUA XlJlOIAt\IU:
(Athens, Ephoria of Attica 2253; catal. nr. 381, pl. LXXXI).

- 192 Relief: Two figures clasping hands. The name of the seated
Mnesilla with bigger letters.

54.

~!~~~~!_~!

8EAfPOE

HAYAAH

(Athens, Ephoria of Attica; Catal. nr. 168, pl. LXVI)
The name of Hedyle with bigger letters. She is possibly the
honoured dead because she is accompanied by her maid, who holds
a pyxis.
In 011 the reliefs mentioned the dead is never unnamed
when the other persona

d.piet.~

are named. It seems therefore

that the presence of a name had a function and was not put simply to make clear who the depicted persons were.

It is now

generally accepted that a named person among unnamed should be
recognised as the dead.

Yet it is, on the other hand, believed

that this suggestion cannot apply when all the persons depicted

, a mu It'1- f'19ure re I'1e f are named(19) •
1n

This differentintion

in the function of an inscription is due to the general belief
that the dead person is depicted among living and to the hesitation
to accept that a monument can commemorate mnny dead. But thnt
is already proved untrue. The meaning nnd the role of the name
inscriptions seems to be consequently

the same, whatever the

number of the persons to whom they apply,

This will be shown

clearly by the next group of monwmnts also, in which, nlthough
most of the figures are named, some are deliberately left un-
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named.
~

~:'l:ds

ca.nnot be interpreted

118

showing a.ny rea.80n except

purpose 01 Gifferentiating the persona in the composition,

ospocic.lly .i:lce on severo.l occo.sions the origina.lly unnn.med
parsons roceivo a. name la.ter, a.ppnrwntly when they died.
'';110

suegos":;ion thn t these figures rer.w.inod unnc.med bGco.use

tho roliv)'?s 'trere bought roo.dy-mo.de o.nd the figures did not
rerrosont oXl1ot1y the members of the fo.mily cennot be proved.

Group YI: :.::'oliefs '.rith persons ,.Those nnme

W/:!.l!I

purposely omitted

55. Lo!~hoa of KAEOXAPH!

(Coponlmgon Ny Co.rlsbcrg Gly. IN 4661.C.1<>63/CCXVII; Poulson,. Cat.
~. 221J !G

_±.!2 11875;

co.tc.l. nr. 18 pI XXVII).

Relief, 4 persons: standing wo.rrior to the right, followed by his
sorvnnt, shaking ha.nds with o.n old beo.rded mon. Behind him, right,
o.:lct~1or boc.r~od

mon, possibly D..dded lc..ter.

Inscriptions only over the "mrrior a.nd the mon on the right:
KA20XAPHt
Co~oo~uc~tly

of tho
mair-

~e

por~op-

KAEOXAPHt

it soems reasona.ble to cssume thct the a.ddition
inscription hc.d c. spGcil11 r1t:tcning, since the second
of the relief is not named.

- 194 56. Loutrophoros oft

..---..-------_...-

KPATHl:

KTHI:IBIOY

l:~HTTIOE

2
(Athens NM 3340.IG 11 7504; Athens NM 3340).
Relief: On the left young mo.n Krat94 followed by his servnnt,
clasps hands with standing bearded man Ktesihios. Behind him
young mnn Ktesikrates nnd on the right a seated woman without
a nn.me.

Above the relief, added later and in bigger letters, the name
Antipatros Ktesibiou.

We have here again the lack of an in-

scription over one person of the relief while 0.11 others are
named.

Thnt must have been deliberate.

Furthermore the name

of another, alive at the time of the erection of the relief
(Antipntros) was added later when he himself also died.

57. Nniskos stele of

----------------

EITrr~Ht

AHMOtTPATH

nAATnN

2
(Athens NM 736 C.700/CXXXVI; IG 11 6972).

Relief: on the left seated, bearded old mnn in three-quarter
view, on the right,standing naked youth.

No handshake. Between

them in the background standing woman.
Inscriptions on the epistyle over their heads corresponding:
EnIY..APHE / IL\ATQNOE OINA( IO)t
AHMOETPATH / BEOTIMOY / nEPrAEIEOl: / eyrATHP MHTHP

aE/

(IIA)ATOI\fOl: / IIAATON / EillXAPQY / OINAIOE
The name Epichares is added

later (IG ibid). A certain Epichares

- 195 son of Plo. ton Oinaios is mentioned as
o~' 325/4.

II

('haL"t'T)"t'f};

"

in a

en talogue

If he is the same person with the one of the stele that

would be another proof

that

EpirhRres

vns

.till

living

at the time of the erection of the stele, since the relief is
earlier trutn this date. (IG ibid 1926

58. Naiskos stele

TIMAPIETH

o~

),

EQKPATHI
2558~

(Copenhagen Ny Carlsb. Gly.

144

Poulsen 219&, Billetavl. III;

.!Q..B2 5508).
Relief: woman

seatedh~eright,

clasping hands with bearded man.

In the background a maid (tlAr'Vl\t.c1

t.ow.\'(L

UH~.

W\f\Ii\,,'

hold-

ing a pyxis.
Inscription on the architrave over the heads
Added later:

T n.L~n:TH

nmJHLlOPOY

tOKPATHE ABPQNOE AMIEYE
On the pediment, also added later:, ... NJ.YEIETP.:'.TOY

EOKPATHt l.BPQNOE luV.IEYl:

l~IEYt

is mentioned on n decree of 350 as

Pryta.ni s ) .
•.~
50 ,
,.,rs.

51 ,

5'"2.,
J

and 54 • alreaCly mentioned were

pO~3sjbb,,'

similar.

59. Pa.nel stele of

-------------

(Leyden Museum.

.lHMOETPJ..TH

AYEIIJInI

C.123/XLII~ IG 11 25416).

Relief: seated woman on rieht, clasping hands with standing voman.
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6HMQETPATH XOPOKAEOYE
AI8QNEQE rYNH
The name of AnIIUm

60.

~!!~!~_!!!!!,

XOPOKAEOYE

AYElnnH
was added later.

with relief from a boss, of

(Athens NM 760. C.393;

IG

KAAAIETPATH

AlaN

n 27314).

Relief: woman seated to the right, clasping hands with standing man.
Between them standing woman facing left.
Above the relief:

K/:.AAIETPJ..TH / EYl.fOPOY / nPOEIllu\TIOY

nnd added later:

~IQN

61. Slender stele of

~INOBATOY

wIAOAHMOE

/ KOAAYTEYE

AYElMAXH

----------------

2

(Oxford, Ashmolean Mus. C.I099/CCXXV; IG II 7807).

Relief: man leading

a

horse to the right, clas,ps hands with

standing woman.
Inscription:

(~)IAOAHMOE EO~IAOY

and added later:

AYEIM1J~

/

XO~\EIAHE

TD1OKPITOYE / cpPE,APPIOY

62. Loutrophoros stele

------------------

2
(Louvre 783. C.1136/CCXXX; IG 11 5327).

Relief on the loutrophoros: standing young man to the right,
clasping hands with stnnding bearded man. Behind the first
standing 'Woman.
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Inscriptions: On the pediment: APXE6HHOk 1~XE6IKO(Y)/AGMONEY(E)
~IAIJ~

On the loutrophoros mouth:

IlANT,AKAEOY(l:) A0HONEQl:

Added later, below the name of Archedemos, the name of the father
L.PXE6IICOE lJ>:i::E6HHOY

and that of his oncle,
The name of XAIPEAl:
of APXE6IKOE

XJ..lPEAl: 1.PXE6HMOY

does not correspond to any figure hut that

could very possibly apply to the old man, and that

of Philia to the woman. She might be the mother of Archedemos
since she is not his sister.
in the same time wi th that

63. Stele of

l:YMMtJ~I1~

0

Her name might have been written
f Archedema:l •

eEO~IAH

2
(Athens NM 1728. C. 413/XCIX; IG 11 9337).
Relief: seated woman to the right, clasping hands with stunding
man. Behind the seated Symmachia standing maid with pyxis. Between
the main figures standing woman. At n later date another figure
vas added behind the seated one.
Above the relief panel:
l:YMWJCIA l:TIiMlJeOY / MEN6IOY eYrl ..THP

and added In ter :

eEO¢IAH

EYMMJJ(OY

eyrATHP

This stele is the only certain example on n stele on which both an
inscription and a new figure were added to an already existing
relief.

- 198 The Same also is

sU8p~ted

for the rieht figure of t.he lekythos

in Copenhagen here nr. 55 and catalogue nr. 18
H~mburg,

lekythos in

plXXVrr and the

cntal. nr. 156 pl. XLIX

In the panel stelae genernlly it is not always certain that the
Dame ndded Inter corresponds to people already depicted but in
the

c~ses

discussed above a correlation between figures and names

seems almost

~ertRin.

Those panel stelae seem to be also similar;in which a single
name over

0.

multi-figure relief is not written

over the whole width of the relief,

Il.S

symmetric~lly

is usunlly the cn'se, but

just over the person to whom it l'efers, e.g. stele of Protl'.rchos
C.109l/CCXIIl or Gorgins C.66S/CXX.

Group VII

On these stelae, usually without rolief, were written the names
of some members of the family, continuing for generation nfter
genorntion, commemol'nting mostly the men'. They could be considered ns
0.

family record, since sometimes the persons commemorated already had

another grave monument of their
ly present problems.

own. But these records also occasional-

While commemornting two or three generations -

thnt i'scovel'ing normnlly

0.

period of more thnn sixty yeo.rs - the

Dame inscriptions are written at ono time

~nd

by one hondo Consequent-
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ly one must admit that either the inscriptions were written on the
ocoaSion of the last death recorded or that they had been written
before the persons (or, at lenst, some of them) had died.

64. Stele of KOPOIBOS and his fnmily

---------

(Xerameikos lQ.

n2

6008; C.1534/CCCXIX).

It i8 an example of those stelae on which the nnmes are written
after each death, as the inscriptions by different hands prove.
4, I:QI:lKAHI: / EY0YruIl'10Y /EITEAIOI:

•

1. KOPOlBOI: / KAEIAHHI~O / MEAITEYI:

.

2. Yu\EI~HMI~H~ / KOPOlBOY / MEAITEYI:

3: KOPOlBO~ / KAEI~HMI~OY / MEAITEY~
5', EY9YLlliMOI: / I:Ql:IK1\EOY / EITEAIO~

Each name is written by a different hand.

The numbers ngainst

the rows show the sequence in which they were written.
Similar to these seem to be the next stelae.

65. Stale of the family of

------....-,..

Kerameikos (IG II

2

KYAl.:NTI~~

6609).

1.

ibOPMOE / IIPOKA.:;ILaO/lcyMNTI6HI:

4.

I:TP:.TONIIrn/ IIPOI(AE;I~HE/«>~IOY/KYM.NTI~~

8.

6EINIAt /

11.

MNHtlnTOAEMH 9BOSENOY MAPA9QNIOY 9yrATHP

15,

IEPO ETP~~TQNILlOY / BATH8EN IIPOKAEgOY / KYll1JITI~OY rYNH

«>PMOY /

KY~ANT I~
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18.

0EOtlOl:IA EYwHMOY / KHTTICY 9yrl1.THP /
~PMOY

KYAANTIAOY / rYNH

According to kirchner nrs 1-10 are by one hand, 11-14 by another,
15-17 by a third, 18-21 by a fourth. However the depth of the
letters is different between the three first and the fourth
row and between the fourth nnd the next, indicnting possibly a

different time of carving even for those

66. §.ii21~_.2t rHPYl:

~mes.

nnd family

(Athens NM 856; IG 112 7863).

rHPYl:/n:OTEAHt
Nnro/rHPyot MNH

eEOCbIAOI: II.:OTE.AlIk
Epigram for rHPYl::
Epigram for

I

••.

eEO~LAOI.:

Although the dntives

:

xaC

II
"
y~ ~ouo
~voQ6~ £~v
K~

'Y1lQ~L"

nnd

"q>Qov~Co ..

,1."

X~V~~ O~OL~

" look somewhnt discon-

nected nnd not so clenr, howeve~h:How thnt this epigrnm was written when Theophilos was already old, thus possibly he too, was
dead when the epigrnm was wtitten.
Some doubts that nIl the persons were dend at the time thnt
their names were written on the stele arise from the next stele.

67. E-"te_l..e__oJ IIOAYI;:I>.:.THE and family.

~m-T lost. 19: n 2 6551)
<nIAITIA/rrOAYKPf..THE/rrOAY.Apj~T(\Y/KPlQEQk
(II)OAYMmU::TOr./IIOLlJ..Pl~TOY/ICPIQEQE

two rosettes
(NIKOII)TOAEMH NIKOKABOYk E(K)AAH0EN/(IIO)A7(HN)HI:TOY
KP(I)QEQE rYlm

,

~v~~~v

I

L

a&uva~ov

The stele is lost and it
Polykrates

~nd

_

OWL

n

c~nnot

6

v

u,

OEL ~v EALtt£~ •••••••

be checked whether the

n~mes

of

Polymnestos are written by the same band as

that of Nikoptoleme. However it is not improbuble thnt they were
written later, since the name of Philitia is also added later.
The following record stele nr 70 was erected apparently for
one person but commemorated in addition four other members of
the same family, who

already had their personal monuments.

Preserved is the following grave lekythos nr. 69 (cat. nr. 95,
pl. XVIII). Furthermore it is striking that the two grave
monuments were found in two different plnces, far distant from
each other, in Atticn, Athens and Liopesi.

69. Lekythos of

----------- ~~APll.E

IIllIOETPATH EYFYMAlLiliI:

(Athens 3d Ephoria. (From Athens); eatnl. nr. 95, pl. XVII)
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Relief: Three standing figures. Charias leading his horse clasps
hands with Hippostrate. Behind her, right, Eurymaides.

70. Rosette stele of .1.ID1APETE and family.
(From Liopesi; C 520; IUI2 5658; Holwerda 43)
LlHMAPETH AEOKPATOYE
liNlj,C;MY~TIOY

GyrlSHP

two rosettes
.API~TEI8HI: / ANL.<I>AYl:TIOI:

IIll10l:TP1.TH / l.PHTEBOY / lJJ..\.<I>AYETIOY
XJ.PIAl: / l~j:.<I>AII:TIOE

The three persons of the lekythos,

ODce more commemorated

OD

of the death of MIN.'..PETH

ap~arently ~lre.dy

dead, are

the later .tele erect.a on the occ6eion
in another part of Attica. Consequently

one assumes that neither the time nor the place where the death
occurred is an obstacle to commemorate a dead person more than
once.

71. Grave complex from Merrenta

(20)

-----~---------------------

(Vravron Museum, Attika)
a. H.ecord

s~,ele

of the family of MEI6QN

1. ME 16m~ EnITEAOI:
MEI.1.0TEAH~

MEI.1.0NOI:
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¢l..Nl.rOPA

HEI~OTEAOYE

/rYNH

5 Kl.MITEA (m::)
ME BOTEA (OY) E

7

mmE ITITOAllliH
Kt•.AAITEAOYl:

10

/

ITNH

HE1Llillr
KAAA1TEAOYl:

12

HYPPINOYE 1m::

MNHl:HT?ATH
15

KAAAIOY
MYPPINOYEIOY
HL!L\QNOE rYNE
HE IllOTEAHl:

18

KAAAITEAOYl:
l1YPPINOYI: 10 1:

The letters of the verses. 1-4, 5-6, 7-9, and 10-12 are of
different sizes, thus most probably also written in different
occasions.
b.

M~-~~-

Stele with. relief of a male figure, followed by his

dog. (Ibid., note 20, Pl.

LXXXII-III)~

An architrave and a hase

are mentioned as belonging to the same stele.
Name inscription on the architrave:
KAAAIMEnQN

KAAAITEAOYE / MYPPINOYEI01:

- 204 Epigrnm on the base:

'Ene

ull£VCX 'OU~

(BJ.I:l~ ...... .

I~AA~~{orov, aQ~)a)~£ 1tACrO~OV £1tCX~VOV £x£~~

For the

s~me

t o<Sv -&&v cx~o •
person Kallimedon there nre also two lekythoi,

erected most probably on each side of the stele.
c • _~!~l~~~! of

KJu\An1EL1ON

KAEOurOl.EMH

qll.NJ.rOPA

(Ibid. pI LXXXI, LXXXIII, LXXXV, LXXXVI; catalogue nr. 26).
St~nding

naked youth facing right, followed by his servant

clasps hands with standing woman Kleoptoleme. Behind her,
right, Phanagora.
d. Lekythos of

----------

ME I L\OTEAHI:

KAA.l\ITEAIII:

KLAAIMEL10N

(Ibid. pI. LXXXI, LXXXIII-V, Cf'..tEl.logue nr. 43).
Relief: Standing young man f!'cing left, Kallimedon followed
by his servant clasps hnnds with sented, bearded old mun Kalliteles. Behind the latter, bearded man Meidoteles.
e. ~!~l!~~!_ of

KJu\AIHEL1QN

KAAAITEAHI:

MNIU:IIlTOAEMH

KAEOrrrOAEMH

(Ibid. pI. LXXI, LXXXVI-VII; Catalogue 'nr. 44).
Inscriptions:

Kt.AAIMlWlN

Kt..AAITE.t\HI:

MNHtIIlTOAEMH
Reli~f:

from

l~ft

lCAEOIlTOAEMH

to right: stnnding young man in chimation

fncing right. Old bearded manto the right clasping hands with
seated woman behind whom standing woman.
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From the names written on the lekythoi and the stele of the
deceased Knllimedon, Knlliteles is the father !'!,nd Meidoteles is
his grandfather.

Phanagor~

is most probably his dead grandmother

although this cannot be proved by the depiction because'the age
of the female figures are scarcely indicated in the reliefs. Kalliteles according to the epigram on the grave stele of Knllimedon,
died shortly after his son. His nnme was written also on the
family stele after those of his father

~nd

mother (Meidoteles

and Phanngorc.). Consequently, one assumes thnt all three )0ople
were already dead and depicted as dead on the lekythoi. Knlliteles also most probably died before the lekythoitc) and (d)
were ready.
The
~ppears

lekythos(~might

probably be later, since

K~llimedon

on it holding an aryballos, which as it will be shown

characterizes mostly dead persons.
Problems arise from the two female figures Kleoptoleme and
Mnesiptoleme. The name of Mnesiptoleme appears also on the
record stele as that of Kallimedon's mother nnd

a'~ost

certain-

ly should commemorate the same person in both cases. It is
however impossible to say whether she was depicted on the
lekythos living or already dead.

It is impossible also to

say who Kleoptoleme was and whether she was dead or living.
She could have been the living wife of Kallimedon but
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she could also have been another relative of Kallimedon, as
e.g. a dead sister.
Also uncertain is for whom the lekythos e wns erected. On
this lekythos are depicted the parents of Kallimedon, he himself, apparently as dead, and probably one of his sisters. The
lekythos consequently depicted four persons who are close relatives
and it was possibly erected after the
In support

o~

death of all of them.

this suggestion is the fact that none of the

persons living at the time of the erection of the monument is
depicted.'I'hese are Kallimedon's brothers who, according to the
record stele, had lived after the father' s

dec~th

whereas the

dead grand-parents appear instead.

The four following complexes of grave monuments, instead of
solving any problems, add to them.

72. Grave complex of the family from Hern.kleia in Kerameikos(2l)

-------------------------------------------------------of which only one is preserved.

(Athens, Kerameikos (reestablished in its original plnce);
co.tE.:,I. nr. 166 pI. LVI. )
Relief: two older bearded men shaking hands.

The one seated is

followed by a nude servant. No name inscriptions on either the
lekythos or its base.

b. 2J212_21-the slender type without any relief, commemorating
two names:

Afi;.GQN / Afi.60KAEOYE / HPAKAEQTHE
EQl:IKPATHE / lJ'L6CKAEOY2: / HP1.KAmTHl:
2

(Reestablished in its original placedG I I 8551; C 1535/CCCXIX;
3rueckner, Friedhof 67).
Inscription by one hand.
c. Naiskos stele of

KOP1~ION

2
IG 11 11891; C. 411/XCVIII: Diep. pl. 42/2.
seated woman to the right clasping hands with standing bearded
mnn. Between them in the background, a £emale figure and a
bc.:-:.rded man.
Na.me on the epistyle: KOPAAAION LfJ.9QN02: fYNH
d. Stele once with painted decoration
Kerameikos'IG
112 8550; C.I443/CCXCVII
,..:;;;..;;......;;;.;'"Inscription:

JJ'l.9QN / J..rA90KAfIOn: /

HPA.KAEQTHE

The problem is what connection in time exists between
these monuments.

The stele (d) of Agathon is later than the family

stelelb). Thus Brueckner's view was that the latter (b) was erected
while the persons were still alive(22). But the family grave plot
wns made in two stages, before and after the general catastrophe
of the grave monuments in about 340 B.C. (23) and so it is quite
possible that the Inter stele of Agathon was just a replacement
of an clready dnmcged earlier one, atter the enlargement of the
family grave plot.

- 208 The lekythos (a) and the stele (b) seem to have been erected
together in the first stage of the grave plot. The man of the
stele of Korallion (c) nnd the seated figure of the lekythos hnve similar portrnit-like features, which indicate the likelihood of the assumption, that both depict the same person,
apparently Agathon.
If om had to judge only from the lekythos, one would rather
incline to believe that dead was only the one soated (Agathon)
who

w~s

followed by his servant. The opposite conclusion would

hove been

re~ched

if one bad only the stele of Korallion (c),

on which appnrently the snme man is
wo~~n,

un~~med

in contrast to the

thus with the existing criteria, still living.

However it is most probable

t~~t

on both monuments Agathon

is depicted as dead and remains unnamed becnuse he has already
been commemorated as dend on the "record stele".

73, Greve complex of the family of nOAYETPATOE

------------------------------

&;IPA~IQTHE (24)

a. Loutrophoros of nOATI:TPl..TO:E II

-------

(Athens NM 2563; AM 51, 1926, p. 57, Abbi; IG

n 2 l2%7).

Bearded man seated to the right clasping bands with standing
warrior followed by a servant.
~IAonOAIE

nOAYETP~T0E/~IAOnOA~O~

b. Loutrophoros of nOAYETPhTOE II

----------

2

(Athens NM 3473; AM ibid. p. 58, Abb. 2,3; IG II 12658).

- 209 From left to right: stnnding woman - standing bearded man clasping hands with standing warrior followed by servant.
I:TPl.TOKAEIJ.. ~ <IiIAOrrOAII: / IIOAYI:TPATO 1
IIGAYI:TPATOI:1f/ (>IAOIIOAIIlOI:

c. ~!~~~:!_~!

IIOAYI:TPJ..TOI:

In ~IAOnOAII:

2
Apoth. 69; IG.. II 12499;

(Athens NM

M1

ibid. 60,Abb.4; ~tlt. 257).

Standing bearded man on right clasping hands with standing bearded
man.
On the two loutrophoroi is depicted Philopolis with his son
Polystratos (II) On the lekythos which might be little later Phil~poli. appears again' with another Polystratos

nIO

possibly his

brother. The relation in time of the monuments do not imply necessarily (though it cannot be of course excluded) that

Philopolis

was depicted on the two earlier loutrophoroi as still living.
Because it is already shown that a person can be commemorated
in more

th~n

one grave monuments at any time after his death.

The lekythos(c)thus might have been erected later together with
a. lost "record stele"

0.8

in the previous example.

74. Grave complex of the family of

-

0..

------------------Grave lekythos of I:QI:TPATOI:
----------------.

(Rending

Pa;

IIPOKAEIl1HI: l1IrIAIEYI:(25)

IIPOKAEIIlHI:

AM 51, 1926 p. 130 ff., Beilnge

catalogue nr. 396 pl. LXII).

Vj

IG n 25379;

- 210 Reliof: two standing bearded man clnsping hands.
l:Ql:TPi'..TOl:

IlPOICAEI.1Hl: l:Ql:TPl...TOY

l:QlU.. YTI£l.OY

i.lrIAIEYZ

l:..IrIAIEYl:

b. Grave nniskos of

I1POIUu-Il: IlPOKAElLUIl: APXIIlllH

(Athens NM 737.C.7lS/CXLlj IG

n 2 5376;

Diep. plA6 'l;lhansen,

Relief: seated bearded mnn clasping hands with
Between them, in the background,

st~nding

st~nding

fig.25)

warrior.

womnn.

(nPOKAEIMIE / l:Ql:TPA)TOY /(J.lrIAmYl:)
APXIITI1H: HEIEIA6.0Y / AIrIAI06EN
IIPOIWIl:: TIPOKAElliOY l'.. IrIAn:::Yl:

c. Lekythos of

----------

IJjj'1¢IAOl:

;.PXIIIDH

(Brit. Mus. 687; ..!Q....!125374.C.213j Br. Mus. Ancient MarblesjXI,1 l l.X,.;CX'/III
Cntclogue nr 392 pI LXVI).
Relief: seated woman to the l~lo.sping hands with stftnding bearded

. mn.
ru~IAOI: 11BISIAliOY /

11.1rIAIEYI:

APXII1IIH / MEISWOY

d. Stele of WI:TPl..TOI: AlrUIEYI:

----

rJPA2ArOPA

2
(Athens Theseio; IG 11 5378).
Relief: seated man to the rh'ht cll:'-sping'hands ,dth standing
Nothing

C~D

'",OIllf.',D.

be proved from this grave complex either. Both the

lekythos and the naiskos could be dated in the third quarter of
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thG fourth century, but it is difficult to

s~y w~t

wns their

exact rel~ tion in time. Th~n iskot'llight have been erected for the
son Prokles

who is indicated as a warrior; or even for both

father and son

(26 )

• The lekythos could have been erected together

with a slender stele of the type of the Herakleiot family for the
commemoration of the dead Prokleides and his father, and like
Agathon, in the stele of Korallion, Prok1eides, too, haa been
depicted in

th~ailko~~f

his son Prokles(26).

(see here nr. 52).
b. Grave naiskos of IItJotbIAH

MIMHTPIA NIKlImOY

2
(Athens NM; C.l4S/XLIV;Brueckner/ibid. 95 fig. 61; IG 11 11797.
Only the pediment C.l477).
From a second use the inscriptions:

Relief: (missing upper part): standing woman facing right
(Pamphile) clasps hands with seated Demetria.

(see here nr. 41)
d.

Li~h2!

2! three women without names (catalogue nr. 210, pl.

- 212 LZXE Possibly a.gain DOQctrio.

[~nd

Pamphile.

Brueckner (ibid.) expressed the view tha.t the stele (b) was
erected for Demetrin, Pamphile b6ing still living, nnd tha.t
tho

s-~elc(e) 'Wr'.S

erected le,ter, "Then Pnmphila o.lso died. There is

no indicction offered by the reliefs to nrgue the above suggestion
strongly. Pnmphile however nppears on three monuments of the
family and Demetria. 4n two and it is very peculiar thAt from a
family i'Thich would ho.ve ho.d other survivors it wn.s o.lwa.ys
Pa.m~hile

On the

nnd Demetrio. who appenred as living with the dead relo.tive.

contro.~

their a.prearence would

b~

more understcndnble if

they vere already deG.d, o.nd as such depicted

76. GrouTI of t"TO mnrble vases

so

mnny times.

(28)
~HMOKPATEIA

(Berl:i.n Gtaa.t. l'Ius. 1870. Bliime1

2

nr. 58, pI. 90-4; Catalogue

nr. 24. Curtius Jb. Pr. Ks / 61 1940,57 Abb. 1-5, 15-18).
~elie:':

~..:tc.nding

bearded Demoteles on the middle facing

riCht, chsps h.''.nds

~d th

the stc.nding Hc.l tho.ke
child fa.oi::lC 2emoteles.
nn infant on her lc.p.

standing Demokrateia..

On the left

Between the mo..in figures standing

On the right seated young mid, with

- 213 b. Loutrophoros of

-----------(?hi1ade1~hia

1928,

~59

AHMOKPATEIJ.. LJIMOTEAHE t1.t.A91JCH

University Mus. Ms 5710. Dohan, Mus. Journ. XIX

fig. 256-9).

Relief: In the middle standing and facing right Demoteles clasps
hands with the standing young Malthake.

On the left standing

Demokrateia.
The difference between these t,.,o grave vases is that the
one main figure of the loutrophoros, Malthake, is subordinate
on the lekythos and vice versn.

Many theories have been expressed about the conneetion of
these two monument and a third one, a lost pediment, with the
same three names.
nPAI:IQI:

MAA9AKH

AHMOKPATEIA

~HMOTEAOYI:

MIMOTEAHI:

9YNOKAEOn:

~HMOTEAOYE •

. There is a suspicion that this pediment belong to the stele
in N. York 11.100.2(29).
The opinion of Richter (note 28) that first was erected
the loutrophoros for Mal thake nnd III terthe lekythos for
Demokrateia is of course very

.

pla~s1b1e

suggestion might also be forwarded.

()O)

•

Yet another

Since both vases were

executed in the same workshop and apparently almost in the
same time, their relation could be similar to that of the
lekythos pair for Ka11imedon, here nr. 71 c,d and the one
for his parents 71 e. Namely the loutrophoros commemorated
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'c,he dead Hal thake and the 1 ekythos the other two dead figures
Demolcraieia and Demoteles (note that both the latter figures
are

em~hasized,

the male by the child which is turned towards

him and the female by the maid). Hore difficulties arise if in
f~ct th~

stele in N. York 11.100.2

belonged to the lost

pediment 'l'Tith the Same Mmes, because the stele looks earlier
(31 )

thcm the V['1,ses.

If the stele wn.s contemporn.ry it mieht bn.ve

been erected depicting all of them as nlready dead.

77. Group of two lekythoi of the family of

--------------------------------------

0..

AYTOdIKO~

EPXIEYE(32)

Lel:ythos of AYTOt.IKOE

--------

(Athans NM 1074. Catc.logue nr. ?45, pl. XVII).
b. Lol:ythos of

---------

@ElLill~TPATO~ EPXIEY~

(Athens NM 1824.

Cat~logue

2ENAPETH

eHPEY~

AY'fOt.IKOr..

nr. 19 pl. XIX).

The main figure Autodikos of the lekythos(a) became
subordinate in the lekythos (b~ Similarly Thereus, lending his
horse

~s 2

subordinate figure in the lekythos (ij, is probnbly

the other mD.in figure of (~.
lOoter

·~ho.nu.).

The lekythos (b) seems slightly

It is therefore almost certain thn.t the

honoured dend figures of the
in the. later lekythos ..

lekythos(~

becn.me subordinate

- 215 78. Group of two marble 1ekythoi of the family of

--------------------------------------------(33)
~IAOyprOL

£".

nEIPAIEYL

Lekythos of KAAAlIm

iJ?IAOYFrOE

if>IAH

i1.H<HNOYE

(Berlin 1466. Catalogue nr. 215). Kal1ippe and Philourgos
are the two m&in figures.
b. ~~~~~~~_~!

IPIA01'PrOl: NDC1.PETH KAAAIllIlli

(Copenhage NM 1927. Catalogue nr. 203).
In this 1ekythos Philourgos remain one of the two main figures

but Kn1lippe is a subordinate one.
The two lekythoi are chronologically very close and possibly
belong to the same workshop (Bl~mel here note 33).
their exact relation in time is not certain

~d

However

therefore no

conclusion cnn be drawn.

19. Group of two marble lekythoi of the family of eOKPITOE

--------------------------------------------.
(34)
from Myrr1nous

, t"OKPlTOt

~I.ATH

(Vravron Museum BE 25. Catalogue nr. 249).
CllIATH

Vrnvron Nus.

BE

37. Ca.ta.logue nr. 96).

The lekythos seems later
same workshop.
bec::l.me

0.

than(~

and possibly it belongs to the

Philte, the one mnin figure of the lekythos a

subordinate in the lekythos(b).
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",.~). Group of two mr.rble lekythoi (35)

----------------------------

0..

Lekythos of

APUTOl1J..xH,

l:TPATOK.L\EIi.. J..IOAOl:

A8I0M1~

AEDNIKH.

(New York 49.11.4. Cn.tdoguc nr 6, pI. LXVII)
From the c.rrangement of the relief it seems probable that the
honoured dead is Aristomache.

(Louvre 3446. Catalogue nr. 64, pl. LV)
This lekythos is later than the previous one and seems to have
been erected for the warrior Knlliphanes.

K~llipbanes

is not

depicted on the lekythos (Jl.), possibly becr1.Use he was still
living at that time.
There is no other evidence, except the presence of the names
indicating whether the parents Leonike and Aiolos were living
or dead.

0..

~~!S~::!:~£!_~!

8EOnP0I1IE

APIl:TONIKH

(Athens Nt-! 1076. Cntnlogue nr. 391 pl. LXIV)
Seated Aristoniko clasps hnnds with standing Theopropis.
UI-llNItJIl:

(Athens 'Kerameikos I. 433. Catal. P24 pl. LXXXIX)
Originally with painted composition. Seated Simonides, standing
Thaopropis, possibly clasping hands.
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c.

le!~::'ho:J

of

ANelrrnO~ l.:nmn~m:

APETONIKH

(L-::':"!ens HE 1052 Catf.l1ogue nr. 158 pllttIX).
Seated

Simc~ices

clasps hands, with standing Anthippos.

30hind.the seated mo.n~istonike. The inscriptions might
L~we

')een uritten in

d. Lol:y-t.hos of

Co

AN9rITITOr

second use of the 1ekythos.
eEOIlPOnn:

l:IMQNI~HE

(Loet.C.~2~; IG 112 10673).
?osd'?ly :;tending Anthippos, seated Theopropis, standing
~iIi1onidGs.

Ju0.e;i:,-.';.' by their reliefs only, the lekythos (c) is earlier
tr~n t~e 1e::~ho8

(a).

The 1ekythos (b) without relief might

be de.:c,ed still earlier or in the time of (c).

There is

aovever no other indication for any conclusion, since the
inscri~tions on (a) might be later than the relief,

Generally the grave complexes discussed above, do
not offer strong evidence for nny conclusion.
family record stelae however it is shown that a
£,

suffici·.mt indica.tion that a person Wf'.s dead.

From the
~me

was
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11 3 " ~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~:~~
1. There

~re

stel~e,

depicted (or only mentioned)

on which more than one person is
~s

dead ns the

epigr~m

below

states. The composition of these reliefs is the same as those on
which only one person is assumed to be dead.
reliefs depict the two dead people simply
shnking hands.

Some of the above

f~cing

ench other or

Thus, a 'dexiosis' scene is possible between two

deed people, as well as between n living and n dead.
2. From the grave monuments so far discussed, no evidence
can be derived to prove

t~t

a member of a family, who is stnted

in the epigram of the grave monument to be alive, bes bed himsolf
depicted on the reliefs, even though the relief depicts the deceased in the company of another figure(s).

Some doubts arise from

the reliefs nrs. 25-28.
3. In some raliefs nIl the figures are named; on others
nll the figures nre unnamed nnd ngnin on others
over some of the figures only.

~mes

In some of these cases

nre inscribed
~n epigr~m

is occnsionnlly added, according to which the dead can easily be
recognised on the relief, either by sex or by age or by the name
which is written again on the relief next to the corresponding
figure.

There is no certain case in which n person

~entioned

the epigram as living is depicted nnd named on the relief.

in

Thus

it might be concluded thnt the name indication npplied only to the
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dead people.

If

~ll

persons on a grove relief hQve inscriptions,

it is most probable, but not in all cases proved, that all are dead,
but it is not clear whether the grave monument was erected for all
or for only one of them.

In such cases, sometimes the repetition

of one name or the addition of an epigram indicates the deceased
for whom the monument was erected.
absence of inscribed ncmes on Q
th~t

gr~ve

relief does not

indic~te

the persons Qre not deQd, since such an indicQtion could

have been on
gr~ve

On the other hand, a total

a

missing part of the monument.

monument is intact,

~nd

But even if the

has no inscription, there is still

the possibility that the figure

w~s

expl~ined

by the surrounding

monuments of the same grave plot.
4. A further proof that the inscription of a name means
thnt the person to ,,,hom it applies is dead can be derived from
the fact that on mnny reliefs we find a deliberate Qbsence of
the names of sooe of the persons depicted.

On some reliefs

certain ncmes were added later, so they must originally hnve
been omitted an purpose.

There are maqy stelae on which Q name,

added later, could corr&spond to Q person

Qlready depicted,

nnd many others to which a nome is simply added without
reference to anyone figure shown.
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5. The subordinate figures depicted belonged not only to
the closest relatives of the dead - parents and children - but very
often included more distant relatives, e.g. the monuments nrs.
9 and 71.

This was not due to lack of closer relatives but to

the fact that the latter were still alive and the family preferred
to depict the newly dead with the other dead members of the family.
The same person could have been depicted - or only mentionedmore than once, either on two monuments erected for himself or on
others erected for relatives.
6. Thore are some grave monuments on which the names of the
persons depicted

~re

written conspicuously in a different way or

repeated for a second time.
existspeople.

t~t

this

~s

One might assume - although no proof

donf deliberately to distinguish the depicted

Some of these inscriptions might have been written on

different occasions after the death of the person already depicted
as living.
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III. Indirect indicAtions for the identification of the dead
In the previous pages, an attempt has been made to point out
indications supporting the theory that. figures specifically marked with
inscribed names referred to persons already dend at the time of the
erection of the grave monument, buried at the srume or different place.
In the following pages an attempt will be made to compare different
relief compositions to see whether the dead person honoured by a
particular monument has a special, fixed or outstanding pose in the
compositions depicted in the

com~

of a maid or servant or the men,

as warriors, hunters, priests etc. or whether people who appear to be.
emphasized in the group are in fact sometimes subordinate and not the
ones in whose honour the monument was

~rected.

Further we may consider

whether the objects held by the p&ople depicted or the way in which
they express their sorrow or any gesture they make reveal them

as

being dead.
III • Composition
I

-

The relief compositions were not always dictated absolutely by the
number of the last deaths in the family or by the need to emphasize
the dead persons.

The wny in which such compositions were executed

was indeed, within certhin limits, influenced by the prevailing 'mode'
(certain patterns were frequently repeated in particular periods) or
by another

contempora~

work of good quality; furthermore they might

even bnve been influenced by the type of grave monument on which they
appe~r

(flat stele or curved vase).

Some mass-produced reliefs
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could even ha.ve been bouRht rea.dy-made, the family choosing the most
suit~ble

On

one in stock.
the mdskoi the composition is generally more conservative,

based on established schomos (almost all represent a dexiosis scene)
which chnnged only in respect of the number of persons depicted,
perspective, or the rendering of the third dimension, or the way
grief or other feelings were shown.
In the multi-figure reliefs there are almost always no more
thnn two main figures confronting
hnnds.

e~ch

other or most usunlly clasping

If there is a seated figure, this is always

most important.

one of the two

Variations from these two standard designs occur

more often in the grave vases, as already mentioned in Part one,
1I

2b

but these, too, are not always dicta.ted by the need to commemorate

n different occasion of death, but are most probably influenced by
different prototypes.
There is nothing in the composition itself that could generally
be

consid~r~d

as a

b~sic

indicator leading to the identification

of the figures representing the dead.
It is often suggested that there must have been some general
convention according to which sculptors worked their reliefs,
not perhaps governed strictly by existing rules, but simply directed
by the humcn instinct to put the dead, in whose honour the monument
vas

er~ct&d,

in a special place; but no such

pntt~rn c~n

be traced.
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mi:~ht

seem logical, for example, to accept the suggestion that

when there is a three- or four-figure relief, the honoured dead must
be (in

e~ch

case) the middle or one of the middle figures. This

could ,,-pply only to the four-figure compositions - especially on
the gr~ve vases - on which the two 'subordi~~te' figures are set on
er.ch side of a centrnl group (e. g. lekythos of Kallippis
pl. VI) but the

s~me

cnt~l.

nr.31

is not true for nIl the other four-or three-

figurG compositions.
Another suggestion might be proposed, thnt on the reliefs on
which

dc~d ~nd

living are depicted, the living might be placed always

opposite the dend as

seems to be the case with thu lekythos of

Kc.llisthcnos entnlogue nr. 105 pl. IL

But

oth~r

lekythol such as the one

ental. 31 pl. VI, or that of Kleochnres ental.
18 pl. XXVII that of Sosigenes eatal. 38 pl. XXXIII, show that the
/

dend can be depicted flnnked by living or in any place in the relief •
. (36)

82. Group of two lekythol.

(C.1137/CXCVIj ectal. nr. 27 pI LVIII)
b. ~::~hos of Mn:

illIAIA

MHTP06QPA

MEAHI:

(C.1l41/CCXXXj c~trtl. nr. 28 pI. LVIII)

The v".ses{n)und(b)were completed for the So.me occnsion and de-
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pict exactly the same four people. These a.rc shown shaking hands
in such
~nother,

11

"ray that no one person is in any way more emphasized thll.n

when, of course, one has in mind both vases.

The two

figures on the one lekythos who would have been interpretod as
Ithe mourning' relatives - if only this one lekythos had been
preserved - become the

'emp~~sized

dell.d' on the other lekythos

of the pair. No other change in their nttitude is to be

rom~rked.

The lckythos must have been erected for all the four persons depicted
(SGO

also part one lIb)'

Ono might suggest that the person who is the focal point of
the relief must be the dead for whom the monument wns

erecteA~7how

misleading, however, nn interpretation based only on such criteria
could be is shown by the two following examples.

83. Group of a pair of lekythoi

~nd

a grave stele which possibly

stood between them.

API~TIQN

/

nEI010

Kl..AAH'rOMiJrn /

(c. 354/LXXXXVlII

AMIIEKH0EN

TIMOMIMO /

TlMAfOPA /

AI:TINOY /

catI. nr. 218

Standing woman on the left,

cl~spin8

AAHtOyrIOY
pI. XXXVII)

hnnds with a seated

on~.

Between them in the bnckground standing bearded Aristion lel:ming
on his stick nnd turning townrds the seated womnn

K~llistomnche.
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b. Lekythos of
KAAAETOl'1AXH

/

AETINOY

APIETU1N

/

flEHHO

TrW.rOp.A

/

TIHO~HHO

c. 32:3/LXXVII;

/

/

AAIHOYEIOY

AAOIlEKH9EN

catal. nr. 219 pI XXXVII

Seated wom4n on the left, Kallistomache, clasping hands with
standine Timagora. Between them in the background $tanding, bearded

(~ristion)

this time facing the standing Timagora.

c. Ep!!!~!i~~~!_~_~~~~~
TIMO~OY

TlMATOPA

/

l~IETIQN

/ nEI9IOY

KAAAIETOMAXH
The inscription

/

l..PIETIQN

AtTINOY

/

AACIlEKH9EN

/ AAIMOYEIOY

IIPEl:RYXAPOYE

AHMOYEIOE

on the pediment is later.
The relief is missing.
On each of the above lekythoi, Aristion is turning to &
differ~nt

female figure; we do not know which one he wns looking

at on the stele. Possibly it was Kallistomache as on the lekythos
(~,

since the preserved inscriptions are placed in the same order.

The compositions on the lekythoi can be interpreted in two ways;
either thot the direction of the middle figure cannot be taken

as

d~cisive evid~nce

in

identi~ing

the 'honoured' dead, or that

both femole figures may bo considered as dead ond thnt the change

- 226 bf position ",-as used by the sculptor deliberately to stross this

fgct.

On the other hend, if the stele were the only monumont to

havo been proserved, our conclusions would probably he wrong,
bcc~:.use

the femnle figuro on whom the whole relief

wns

focussod

would be considered to be the only 'honoured' dead.
In

f~.ct,

however, in most of the reliefs with similar

compositions in which the honoured dead is rocognisable, the
middle figure turns towards the deceased, as, e.g., in tho stele
of Peisikratein (here nJ'.15).
These rumo.rks seem
l~ter

not

to

he

~pplicable

to tho still

stelae in which the middle subordiDAte figure is depicted

quite remotely in the background nnd, without looking specificnlly
towards any figure, is sunk in his own world (e.g. Mnlthake stele
. (38)
in Berl1n

or

T"1marlS t a 1n
. Cope Dba gen (39» .

Th'lS npp l'les

also to those on which there are children instead e.g. Lekythos of
Nikostrate (catA.l. nr. 295 pI. VII },on which the child stretches

.t.s hrtnds towards the man, possibly still living, or the lekythos
c~tal.

nr. 244 pl. XXVI on which the one child is fA.ciog the

standing man o,nd the other the standing woman.
Especially for the marble Lekythoi another sugr,estion might
be proposed, namely that the honoured dead could be identified
by the place he has within the composition in respect to the
handle of the vase.

The person who was set exactly in the

mid~le

of the front side of the vase, opposite the handle, although
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he

w~s

not set in the middle of the composition, as for example

K",llisthenes on the lekythos cntal. nr. lOr; pI

Ill, or the young

Kloochares of the lekythos cntal. nr. 18 pl. XXVlI might be
considered as the honoured dead.

This irregularity howevor in

the composition is not very common.

From a survey of a grent

number of lekythoi it is shown that tho usual position of the
reliof is such

Ull:.. t

the middle

opposite the hand10

of the space between the two main figures facing snch other.

Sometimes even the subordinato figures nrc placed opposite the
ho.ndle

I).S

for exnmples on the lekythos of Hyrrine (cat·,!. nr.l

pl. I), the lekythos of Autophon (catal. nr. 85 pl. XI), the
lekythos of Aristoniko (ental. nr. 65 pl. XXXVIII) the lekythos
of Philonsntes (ental. nr. 79 pl. XIII) etc.
It is so far clear
the

com~osition

t~~t

on the whole one cannot doduce from

any firm rule by which the dead can be id&ntified.

It is also mentionod (part one IrJthnt such an irregularity
might bo due simply to the function of the vnse.

84.

The next group of independent grave monuments presents an
original composition in each case

01

four figures in two dif-

ferent groups.
n. ~ek~~!_~! I:MIKPOI:

MNHI:IKAEHI: ~IATH

1\4i:JIEI1~HY.:

I. Two standing bearded men clasping hnnds.
II. ''loman P.nd man st'tnding, clasping hands.

- 228 C.thi.ns NM 961 C.1l45/CXCVI, Cntnloguo nr. 22 pI. LVT)
b. Lekythos without inscriptions.
(N. York 12459: IUchterl Catalogue or. 89, pI. LXXIII n-c ;

catnlogue nr. 51 pI. XXIV).

I. Sented womnn facing right, the left haod lifting her veil,
the right holding out a bird to

n

small standing girl.

II. Standing young woman, clasping hands with standing men,
leaning on his staff.
(Mother, father and two daughters?).
c. ~!~~~~! of

TEIEAPXOE

EY~PONIOE

{PeiTaeus Uuseum 2152. Deltion 1963, pl. 5">/2 '; Cntr-,logue nr.

I.

St~nding

bearded

~~n

facing right (Teisarchos), clasping

hands with another st~nding bearded mon (huphronios).

II. Seated bearded man facing right (type of soated Zous)
clasping hands with n figure whose right hnnd and
forearm only have survived; the figure was probably
standing.
d. ~~~~~~!.-~! 9YMOKAEHl:

IrUiOKAEIA

~IAIA

2
(Athens NM •. IG U 6737n ; Clltnlogue nr. 53 pI. XLIX)
1. On the left sonted bearded mon, cln.spin/! hands with

standing young worrutn.

II. On the right standing woman, clasping hnnds with n missing
figure, probably seated.
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e.

without inscription.

Cat[~]

ogue nr. 52. pI. XXIV

(PeirHeus MuseumDJ'. 2406).
1. On the left standing beo.rded man,

clnspi~

hnnds with

soated womnn.
II. On the right standing young woman stretching her hands
towards a

st~nding

maid holding a pyxis.

This lekythos also presents another peculiarity. Tho figures
in the group on the right are smaller, with their heads hardly
reJ-ching the height of the back of thr· klismos of the seated
figure.

Furthermore, nlthough they seem to havo been executed at

the srume time o.s the left group and from the same projecting plinth,
they stQnd free on the vase body and not on a projecting filot,
as do the other two fir,ures. Possibly they were added nfter the
other relief has been executed, but before the lekythos had left
the workshop.

A fact that might indicate the sudden death of

the young woman and eonsequently the commemoration on the lekythos
of two honoured dead.

Of course the addition of these figures

might be due to any other reason as for
of the decision of the

f~mily

ex~mple

the sudden change

concerning the number of persons

they wish to commemorate.
f. LO~~~R~!:~!_~!

( .•• ) ( •.• )

AYl:ANt\POI: (EY)0YilHt'10E

Piraeus Museum.
1. Standing figure (probably male) ft.cing right, clasping

hands with standing woman.
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II. Standing warrior (?) fncing right, in short chiton,
leaning on his long spear, clasping hands with seated
ben,rded man. (Over the lnst two fi[{llreS tho namos Lys'1ndros
andl~uthedemos

.

(1. ~~~~::~£~~::~~_£! An:XYAO~

APXIITIlH

~(Elt.I ) TlTIOr

AM.67 1962, Peek, Nr.242 - IG 11210612

I. Standing benrded man fncing right clnsping hnnds with
seO-ted wonnn.

II. Standing warrior

f~cing

right, in short chiton, chlamys

and helmet, holding his shield (Pheidippos), clasping
hands with standing young unbearded man.
h. Panel stele without preserved inscriptions

-----------

Athens C. 782/CXl,III.
1. Seated figure fe.cing right, clasping hands with standing

figure.
II. Standing figure f::tcin[!, right chsping

h~nds

"dth seated.

figure.
It is ('.n originnl grouping that is found only on grn.vo vases
nnd panel stolO-o, both worked possibly in the snme workshops.
a composition is already known from the r.f.

v~ses.

Such

An outsize

whit0 2round lekythos of the end of the 5th. century in Louvre
also preoents exactly the same grouping. (40)

However, as already

mentioned, the possibility cannot bo excluded that those peculiar
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com:?odtions were perha.ps due not only to the influence of a common
?:;r,)"i;o"t,Y:ge but

~,lso

to functional causes as, for example, the need of

the sculptor to present at once t''10 different but almost simultaneous
del","bhs or -bo connect four already dead persons of a la.rge fn.mily in
such

~ w~y th~t

each is depicted with his closest relatives. If this

[rouping is made for such a purpose, then this will be the only
reliGf composition dictated absolutely by the death of a particular
person and not by the standard composition designs.
86. Slightly different, but in some respects bolonging to this
grou~,

nre the Pnnel st8le (inscriptions now illegible) C.471/CXII

end the LGkythps in Piraeus Mus. catalogue nr. 4, pl. XL).
e. Penel stele:

Relief. Seated woman facing right, clasps hands

with standing child turning towards the seated figure. Right
standing figure another standing woman
f~cillg

f~cing

ofth~

left(thnt is:cIso

the se2ted one) nnd on the right another seated wowtn

facing left and holding a baby on her lap.
b. ~~kytho~ of

KAMIIlH

MNHl:IIn'OAEMOI:

NEOnTOAEMH
(~iraeus

1\nOAAO~QPOI:

AnOAA~ANHI:

Mus. cat. nr.4,pl.XL). Seated woman on a klismos

fecing to the right, clasps hands with stnnding Mnesiptolemos.
3etw00n them a st.anding chilo facinR the seat.d. In the hackp,round
another standing
left group

~re

woman

turned

t.urned

anoth~r

towards the man •. Towards this

three figures: Neoptoleme sented
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on a thronos snc the two standing men behind her Apollodoros and
ApoLi.ophanes.
On both these grave reliefs there are exceptionally two snnted
fif.;ures.

There is, however, no indication whether they are both deo.d.

V'!Jry interesting is the composition of the lekythos, in ,,,hich the
focused figure is the seated woman of the left group, yet possibly
unnr~me(l,

whereas the right one is defin', tely named and sea ted on a

thronos.
The reli8f composition is not a usual one and was dofinitely
executed for

a special order • . The composition therefore might

have served a special purpose.

1112' ~~~~!~_!~~~~!~2~~~~~!~
Apart from the emphasis placed on several figures by means of
the comI'osi tion, there are other p:roupe where the figures are omphnsized
by being depicted with attendants (maids or servants> or by buing
presented in their special Occupo.tions (wo.rriors, priests, otc.)
The problem with these forms of emphasis is whether one could o.ssume
tho.t persons
0.8

appearing so distinctively should always be interproted

the deceased for whom the monument was erected or whether they

were simply other dea.d relo.tives, or even people still alive.
III

• Women followed by n maid.
20.

------------------------

The presence of a mnid could in mn.ny cases justify the sugeijstion

- 233 that the person with whom the maid is placed is the deceased in whoso
honour the relief was erected.
WhereYl3r a maid appearn in the Attic reliefs, she is always
~ttached

to a woman. Very often the maids hold pyxirles or, more

rarely, bigeer baskets; they hold bnbies or they nppenr in ~ourning:
like any other II~ourning " female figure.
If the presence of a maid holding a pyxis could be considr!red
as having
the dead

0.

syobolic meaning - linked immedintcly Hith the cult of
·
.
I PYX1S
. 1=V1ne
L__
•
t h e d ecora t 10n
of the1r
tomb s (41) - tie
n

~nd

function as

0.

cult object, similnr to that of the maids 0n the whitc-

ground le~hoi (see further) - then her presence would nlw~ys be
connected with a deceased figure for whom the monument was erected.
Thus the identification of the dead would be ansier.

But tho mere

fact that the maids were linked on the grave reliefs only with the
female dead in contrast to the white-ground lekythoi on which women
decorated the graves of both men and women, shakes the validity of
such an assumption.

The maid appears simply ns

0.

companion of the

female person, as she was while the woman wns still alive, without
being linked with nny particular moment or any particular plac0 or
function.
However, the presence of

0.

maid on an Attic grave r0lief

regardless of any symbolic cult function could still menn

t~~t

the

depicted female person whom she accompanies was the honoured dead
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or, r1nywr..y, a dead and not a living relative.

There are examples" in

'\oThich the WOmi'.n followed by n maid is the only one who hns n namo
inscribed; thus almost certainly she is the only one who is dond or
.

any wr.y the only honoured dend (e.g. stele of Darnaslstrato

(42)

;

stele of Lysistrete in N.York(43); Lekythos in Derlin 1106, cntalor,ue
Nr. 47; very prob[1,bly Korullion stole (44); etc.) As fnr as r know,
thera is
~

110

st\3le on which n maid is depicted o.s nn nttendnnt of

female person who can be considered with certainty as still living.
But there are reliefs on which the maids stand bohind the

subordinate and not the main female fieures, as, for example, on
the Boston Lekythos (catalogue nr. 3, pl. X), or the Aristomacho
Lekythos in N. York, (catalogue nr. 7, pI. LXVII), on '\oThich two mo.ids
flnnk symrnetricnlly the five-figure composition.
It becomes clear, therefore, that maids accompnnied

~lso

tomale

figures other thcm that of the Ithonoured dead". These cases however
are rather rllre and there is the strong possibility thnt these
subcrdinnte females nlso were dead.
Difficulties nrise when, on

Q

composition, one fomale figure

is omphnsized by the presence of her maid nnd the other is o.lso
depicted distinctively, ns, e.g.,

11

male figure similnrly followed

by his Ilttendnnt(lekythos nr. 23 pI. Xr)or depicted
o.0};:ythos nr. 3 0 pI. IV \ lekythos nr. 143).

,'lS

n warrior,
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Since it has been proved that in the same monUlDdlt morL' th:;m one
dead perscnscan be commemorated, it is possiblo to suggost that in
these cases both emphasized persons are dead.

Unlike the female figures, the mA.le ones are emphasized in
mo.ny "'m.ys on the Attic grave reliefs, either as warriors or nude
athletes, riders or hunters, sometimes o.lso o.s snilors, etc. Vith
the exception of the nude athletes all the categories are more often
found on the grave vases

th~n

on the stelae.

The representation of warriors is a very common subject, especially on the grave vases. They appear wearing their short chiton or
often, in the late 4th. century, in full armour, sometimes carrying
their shield and spear, at others being accompanied by their

s~rvant,

who cnrries the big shield. They are not always depicted as young
men but especially on the lekythoi often o.s being older and bearded.
Representations of riders occur frequently on the vo.ses. They are
not usuo.lly represented in action, but are depicted standing leading
their horses, especially when they confront another figure.
Figures accompanied by their horses arc not necessn.rily horsesoldiers; they could equally well be plain citizens as, for example,
hunters.

MUSdum

Compare the lekythos of "Hegemon" in thtt Fitzwilliam

~atalogue

Figur<::s

(45)

nr. 71 pl. V) or the loutrophoros st8le in Budapest.

of hunters are mostly depicted without horsus, just

- 236 ",i th thGir dogs and usunlly with their
lilogobolon.

sorv~nts

holding thoir

As already mentioned before (part one, II "c) the
2

motif of the hunter is quite rare on Attic grave reliefs in comparison
"loTi th other representations.

Usually when

0.

figure is depicted in such n distinctive way,

it is one of the principal figures of the relief; thus figures of
this kind are most probably those of the honoured dead.

But there

are many reliefs on which both the main figures clasping hunds are
equnlly emphasized.

Consequently one must reject either the theory

that one of the mnin figures clasping hands is alive or that the
distinctive figures must always be the honoured dead.

The following

exnmp1es indicate some of these cases: Lekvthos in Munich(catalogue
nr. 101 pl. L~: both the main figures have names, the one
with his horse, the other

0.

0.

rider

priest. Lekythos in Athens NM(catal.

nr. 21 pl. XLVI}. both with ~~mes, both attonded by servants, the
one holding a strigil. Lekythos in Athens Nat. Mus. 2016,
~at~logue

nr. 248 pI XVlllfuoth figures with inscriptions, the one

depicted as

0.

warrior with his shield, the other as

0.

rider with

his horse. Lekythos Athens Nat. Mus. 3808 (catnl. nr 247). Two
standing warriors. Similar representation of two warriors are very
frequent on the lekythoi.
Very often the persons so emphasized nre subordinate
figures. Compare the following examples:

- 237 Lekythos in Athens, NM 1824,(catnl. nr. 19, pl. XIX).
fieures are named.
by his horse.

The subordinate figure on the left is

scrvunt.

follow~d

Lekythos in Athens, Nt1 3499, (cD.tal. nr. 35, pl.XIII).

All three fieures are named.
ol~sping

All tho three

A woman is seated in tho middle

hands with another standing one, who is followod by her
Behind the sonted figure, right,n standing man is followed

by his horse. Lekythos Athens NM 4017, (cntnl. nr. 89, pl. XIII).
Again all the

fi~Jres

nre named.

Two bearded men in short chi tons,

aocompanied by their horses, the one clasping hands with another
bearded mnn standing between them.
Berlin(46).

Two

Stele of Kephisodoros in

warriors clasping hands, on the left n priest.

'r'!-ro nomes on the epistylion which seem to correspond to the priest

nnd one of the warriors. Lekythos,Athens NM

(cat~l.

69 pl. VI).

-.farrior as subordina to figure.

(·m

Wenz suggests that figures of warriors could represent still
• .
. th e case
persons, as h e th 1. okS lS
11v1ng

Wl. th

th e .p~o~
I.
•
Keph lS1t:!.,
. . (48 )
in

<\lm o~l

but rrot any reason is given for it.
one could suggest that,

~lthough

InLall these examples, however,

the emphasized persons were not

the honoured dead, they could nevertheless have been dend since
their nnmescre also inscribed.

There is of course no proof nt

0.11 ·that people depicted ns wc..rriors must 0.11 hnve

di~d

in nction.

But thoy could have been depicted in such 0. way becnuse they wero

- 238 probably doing their military service at the time they died(49) or
because they vere officers, or had been war heroes in the past.
Another way of emphasizing the male figures is to present them
in the nude.

Usually the Attic sculptors of grave reliefs avoid

depicting figures in the nude, except those of athletes and children.
But there are some few examples in which nude hunters also appear.
~NO

groups of lekythoi are exceptionally interesting. The

first is a lekythos-pair erected for the young Kallimedon together
with a grave-stele, and another lekythos of the

s~me

family

probably erected for Knllimedon's parents (here, ... 71 b,c,d,e
catnlogue nrs. 26,43,44). On the stele (partly preserved) tho
youth was presumably depicted as a "hunter" since his dog is
preserved

- most probably also naked.

On both lekythoi the young

man is depicted naked - his himation or cloak hanging on his arm but on one of them he is wearing shoes and holds a lagobolon with
his left hand, while in the other he is not holding anything, his
lngobolon most probably being carried by his smnll attendant.

On the third lekythos, which we suppose

to be of a slightly

Inter date, the same young ma.n appears as a "spectntor" and is
depicted wearing

0.

long himation shoes nnd holding an nryballos in

his hand.
The second example is thnt of two lekythoi in Athens NM _
the one slightly bigger than the other but of exactly the same

- 239 shape, 'Nith their reliefs executed by the same band - The relief
composition

at

first glance identical.

differences exist between them.

However, basic

On one the young man is depicted

naked - his himation hung over his arm - holding a lagobolon and
w'ith his two dogs jumping around him (catal. nr. 80 pI. VIII)
on the other(cntal. nr. 81, pl. VIII) the same young man is depicted
dressed in

a

short chiton with the lagobolon (the lekythos surfaco

in this place is worn), while the one dog jumps towards the old
man whose hand the young hunter is clasping. The movement and
expression of the two mnin figures is the same on hoth
lekythoi.
On each of the above-mentioned examples the same person
is deliberateiy depicted

baked

in

one

lekytho8

and

dressed in the other. Secondly: this person, when dressed - in
the

first example - is a subordinate figure, while in the other

the second example - he retains the same position as the main, or
one of the mnin, figures. Thirdly: in the first example the same
person, although depicted as a hunter on his own monument, appears
on a monument erected for a relative as nn athlete, holding nn
o.rybo.llos.
It is not clear what the function of the two similar lekythoi of the second example was. If they were both erected for the
same young man, then one cannot understand why he is depicted
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naked on the one and not on the other.

If, however, the one was his

own monument and the other that of his father, then it could be
the same as with the

le~thoi

There also seems to be no

of the first example (of Kallimedon).
expla~tion

of the fact

Kalli-

tha~

medon appears as a hunter on his own monument but as an athlete,
dressed on that of his father.

If this is not due to the simple

desire of the family or the sculptor to emphasize the many-sided
occupations of the young man - which does not seem at all convincing
- then there must have been a deeper reason for it. Himmelmnnn
suggested that the figures of nude hunters were usually avoided
by Attic sculptors

El.S

having

to the Attic stelae(50).

El.

"Heroenwiirde" which woe not suitable

But if the nude hunter had in

f~ct

hnd

such a significance, then it is very difficult to accept that
such a theme could have been adopted in Attica in the early 4th.
century and furthermore not in the big nniskoi, but mostly on marble
grave-vases.
The nudity of a hunter might not be regarded differently from
that of any athlete. Because the hunters too, were occasionnlly
nude when hunting

And neither the figures of the athletes

nor of the hunters should be interpreted differently from those in
any other scene indicating

~nother

occupation of the dead.

It looks

as though all these scenes are scenes of everyday life - or at least
of events that had happened to the person while alive - and not
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sceneS that distinguished the deceased as superior
(52) and CODSl'd ere d as heroes

I

~£A~COVLr

xaC

Similar examples are

xQ&c~OV£e

the loutrophoros-stele of the naked young athlete balancing the ball
on his knee in the presence of his small servnnt
of

0.

"Po.nkro.tiast~55);

nr. 0 352

(c~tal.

the hunting scene on

0.

(54)

or the stele

lekythos in No.t. Mus.

nr 289, pI XVI), on which the dead is depicted

at the moment when he is killing a wild animal; or on the
,
(56)
loutrophoros-stele ln Budapest
•

However from the preserved

reliefs it is clear that the tiguft8 which look to' be iubordiD8.te
are n.t 4epicwd in the nude.
l1I 2C • ~~~~~~~!!

One type often considered in the past

to be most characteristic

in the depiction of the dead is the seated figure.

Various scholars

have opposed this theory that the seated person is always the dead;

·
1mann, 1n
' po.r t'1CU 1ar (57)
H1mme

ly wha t
po i nt e d outcI
ear

usually seems to be the rule which determines whether a figure sits
or stands: that is, his situation in life (Rangordnung des Lebens):
Between female and male the female, between old and young the 0Id(58)
This view is usually confirmed by the fact that young and
mainly male persons are not depicted seated but standing and by
reliefs on which the epigrams determine the standing figure as the
honoured dead e.g. stele of Phyrkias here

n~

14, and the stele of

Diphilos nr. 33. Furthermore this is shown on those reliefs
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which depict more than one dead at the same time, as, for example,
the stele of Ktesileos nnd Theano, nr. 3, Olympichos and Potnmon
nr. 4, the stele of the two brothers and sister nr. 6.

Were the

epigrams of these stelae lost, then the compositions would havo
been

.~ongly

interpreted as depicting one dead and one living

person.
"

However, H1mmelmann

(59)

put forward the view that for the later

reliefs the rule had ceased to be strictly valid and thnt now only
the 'heroised dead' are represented as seated.
examplos to support his
which

~ri'~e
~

,theo~

As representative

he introduced some of the stelae

the greatest controversy about who is the dead, such

as the Prokleides and Prokles stele
stele{BogrusSlngs stele)

(61)

(60)

or the so-called 'Greeting'

On the latter it seems almost dertain

that the seated womnn is the dead person for whom the monument
wns erected, a suggestion that is in agreement with Himmelmnnn's
rule. The same occurs on the lekythos of Polystrnte in Athens,
{catal. nr. 170, pl. Lrv)where also, in a similar composition, a
seated figure is known to be the dead person because it is also
named.

On the other hand on another stele with n very similar

"t"10n 0f the1S aub"Jec t(62) the eX1S
"t"1Dg evidence points to the
var1n
standing figure as the dead.
As far as the Prokleides stele is concerned, it must be strongly suggested that, if only one is the honoured dend, what is not
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young warrior Prokles,However all three might be dead as ia the cas.
with the recently reconstructed stele in NM 4796(63), verified by
the epigram which, according to Clairmont(64) belongs to it.
We are drawn to the same conclusion by the already-mentioned
stele of Platon and Epichares nr. 57, which shows the same figure
distribution as the last two stelae and on which the seated
Epichares was initially depicted without his name, which waa added
Inter, and by the next group including grave reliefs with three
figures, on which the 'subordinate' figure is the one seated. It
must be stressed here that this peculiarity is not found on big
stelae but only on vases or panel stelae.

85. n. Lekythos of

-----

MIKA KAAAIETOMAXH

( C. 698/CXXXV: catalogue nr 184 pl. XII)
Standing woman (Mika) very warmly embracing

n

standing girl

(Knllistomache). On the right, seated, bearded man, Zeus-type,
without name. The strong expression of any sentiment,

6S

here the embrace, is unusual for Attic grave reliefs. Even
in the later 4th. century, when sentiment, is more freely
expressed by a number of gestures, nothing similar to that
ever appears, except for some representations on Hellenistic
stelae from the islands, as, for example, a stele from
Rh od es

(65)

•
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b.

~~~~~~~

without inscriptions

(Athens NM nr. 3581. Cntalogue nr. 186 pl. XXVIII)
On the left, group of a standing bearded man

clasping hands.

~nd

a standing woman

On the right and turning towards the group, sontod

bearded man, Zeus-type.

The composition pattern is similar to

thnt of a votive relief in Athens NM(66).
c. Loutrophoros of

---------------

EY9YKAH~

APXInnOE

KTH~IAAA

(Louvre, Bncyclopedie Photographique du Louvre, III, 2

on.

On the left, standing bearded mnn,Euthyk1es,followed by his horse
nnd facing right, clasps hands with standing beardod man (Archippos)
On the right, seated Ktesilla turned towards the standing group.

d. (PaEs]1_~~212 (with high relief).
(Athens NM 1110;C10l/CXXXIIl
No inscription preserved because fragmentary.
Relief: From left to right Bearded man, seated facinR right.
Bearded man standing similarly fncing

ri~ht,

clasping hands with

standing woman. The standing man is partly hidden by the sented
one.
Of these subordinate seated figures, the one of lekythos (a)
is deliberately left without a name in contrast to the other named
persons of the relief, and one is tempted to suggest thnt he wns
still alive at the time of tho erection of the monument. Thus it is
clear that the seated figures were not

necessarily the honoured dead.
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Even if these representations are to some extent exceptions to
the whole grave relief compositions - probably influenced by another
non-Attic prototype - still, they cannot have been so exceptionnl
as to

bre~k

with the hypothetical

gener~l

Attic custom according to

which the "seated persons are always the honoured doad".
Seated woman on thronos:

Although the seated figures are general-

ly accepted as not being conclusive for the identification of the
dead, a special type of seated figure (a female seated on a thronos)
is still puzzling the archaeologists.
The usual types of seat represented on the Attic classical and
late classicnl grave reliefs are the 'klismos' and the 'diPhros,(67).
The thronos appears more rarely, generally on later stelae, and is
seldom found on the grave vases nnd panel stelae

(68)

•

All three of them seem to have been used indoors in the ever,yday life of the Athenians. (Probnbly the type of stool used depended
on the socinl and financial standard of the family, or perhaps on
the

f~shion

of the time).

Some archaeologists, however, following the suggestion of
ATHENt.IOS, that the thronos is generOolly thought to be n more
dignifi&d stool s:ti table for a 'free person' only, believe thnt,
when used on the grave reliefs, it should be regarded as suitnble
only for the 'hHroised d ell.d' (69) •

It is true that the thronos,

with its richer and more imposing appearance, woos used mostly for
the depiction of gods, heroes or respected nnd dignified persons,
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and sometimes served among gods to distinguish Zeus from the others
(Siphnian treasury - Parthenon friese) and, further, that is not
used

i~

scenes of Ggeryday lite on Attie rf. VAses.

But on

the other hand, the same gods appear on other reliefs sometimes
0
depicted on a 'thronos' and sometimes on a 'klismos,(7 ), sometimes

.

even on a td1phros'

(71)

; a fact indicating that these three kinds of

seat could not imply such an absolute difference in the importance
of the seated person.
Besides, it is not quite clear that the 'thronos' that Athenaios
has in mind is exactly the type of seat that is now regarded as

~uch.

Thus it is clear that the 'thronos', according to Athenaios, was the
only seat that had a footstool.

But on the grave reliefs all kinds

of seats can be combined with a footstool.
On the grave reliefs one must remark that thronoi are rather
rare and that only women sit on them.
plained if the

theo~

This difference is hardly ex-

of 'heroisntion' is valid.

rnther be due to a belief that such a

luxu~

This fact might

was more suitable for

women than for men. The appearance of the thronos on the other hand on
reliefs which are mostly late - very few only in the beginning of
the 4th

century

could offer support to the theory of 'heroisntion'

of the dead, since it is also believed that on the Attic stelne tho
'heroisation J appears on the late monuments

(72)

. The appearance of

- 247 the thronos could, on the other hand, have

~.en

due equally to the

faot that at that time women were more respected than they had
previously been, to the fashion of the period or to the influence
of a cammon

~rototype,

as wns very often the oase.

Thi. latter view

seems more probable when one compare. the parallel phenomenon with
another pattern represented also on a few grave reliefs for
oertain time of the 4th century.
.

~

In that group appear female

and also male flgures on a diphros

(73)

•

The reason for this fashion

seems to have been the imitation of a common pattern nnd no~~eeper
funotioncl one.

The fact nlso thnt thronoi are depicted usunlly on

rich, big stelae points to the suggestion thnt these representations
were not of the 'heroised' dend (who could be from nny social level
nnd on

~

kind of monument) but of a member of

0.

the suprosedly luxurious environment of her house.

richer

f~ily

in

On n lekythos,

for example in Athens NM 840 (cntnl. nr. 33, pl. XXIII) the thronos
is not rioh; it hns not even

n~

nrms; but it is something between

the lnte klisrnos nnd the thronos.
Thronoi '·rere o.lso used in the representntion of the preparntion
for the marringe of Paris and Helen on Kertch vnses but continued
to be used Inter for scenes of the everyday life of the gynnekeion(74~
Yet, even if no 'heroisation' of the dend cnn be proved by
the presence of the thronos, it is nevertheless clenr that a person
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seated on such an elaborate seat is usually the one most emphasized
on the relief and thus, possibly the 'honoured dead'.

On the Demetria

and Pamphile stele, for instance, the figure emphasized by the use of
the thronos is also emphasized by the fact that her, name is written in
bigger letters. (see here, nr. 52). The seated Damasistrate(75) is
also emphasized by the presence of a maid. There is, however, no proof
that she is the only one honoured in that relief; because the man
holds a strigil which, as
dead figures.

i ' will be shoYD, can be associated with

The absence of an inscribed name for him is not decisive,

since the slab in that part is missing. (In fact it is possible that
a name up to 8 or 9 letters could originally have been written, as
e.g.

pl.

~IQN ).

XL)giv.. ta• .oz.

deoisiTe'.~guaeDt. On

its multifigure relief

appear two seated female figures facing each other (see here nr.86b),
the one on a klismos the other on a thronos. However the last one is
not the

per.ono~ yh_

the .r.liet is

t.eU8", .."

i,l1dee4.does net belong

toth. main group.
~~~~:

type of Zeus: In addition to the enthroned female figures

so far discussed, there are occasionally male seated figures which,
because of their striking similarity to known god-types, are again:
supposed to be the 'heroised l dead.
.

so-called ItSostrate lt stele 1n N. York

Let us take, for example, the
(76)

• 'lhe seated male figure is
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supposed by some archaeologists to be the 'heroised' dead because it
recalls the known 'Zeus' type with the sceptre

(77)

•

This

expl~nation

is quite probable for this stele. But let us compare the 'ZeUS-like'
figure on a mnrble lekythos in Athens NM 3587 here 85b and catnlogue
nr. 186,pl. XXVIII. The man here is not even one of the main figures
but on the contrary he is set apart at the right side of the relief,
without participating in the main action of the composition.

So it

is here certain that the 'Zeus-like' type of the old men is a
subordinate figure.

Immediately the importnnce of the figure is ra-

duced and no one would think of interpreting it as the 'heroised dead'.
Yet the type of man is exactly the same as thnt of the mnn on the
N. York

stele~be

lekytbos composition is similar to that of the

lekythos of Mika and Knllistomache(here 85a and cntnl. nr 184 pI

XID,

in which the 'Zaus-like seated man is depicted unnamed in contrast
to the other two named figures.

Hence, very probnbly, according to

the evidence available, he is still alive. (The slight difference botween the two seated men of the two lekythoi consisted in the lower
position of the hand of the second one). The obvious conclusion from
the above comparison is that the impression given by the 'god-like'
figure of the stele in N. York, that it is the 'heroised dead', is
due simply to the emphasis given to this figure by its position in
the relief.

The impression is strengthened b,y the fact thnt this

relief, in contrast to the lekythoi, was executed hy a very

c~pnble
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sculptor who made all the figures of the relief look more or less like
gods. (Compare, for example, the standing female figure behind him
with the goddess on a votive relief from Patras(78) or the votive
relief from Peiraeus(79».
The pattern of the seated male 'god-type' is definitely borrowed
from major SCUlpture. The same pattern was used for the representations
of seated gada

or heroes on votive reliefs or on decrees, with both

of which the smaller grave reliefs have many affinities, as for

~s

the

relief technique is concerned. But the borrowing of an .artistic motif
need not always to imply the preseDoe of all tke other features which
indicate figures of gods and heroes. It is used just as a pattern
which the artists used again and again.
dignity in these

~epresentntions,

There is of course a certain

but this dignity could be attributed

)

to any older respected member of the fnmily who is not necessarily
one of the 'heroised dead'.
Fe~tures

and artistic motifs used in depicting gods and heroes had

been transferred to ordinary human beings on the vase representations
when scenes from everyday life began more often to replace

~thological

ones(80).
Besides the reliefs in which the seated figure holds a stoff
vertically (in the style of Zeus), there vue nn earlier type of
seated mon (at the beginning of the 4th. century) who held the staff
· (81) • Th·
ob 1i quely ) e.g. Tynnlas
elr prototype could also be traced
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back ·to n 'god-like type', ns, for exnmple, the figure of Asclepios
.

on the relief from Ep1dauros

(82)

or the gods on other reliefs. (83)

However, they do not nlwnys represent the dend on the grnve rolief
e.g. lekythos of k31Iikleia, cntnl nr 2'8 pI XI. Yet, since such
figures nre

~lmost

alwnys, ODeof the two mnin figures, they too,

might very often be the dead for whom the relief

Wtl.S

erected.

Thus

the patterns of the seated male figures seem not to have a general
value in indicating the 'honoured dead'.

That impression is given

only when the sented person is. also emphasized by other menns.
This chapter has discussed whether the composition as n whole
or the emphasis of certain figures which appear engaged in their different occupations or with their family or in a particulnr pOSition,
such as standing or sitting could offer any evidence for the
identification of the dead. No such evidence drawn from the monuments
so far discussed can be genernlly applied.

However, there is 6

smnll number of suggestions that should be mentioned.
I. The various compositions as a whole nre not influenced clways by
the number of deaths but by the prevailing fashion of the time.
The only exceptions are the reliefs
figures are

dep~cted

nr. 84 a - b

on which the

in two separate groups that might commemorate

two simultaneous deaths.
II. The same composition schemes were used for reliefs commemorating
one or more dead persons.
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III. Usually, but not always, the figure that is the focRI point is
that of the honoured dead.
IV. As regards the figures thnt are emphasized by the manner in
which they appear, it seems probable that they were nlready
dead,

and very often the honoured ones, nlthough the latter i .

not always proved.
V. The

se~ted

position is not in itself nn indication thRt the

figure is thnt of the honoured dead in either 5th, or 4th.
century Attic reliefs.

The seated female on n thronos is in

allmost all the caSeBone of tho main figures, and possibly
therefore the honoured dead.

In one case however, nr 86b,

she is rather a subordinate one.
III) Gestures:

No less weight is given occnaionnlly to the

interpretntion of vRrious gestures as means for the identification
of the figures on the reliefs.

Before discussing the different

gestures and their probable explo.nations, it should be mentioned
that there is no evidence to prove that a certain gOlturo always
has the same meaning in different compositions.

One gesture very

commonly used by female figures on the grave reliefs, but also in
all different kind of monuments and having generally a graat
variation of meaning, is that of lifting the veil or himntion.
It might express a great number of situations or feelings, ulod,
for example, for symbolic representations as the 'Hioros Gam os ,
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(Hero. of the Selinous .net.ope

Ilno l'a rthpnon fr: eae) or nn vases in 'In ri ou~

Dionysiac scenes or scenes of everyday life (departure of n warrior,
scenes of the toilet of women, banquet Scenes, etc.)
could thus express gaiety, grief, shame, fear

The gesturo

or, most frequently,

.
(84)
sImply female coquetry
• Sometimos even, without having any

org~nic

. I
ture
t 0 g i ve symme t ry (85) or a rou ti ne
·
1. t '1S sImp
y ages
f unc t lon,

repetition.

This difference in the meaning is due not to a possible

slight dissimilarity in the rendering of the gesture(86) but to the
meaning we give to the whole composition, which dictntes n180 that
of each specific gesture.

Thus it is clear that n gesture on a

frieze or on n votive relief cannot nlways bo interpreted in the
sa.me way when used on a grn.ve relief; ofttln the sn.me feelings nre
expressed by different gestures or the some gesture is expressive
of different feelings.
The most frequent gestures on the grave reliefs of the 5th
and 4th. centuries are the lifting of the veil or
supporting of the head in the female figures.

hi~~tion

and the

The supporting of the

head is widely used and seems to hnve been 'established' as a mourning gesture on the reliefs after its repented use by PolygnOt08 in
the

Ne~ia

scenes, although the gesture has appeared enrlier e.g.

mourning Achille.,.

As regards the grnve reliefs, from the materinl

a.vailable it is usually the subordinate figures that make this gesture, figures which are generally thought to be the

~living",

mourn-
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ihg relatives.

But it is probable thnt the d06d them.elve. nre

represented in the sa.me wny, fl.l though such ox!'.mp les are very raro;
and indeed in the past it was occasionnlly suggested that tho dOll.d
were never depicted with nn expression of grief

Un) •

The doad PROSOSIA (88) nnd nlso the deo.d woman on the stele in
Pirll.eus(89) seem to exemplify the SRme motif of the supported hondo
It is moreover disputable whether all the Rubordinate figuro8
were in f .. ct meant to be alive, since at leust somo of them seem
to have been already dead e.g. the subordinate figurel of the
Aristomo.che lekythos in New York here catulogue nr. 6 pI. LV

or the

old Kleochll.res in the lekythos in NY Cnrlsberg Glyptotek hero
catr.logue nr 18, pI. XXVII etc.
Thus it is clear thnt the use of this gesture as
identifying the 'survivors' is dangerous.

Q

menns of

Besides, the gesture

itself is not exactly the sarno in the different periods, having
sometimes the real organic function of supporting the heud or
the chin, at others being just & stylized gesture, where the bAnd
reproducing the same movement does not touch .ithar of them.
at &11(90).

It is in these cases therefore that it is somotimes

difficult to distinguish whether the mason meant to depict the
gesture of supporting the head or something slightly dHff:rent,
as for example, the lifting of the himation, especially when
accompanied by a strong inclination of the head of the figure. Com-
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DAMASr3TI~T~ stQle(91);

superficially their gestures are very similar but their function
is different.

Yet on other examples the divergenco between these

two gestures grows until nt bst the gnp is so

~trildng

tho.t it is

sometimes hard to explo.in the two gestures as expressing the Same
feelings e.g. two stelae in Athens

(92)

.
(93)
, the nne 1n NM Inv. 3716

It is then suggested that the gesture of lifting the himntion or the
veil (as HeTn does, hence the name of the tHero.ion
cha.r~,cteristie

scheme,(94~

is

only of tho 'heroised' dead since on those two

the dead seem to be the figures mnking the gesture.

However,

reliefs showing this gesture in 0. less emphatic form o.re numerous
o.nd on some of them it seems to be used as well for the living
. (96)
e.g. stele from EluuS1S
•

Consu~uGntly

it must be 0.8sumed that

the gesture itself does not incorporate 0. spocio.l meo.ning.

It is

of course connected with the so-co.llod hero reliefs from Loconin,
the figures of which arc usually supposed to represent 'heroised'
dead or, by a minority, to represent the chthonic deities or loco.l
heroes(97) o.nd which nre linked by some nrachaeologists with the
.

Att1c stelae

(98)

•

But it is, on the other hand, used very widely

in representations from everyday life on vases (indoor scenes of
the gynaekeion) where the gesture does not have any specinl menning.
As a gesture analogous to thnt of lifting the himntion or veil
the men bring their free hBnd to the chest or waist and hold the
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hanging end of the himntion. Through this obviously unimporto.nt
gesture it becomes more cle/lor how stylized nnd conventiona.l the
gestures sometimes are and how risky it is to attrihute to t.hem
speci~l

0.

meaning, just as with the female figures.

Male figures o.lso express sorrow and grief either by

supporting

their heads or by touching their bearded chins. Usually the figures
of adults or older men making these gestures are represented lenning
on n staff held under their free hand or arm. This type of male
figure has usually been interpreted ns representing a living,
mourning figure, but this is shown here not to be true, since not
only the subordinate figures,living

or deo.d,are represented in such

a way, e.g. the old Kleomenes on the lekytho8 in Copenhagen (catalogue
nr 18 pl. XXVII) but also the honoured doad

themselv~s

as on

the

stelo.e C. 909/CLXXX; C911 / CLXXX; C.I054/Cr~; C.I033/CCV - th~ last
two in the same pattern of the Ilis808 stele.
Another variation of the above-mentioned pattern, which soems
to be used equally for both dead and living

fif~res,

is Soen

in the figure leaning on its staff, held under one arm, but having
both hands folded

~d

hanging in front, as is the dead Ktesileos

in his stele with Theano, here nr. 3.

In the srume way, with the

exception of the staff, mony smnll living mole servants appear type of the Budapest stele(99) and even female ones e.g. the maiden
of the stele of Mnesnrete(lOO).
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There is no solution to the problem whether the stunding girl
(101)
. l]l)2)
of the so-called 'Sostrate' stele in N. York
is dead or 11ving
and the controversy shows how little help is offered by gostures in
the identification of the dead.
The emphatic gesture of lamentation, that of bringing the hand
to the head, usual in the prothesis and ekphora scenes of b.f. vales,
~nd

the slightly different later scenes on the white ground lokythoi,

is almost absent from the grnve reliefs. Such a strong expression
of lament for the dead did not suit the general frigid austerity ot
Attic grave reliefs. The gesture was preserved in the 4th. century
for the figures of the Sirens in an impersonal nnd stylised way. On
the marble grave vases, on which the feelings seem occasionally to
have been more freely expressed, there exist only a few compositions
with a motif resembling a little the one discussed above: Lokythos
of Kleochares (catnlogue nr. 18 pI. XXVII, lekythos of Hermosthenes
(eatal. nr. 12) nnd lekythos of Theophanto (clltnlogue nr 119 p1.LXVIII.
:-Iollevar, evon this motif is used for both na.ced nnd U!U1Q.cod figurol
(b?:ytboi 18 '"',nd 119) thus it cnnnot be considerod nocess~.rily
indic~ting

(l.S

only the living.

In conclusion, one could say that even the most chnrncteristic
mourning gestures, usually suitable for the living mourners, might,
on the grave reliefs, be used equally for the dead.

Tho nlrondy-

mentioned gestures seem originally to have heen nn integral part of
the movement of the body or the arrangement of the drapery.

There
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are, however, other gestures as well which serve only to express feeling.
,rithout having any other organic function.
One such gesture thnt often appears on the grave reliefs from
the beginning of the 4th. century - commonly made by n femnle standing
figure - is n gesture of greeting.

The figure stretche8 usually its

free left hand townrds the opposite

st~nding

.

instead of the left the r1ght

(103)

figur9

or occnsionnlly

•

The gesture is usually associated with figures which for some
reasons (especially the presence of an inscribed name) are thought
to represent dead people, even if not alwnys the honourod onesl e.g.
lekythos of Chairestrnte(catnlogue nr 294 pl. XXIID; lekythos in
Piraeus(catalogue nr.

lll~

lekythos in Boston(catnlogue nr. 3 pl.

lekythos of the family of Sknmbonides(catalogue nr. 5,pl.

X;

xxIXl

Yet it seems that this gesture is nlso made by persons, assumed,
because their names are not inscribed, to be living as o.g. the
female figure of the lekythos of Hesychin,

(cnt~loguo

nr.

197~

the

female figure of the panel stele C.348/LXXXVII and C.722/CXXX. The
gesture of one of the subordinate figures of the Myrrhine lekythos
is ~lso 8imil~r, (catalogue nr. 1, pl. I). Here, however, it seems
to be

r~ther

a gesture of farewell, or a spontnneou8 movement to

prevent Hermes from tnking

nw~y

the dead.

Whnt exactly the gesture means is not clear. If it is not quite
simply a gesture of

~reeting,

then it could be one of despair, perhaps
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mixed with astonishment, at the
for

ex~mple,

s~d

fnte of tho dncoased.

such gestures on the white

or the maid of the Erato stole

(105)

~round

or the

Comp~ro,

lo){.ythos in Borlin(l04)

fi~lre

of tho stole C145/

XLIV which seem to express such feolings nnd nre vary similer.
Another gesture is common on rather Inter ern.vo reliefs. It is
that which shows the free hand of the figure stretching towards the
arm of the figure facing it, but this time renching and touching it.
It is n gesture of tenderness and affection. One could tmogine that
this gesture is mnde only by the living relntives to the dead. However, at least in severnl cnses, the opposite is true.
.

(lU6)

most characterIstic example is Korallion,

From the

nnd the foronlo figure

of the stelae C.J37/LXXXV and C39S/XCII. On others, on the oth~r
hand, any identification is impossible, as for examplo on the stele
in NM Athens

4507~l07).

.
(108)
Another stelo, the so-called 'p,reehng l stele
roprHsente
n more emphasized gesture. The handshnlte is replo,ced here by a kind
of embrace.

The sented figure leans sliphtly forward, stretching

both hands towards the arms of the womun standing in front of her
who, on the contrary, as though she were willing to be separated
from her, touches her chin with her right hand, while with tho left
hllnd she is gently breaking the hold of the seated women's right hand.
It is possibly a scene of separation but it is not clear whether
the standing or the seated figure is the dend person.

- 260 In that particular stele, as already mentioned, it is possible
that the seated figure is the dead because she is also followed by
her maid.

However, one cannot ignore the fact that on a later rep-

lica of the

s~me

the••

7

:possibly from the heginning of the 3rd.

century, a stele from Santorini(109) it is the stnnding and not tho
seated woman for whom the monument was erected.
The same relief

theme

in a slightly modified way, is found

on other stelae(IIO) but without offering any further evidence on the
specific problem.
This is the strongest expression ever given by Attic sculptors
to the emotions of the figures (living or dead) on gravo reliofs, nnd
it seems to have been introduced some time in the second third of
the 4th. century.

However, ther~ is an earlier relief (unique aa

far as I know) on the marble lekythos of Mika and Knllistomnche
(cut~logue

nr. 184 pl. XII).

On this two women - mother and daughter

- are embracing, while the third figure (an older man) sits apart
on the right of the relief, contemplnting them; it could possibly
be dated on stylistic grounds as helonging t,) the first third of tho
4th. century.

This relief is an exception for its time, becauso

there is no parallel even outside Attica, the closest rel\~\~ l'~\n~
.
(111)
from Rhodes, WhlCh are much later
•
th~t

both woman are dead because they

man is not.

~re

On the lekythos it scoma

both named whereas the

Ona of the Rhodian raliets just mentioned points to the

- 261 same conclusion, since the epigram shows that the two embracinR
·
on 1. t are d en d( 112) •
f 19ures

1114

~R:!~~!~~:

Apart from the interpretation of gestures,

many sugaestions have been made on how to identify the dead by their
.
C,0 11'
.
th a t gr i e f i s revon 1e d on 1y
expreSS1Qn.
. 19non (113) h e Id th e V1ew
by the survivors. Young (114) has the Sft.me opinion. Recently

Hinunelmn.~A15)

discussing this problem, laid down somewhat opigrammatically the
evidence by which the dead cnn be identified through their expression:
in the ea.rly times by their self-absorption (Versunkenheit), Inter by
their remoteness (Entruckung) and lastly by their glorification
(Verklarung). However, in many reliefs tho dead

rc~tin

unidentified,

particularly in a.ll the mass-produced ones on which the mason uses
kn01nl

designs indiscriminately in n stylised wny to represent nIl

the figures.

On the stele of Ktesileos and

Theo.n~!16)

ns both

names are in the genitive it is clear thnt both nre dead nnd honoured
by the stele, so there is no question of the doad confronting the
1iving. However the woman is se'). ted: she lifts her himn. tion with

her left hand in a. way that seems intended to empbnaize thH ".etion,
~nd

looks strnight nhead, withoui noticing what is bnppening around

her.

The man, on the other hand, leaning on his

st~ff,

bows his hend

::lond looks intently and sorrowfully towards the ser,ted womo.n. On
Himmelml:mn's theory, this "lOuld be n typicnl representntion of
0.

dend

wo~~n

with n living rolntive - but this contradicts the fncts.
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(Both names seem to have been written on the srumo occasion). Tho lame
is true of the stele of Phyrkias and Nikobole(111).

From tho

inscription we know thltt he was dead and that the monument

wo..

erected for him; he stnnds, however looking down at the seated
while she

1001~

o.lso dec-d.

wom~~n,-

strnight nhend, uppnrently unconcerned - possibly

These two obvious examples make it clear that the

evidence for interpreting other representations, whioh are more
(1li~

.

ambiguous, is not strong: e.g, the stele of HlppomachoB and Knllia&

)

Furthermore on some gro.ve reliefl as e,gl the lekythos of a wnrrior
in Leiden (here catnlogue nr.293 pI, III) the seated
vividly towards the sthnding.
identify the dead
one

st~nding

disti~guish

thl'o~gh

de~d

is looking

How misleading it is to attempt to

the use of this "expression"

chnr~cterising

and one sented figure is realized when one trios
this "exprossion" in two sta.nding figuros.

t~

It is in

fact difficult to trace a development of the "exprossion" pattern
tha.t could be o.pplied to them as a rule.

Let us compare, for

ex~ple,

five grave monuments, oovering more than fifty yenrs: the stelo
of Sosie:.s and Kephosodoros

(119)

the lek.ythos of Kleochnres (hore

oataloguo or 18 pl. XXVII), the stele of two men

.~.l'loscow (12 J~) the Bee
1, 1 0 f ,'weS1s
loL•
t l'c. 1,e (122) •
1n

(12G)

, the atele

On n
11 o
f t h em, both

the mo.in figures are depictod with exnctly similar exprossions.
Oocc,siono.ly it is found

0.8

well n.mong two str.nding figures

c..s for exc.mple the Munich lekythos (catn.logue nr 251 pI. XXVII) or
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t.he leJeythos in Athens NM 3808 (catAl. 247). But while on the first
lekyt~os

it characterizes apparently the dORd, on the latter there

is n0 conclusive evidence for such a suggestion.,The two

1.1~hoi

catal. nrs. 80' and 81 pl. VIII offer anothf'lr examplp,on which the
two main figures are depicted in exactly the same way although very
probably on the one it is the young and on the other the old man, who is
the honoured dead. Thus, if there really exisb a rule for the
'standing-seated' scheme, there is definitely not an invariable
one for the 'stnnding-standing' one; consequently one should perhaps
look for the reason for the use of the former scheme not in the
sculptor's attempt to distinguish the dead but in other considerations,

, 1ud e s t y Ii s t'1C ones (123) •
1"hich could 1nc
there

w~s

I t seems i n f ac t t~uut

a pattern repeatedly used in Attica, in which tho soated

figure does not generally look upwnrds to the standing one.
happens in other reliefs, too, such as decree

This

reliefs~124)

Other exceptions to Himmelmann's rule are those latur reliefs
in which the seated dead, instead of being 'absorbed' or 'glorified'
are depicted like the living, taking an nctive part in the whole
relief o.nd looking intently at the st[Lnding figures confronting them.
0.8

for example the seated on the stele in Louvre

Prokleides

(127)

,

, Lys1strnte

(128)

(125)

,

(126)

namnsistr~te

etc.

Thus, to conclude, one could say

th~t

cortain pntterns of

expression exist which are charncteristic of n

cort~in

type of

- 264 com~osition

at certain periods of time, that these patterns are

eventually used irrespectively for both dead and living. Thus the
"expression" cpnnot alwa.ys be taken

o.n inniortion in the

IlS

identification of the dead.
· (129) Bees ln
. t he
Cur t lUS
l~l~thos

w~y

(here co.tnlogue 251 pl

firmly her fingers,

A.

.
1n

. 1 i n the "unlC
'"1 . h
wh'1C h th e glr

XXVII) cl~sps hnnds without closing

sign thnt she is the der.d. However similar

hc.ndsha.ke occurs on other figures a.s well, ,.,hich, o.s far as it is
possible to conclude, are still living e.g. the father of tho young
Kleoch~res

on the

le~thos

Attributes:

cntalogue nr. 18 pl. XXVII.
The question of the objects held by tho

depicted people is much more complicnted.

Althoug1. objects of

every-dc.y life, they are mostly thought to be 'nttrihut,es' of n
sepulchrnl

n~ture

rather

th~n

simply objects indicating the o.go or

.
(13 0 )
sex of the flgure
•

Vases, taeniae, pyxides, b:1.skets, mirrors, musical instrumfmta,
arms, strigils, children's toys, pets, etc.,

~re

represented in

both everyd,'JY life nnd sepulchrD.1 scenes. The prohlem is whether
thesa o.ttributes are used on the tombs n.nd in the tomb scones on
the white gr. lekythoi becnuse of their links with the life of the
deceased or whether they have n

speci~l

sepu1chro.1

ch~r~ctar ~nd,

if so, how many of these feo.tures they retain when represented o.s
o.ttributes of the figures in the Attic

clo.ssic~l gr~ve

reliefs.
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.

.

It is known that the lekythos, the alabastron fl.nd the 'plemoehoe'
- although objects of everyday life, especially for women - were very
closely associated with the funeral rites and the cult at the tomb
a,nd appear also in such scenes on the white-ground lekythni,

~ometimes

also held by the dead themse1ves(13l) •. Musical instrumonts (lyre and
piIe) ar~ also linked with the dead. The lyre, connected with Orpheus
and the Nusas, is sometimes depicted on the white-ground lokythoi aa
an of:aring to the dead

(132)

or played by the dead themselves

The pipe seems to have be.,n t.be 0111)' iYlst-ruMmt \..Iscd at.

.

ceremonles

(134)

(113)

•

funeral

, and both lyre and pipe were already depicted on,

the geometric vases in the ekphora scenes accompanying the fi1e8 of
mourners.

Taeniae are very closely connected with the objects in

tomb-scenes which have just been discussed.
hand,

~rere

athletes.

used in daily life as, for

Taeninv, on the other

example, to decorate successful

Very narrow taeniae (filets) docorated the stelae or

the offerings brought to the dead, or even the dead themsolves

(135 )

•

Some animals were similarly thought of as symbols of the underworld,

.
(136)
(137)
especlally the horse
and the dog
•

Between the sepulchral

scenes of the white-ground lekythoi - on which most of these objects
o.ppear - and the grave-reliefs there is a grent difference. 1''hile
the same attributes appear repeatedly on the white-ground lekythni,
(namely lekythoi, ~labastra, 'plemochoae' taeni~e, eggs and WTaaths),
they are, however, usually absent from the Attic
never appeurs, o.s far

0.8

r~liefs.

The plemochoG

I know; the lekythoa nppoars only once

( 138)

,

The big baskets "'oro raroly found, nnd mostly
on

vases

~arble

(140)

" ilrenths and eggs are never met, un]oss they

wero or1g1nn 11y pEl.1nt e d(141)
•
o

0

reliefs(142).

0

T ~enl(l.e wore
0

nJ.SO

very rare on grnVEl

Even in the cases on which they were found it is not

quite clenr whether they represent the nnrrow filets usually used
on the tomb stelae, as Itnown from the similar repreaontations on the
white ground 1ekythoi, or some wider bands(l43) - a kind of scarfused for the toilet of women.
Some further objects that appear

as offerings on the tombs

appear very rarely on the grave reliefs. Th) diphros, for example,
. d 1 ekyth 010(144) appears only once on an
depicted on wh 1Ot e-groun

early me.rble lekythos cat. nr. 8 pI. II.
clenrly depicted on any Attic clo.ssic
Athens NM( cntal. nr. 9 pl. V rII)
her left hand.
It might also be

0.

The pomegrannte is not

reli·~f.

On

0.

lekyth08 in

"looon holds n round objoct in

It could be a pomegrlmo. te but also an npp 1e
0.

(145)

•

ball of wool (although somewhat irr~lovant to the

whole composition) because with her right ~~nd the woman seoms to
be pulling out a thread.

Sometimes the women might pIny with

such balls of wool(146).
The attributes however most usually depicted of figures on
the

gr~ve

reliefs are not those so far discussed. Much more

important also is the fact that the attributes are no longer the
sarna for both men and woman, but there are different on08 specifically
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according to sex. So far as there is evidenco, thero is no overlapping
of the attributes of male and female figures on the reliefs. For men
there are strigils and aryballoi and for women mostly pyxides and
other objects connected with their indoor everyday life. The strigils
and the aryballoi, appear very rarely on the tomb scenes on whitoground lekythoi, and when they appear, they seem to be, as on the
grave raliefs, ju.t attributes held by the deed person himsolf,
reve~ling

his occupation, rather than being brought to him a.

sepulchral offerings (147) •

Strigils of course are found inside the

tombs of men and children(148). Sometimes they are even found in such
l~rge

numbers that the suggestion has been made that these objocts

cannot be personal belongings of the. dead, but sepulchral offering••
In most cases, however, it seems most probable that they were
personal belongings; the strigils found in some very few graves bad
had a name inscribed in the genitive, probably the name of the dead,
although the possibility of the manufacturer having his name
inscribed cannot be excluded(149}. Similar problems are posed by
the astragaloi found in large numbers.

They were the most popular

playthings of children, possibly even of older on•• (150). Their great
number might be explained by the possibility thnt children collected
th em

(151)

•

But even if these objects, found in such great number., were
not all personal belongings of the dead, they are not necessarily,
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however, sepulchral offerings.

If in fact there was a custom that the

relatives, and possibly the friends, brought a last gift to the dead,
the most appropriate thing would have been the kind of object that
the deceased used to love or use while still alive, and not necessnrily
something that had n general sepulchral character.
The other object usually held by men on the reliefs are the
aryballoi, which are however, put into the graves in small numbers
and in the 5th. and 4th. centuries they are very rare. Consequently
their possible sepulchral function seems not to have been' vary mnrked
at that time. Arms

b.''''n~in~

to warriorR ·hav. b•• n alre.dy mentioned

in previous chapter.
Among the women's attributes the most puzzling are the pyxides.
Pyxides

of various sizes were used in daily lifo in the household pro-

bably for containing all kinds of things: jewellory

(152)

probably also children's toys, as, for example, puppets
instruments

(155 )

•

.

Th~mme

(156)

, musicnl

suggested that they

alw~ya

taeniae which had a symbolical sepulchral function similar

to thnt depicted on the white ground
gra.ve.

(154)

(153)

Whnt the pyxides on the reliaf representations

were for is not clear.
cont~ined

, scrolls

lo~thoi,

namely, to docorate the

The pyxides of the reliefs, however, are usually of n dit-

ferent shape and are smnller than those represented on white ground
lekythoi.

There is no evidence either that the pyxides depicted

on the white ground lekythoi contained taeniae, for on these scenos the
taeniae are brought to the grave in big flat basket. nnd apparently
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not in PYX1des

(157)

• Similarly there is no evidence thnt the pyxides

on the reliefs contained
cert~in

~eniae

that the small pyxides contained a piece of moterinl that might

be a taenia like tho one on the
Archestr~te
o

as a rule. On very fuw reliefs it lonjs

Pheldyll~

8t~le

(158 )

in Vonioe EA 2579 , stale of
o

hare nr 12, stele of Silenis in Berlln

in Athens

(160)

•

But all these

(159)

, stele of

t~enin-like materi~ls

could

have been used as well for a different purpose - for the toilet of the
women - since, os already mentioned, they differ from the narrow finet.
used on the deooration of the stelae shown on the white ground lokythoi.
But even if these were taenice, there is no proof

~bout

the reliefs for the cult of the dead, since they were
life on

mn~

their use on

U8ed

in evurydny

different occasions, as did also the vreath ••

On the other hand, it is proved tha.t the pyxidea did not. .. lyay~
oontain tc,en1tl.e but in several other reliefs cont·'l.ined ornaments lekythos of Phano ond K~llipis (here catal. 31 pl. VI) stele in
Pira.eus

(161)

the Boeotian stele of G1ycylla.

(1620

- or larger scrolls

(e.g. here nr. 19).
Consequently their function Was not different from thnt whioh
they had in the everyday life of the person.
other objects of women's everyday life-mirrors,fnna or spinning
aocessories - are represented

occasio~'lly

1n sepulchral scene. (163) •
o

The presenoe of musical instruments is also something tha.t
does not neoesscri1y imply sepulchral quality.
f

or the ea.r I y

0 d uca. ti on 0 f

Music wus essentinl

ch 1Old ren (164) a nd mUSlc 1eSBons were very
0
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often depicted on vase painting. Indeed, music in general plnyed a
very great role in the life of the people and it could nccompany
any feature of their life, secular, sacred or sepulchral

(165)

• In

comparison with the frequency with which musical instruments and
musical entertaincent are depicted on the r.f. vasos, their

00-

currence in the grave relief representations is so rare that no
allusion to a general sepulchral character can really be made.
The most characteristic objects held by the children on
grove reliefs .were mainly objects without sepulchral quality.
There were puppets and imitations of animals in clay - ospecially
birds (doves?) - and bnlls, as well ns other known children's toys

..

1nc1udlng the wheel

(166)

,

.

nstrng~101,

etc. The children are thus

represented cs occupied in the srume nctivities as in the life they
had left behind. Some of these objects hnd n1so a symbolic mefining
in the life of the children or young people. The bore, for example,
seems to have been a love-gift, nnd thus a symbol of love. Those
terrncotta objects are not very often depicted on the white ground
lekythoi; they are found, however, inside the
os

~lrea~

gr~ves

as furniture,

mentioned. Their nature is therefore uncertain. Most

of them seem actually to hnve belonged to the deceased or at all
events were

th~

kind of things the deceased used to hove in life

and probably only for this reason were brought to him by his relatives as n farewell present

(167) •

- 271 In conclusion, it can be noted so far that the objects
~cteristic

ch~r-

of the sepulchral rites, which are almost always present

on the white ground lekythoi, rarely appear on the grave reliefs.
So,

~s

regards the other objects represented occasionnlly only on

the white ground lekythoi, it is not certain how much of their (possibly) sepulchral character they retained when held by figures
depicted on the reliefs. Because there is a difference between the
vhite ground lekythoi nnd the reliefs. The first al alrendy mentioned
seem not to have been commissioned for a special burial or for
particul~r

dead person - except for some very rare examples

n

(168)

•

Most probably one could only choose from the pieces already painted
with subjects suitable for a male or female. Their motif. were not
chosen from the life of n particulnr person, but from n wider range
connected with the cult of the dead. On the grnve stelae, on the
contrary, except in some very few cases on marble vases or loutrophoroi stelae(169), nothing is directly conn6cted with the funeral,
the grave or the cult of the dead, but the relief is meant to
represent a certain person in his everyday environment. On the
Attic reliefs the attributes always suit the person who carries them
or for whom they are presented, and are characteristic of his sex,
age or occupation while alive. Their appearance does not seem to
be determined by any sepulchral function but simply by the purpose
they were put to in life: strigils for men and boys, pyxides for
girls and women, etc.

- 272 Another fact that indicates that those objects were meant as
objects of the pnst life of the deceased is t.hat sometimos the dopicted person is not merely holding them, but is actually mnking use
of them. There nre scenes, for exnmple, of the palaestra with

nthl~tOI

.
.
(170)
piaY1Dg orecraplng themselves
• Among women's indoor scones there
nre several which find their exact parallel in scenos of everyday
life on r.f. vases or even gems.

There are scenes with seated women

holding small children (Compare for example a stele in Leiden(17l)
and n

r..f

' (172» or splnnlng
. , .ln the snme way
hydrln

6S

represent ed

in scenes of everyday 1ife,(compare, the stele of Mynno in Berlin(173)
with the r.f. nlabastron from Kerameikos 271)(174), the stele of
Kypria

(175)

.
, on WhlCh thp. woman bow. towards the wool basket, with

.
(176)
a similar figure on a r.f. pyxis ln Athens
, nnd tho pnnel stele
in Berlin(177) with a vnse in N.
Snloniko.(179)

G

York(178~.

On another stele in

woman nnd her maid reproduce the srune composition

.
as on a gem of Mlke

b~)'

Dexamenos

(180)

, ate.).

On other stelae the attributes seem to
of the deceased. The stele of Potnmon
father and son, each holding a pipe.

(181)

reve~l

the occupation

.
deplcts two male figures,

According to the usual attrib-

utes these pipes should be characterized generally us objects of
the underworld, but the epigram below, stating that these two men
were famous musicians, indicates that

the~pes

were attributes of

their profession in life. The stele representing a poet holding a
me.k

(182)

(183)
and another stele, probnbly Thespian, with n lyric poet

- 273 Cfl.n be

explained. The same is true for the stele of

simil~rly

Chairestrate here nr 21 who, being a priestess of Kybele, ia
represented holding. key while a maid is presenting a tympnnon,a
lekythos in Athens NM entDI. 54 pl. LII on which a figure holds &
key, or the variou. representations of priest. holding n kantharos
or n kn 1'f e (184) •

The personal links between th.se objects and the

figures depicted are also emphasized by the fact that such attributes are really rare on the Attic

cla8sie~1

reliefs. But even mora

unusual objects that can hardly be linked with nny sepulchral tunction point clearly to the
SOSINOYS, XaAx6n~~~
~

round disc which

me~ning

of the previous ones. On his atele

(the coppersmith) (here nr. 20)is depicted holding
c~nnot

be anything but an allusion to his occupn-

o

tion. The same th1ng must apply to the stele of Xanthippos
who is holding a shoe or a shoetree. Possibly we can

(185)

expl~in

,

in the

same wny the panel stele in Berlin 1553(186), with the representation
of a young man turning towaras a small round object believed to he
a ball. The relief is followed by the inscription:
x)£t~~ #OAAOt~ (#)o~£~vd~
o

preted as being h1S name

(x)oUQo~ XQuaox6o{~

• Although the wordXQuaox6o, ia inter-

(187)

, I think it simply refers to his
(187&)
occupation na in the previous examples.
From the examples so far discussed, one is inclined to con-

clude that

ma~

nttributes - from the most common ones to the more

rare ones - merely indicate the occupation or interests of the
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deceased and do not have any special sepulchra 1 quality.

It is true,

however, that the occupations of the deceased were not as a rule
revealed either by the attributes or by the epigrams, unless they
were highly esteemed occupations (tlose of priest, musician etc.) or
some other noble activities of life, such as athletics, or if the
.

dep1cted were war heroes, etc.

(188)

. On the other hand, one must

admit that, from the numerous epigrams throughout tbe Greek world and especially from Attica - as well as from the more remote and
indirect evidence one has even from Homeric literature, people were
always concerned more with praising the life of the dead persons,
lamenting their early death or revealing how they had diOd(189),
than with the life atter death.

Although it can hardly refer to the

classic Attic reliefs, one cannot help remembering a similar event
mentioned in the "Odyssey", when Elpenor o.fter he Bet Odysseus in
the underworld, asked him to put on his grave the oar which he had
use d

(190)

•

A simila.r explanation is given exceptionfll 1y to the repre-

se'xa.ation ot a ~hield on ~ peometric vase thoU$'.ht to have stood on the
graves as a visible sign(191).

Sometimes in th3 lltllenistic period

they even go further, simply setting up stelae on which nre depicted
only objects that the deceased used to love (192) •.. On nnother Roman
stele with two pipes

(193 )

the epigram below states thnt the stele

is the tomb of a poet.)
Taking the above

oonclusi~~s

into o.ccount, our main point is
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see whether all the figures who hold these attributes on the grave

reliefs are dead or could still be alive.

There are very few exrumpl9s

in which a person carrying such an object - or to whom the object is
presented - could be considered definitely as dead or alive, judging
by an

~pigram

or other certain means. The examples however which

offer this possihility indicate that the bearers of these objects except servants - are dead. See for example the reliefs of Sosinos here
nr. 20 , of Chairestrate here nr. 21, of Mnesagora and
here nr. 1, stele from Vergina here nr 10,

Ni~ch8res

etc~

It is more difficult to judge whon an attribute is presented
by one main figure to, another - not in the case when the servant
cnrries it.

This happens especially with ndolescents and children,

who usually appear offering birds to each other. On the stele of
Ampharete,here nr. 2 or the stele of Mnesagora and Nikochares,here
nr. 1. it is the adult who holds the bird, but bot} figures are of
dead persons. Yet it is very dangerou8 to generalize,and interpret
all similar scenes in the same way. For instance, one cannot suggest
with complete certainty that botL figures in the Timo.rete stele
nre dead

(194)

•

On the stele

o~ Archestrat~

here nr. 12 the dend

person honoured is the seated woman and yet it is the littlo girl who
is holding the bird out to her. Is the child also dead?
If the bearers of such

nttribut~s

will be once more proved that on

th~

are in fnct dand then it

grave reliefs more tbnn one
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figures is

represented as dead even the subordinate ones.

Compare

for example the reliefs of the lekythoi cata1. 33 pl. XXIII, 54 pI
.

(i

LU, nr. 44, and even those of catr.1. 69 pI. VI and 19 pI XIX on
which the subordinate figures are depicted as warriors with their
armature or as riders with their horses.
They probably depicted them in this way to emphasize them or to
show them as they were when still alive, alone or in their family
environment, and not as dead.

The stele of Ampharete tolls us this

clearly: "I am here now dead, holding this dead baby o.s I used to
hold it when we were both still alive". They are both represented
as dead, but acting as they were when o.live, with the same behaviour,
the so.me expression, the same gestures of o.ffection.
is set up, not to recall a momentary scene, but to

The grave stone

i~ortnlize

the

dead persons as they were when alive. Another stele, that of
Timokrates, is one more such example

(195)

• "Stele, who put you here?

The mother of Timokrates, to remind her of the face of her son for
ever".
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IV.

~ry

Summing up, an attempt bas been made to determine whether
the figures on the grave reliefs represent dead or both dead and
living persons, whether it is possible to distinguish the dead
from the living and, if so, by what means.
Two conclusions were drawn; first, thnt on very many reliefs
beyond any doubt not only one, but two or more or even all of the
depicted people were dead.
by

~nyone

The dead were not necessarily confronted

living. Secondly, that the presence of a name inscription

seems to indicate that the person is dead, irrespectively of the
number of the depicted people.

On the contrary other proposed

means of identifying the dead cannot be applied generally.

